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Introduction 

The great, thinkers and founders of scientific socialism, Karl 
l&rx and Friedrich Engels, wrote as early as 1850 that when the Euro- 
pean reactionaries finally reach the Great Wall of China who knows but . 
what they will find the inscription: "Republic of China.. Liberty, . 
equality, fraternity,". (K. Marx and F. Engels, Works, Vol. VIII,. , 
p 211) This scientific prophecy has come completely true, .The great 
Chinese people, as the result of a long and heroic struggle under the 
leadership of their Communist Party, have won a victory of worldwide 
significance« The domination by landowners, compradors and bureau- 
crats, Americans, English and other imperialists has fallen into 
oblivion. The Chinese people have become the sole and sovereign 
master of their country» 

The character of the Chinese revolution, and the characteristics 
and peculiarities of its development, arising from the specific Chinese 
situation, caused the peculiarities of the origin and development of 
the people's money of China (jen min pi). The people's money was first 
issued by the Worker-Peasant Bank at the beginning of the thirties,. 
The notes carried portrait's of the leaders of the world proletariatt 
K. ftarx and V. I. Lento, and'the slogan, "Workers of the world, unite." 
The new money helped in expanding and strengthening the wqrker-peasant 
regions and in conducting the Chinese peopled revolution against the 
Kuomintang and foreign' imperialists; it played an active role In 
strengthening the economy of the liberated regions. 

During the Chinese people's long struggle against the Japanese 
invaders and the Chiang Kai-shek clique, the liberated regions were 
territorially separate and consequently the circulation of money in 
the different liberated regions was also territorially,separate. Such 
"independence" in the circulation of money in each liberated region 
was unavoidable under the existing conditions; it made it possible to 
adapt the circulation of money to the nature of the protracted war and 
partisan tactics. But, despite the "independence" of the money of the 
different regions, the people's money already bad a single social- 
economic nature. The circulation of people's money expanded as terri- 
tory was liberated, At pr es eat the people's yuan has become the sole 
currency in the territory cf the People's Republic of China. 

Cur economic literature has seldom discussed the circulation of 
money in China. The Russian- translation', of The Circulation of Money 
in the People's Republic of China by Taeag Ling and Han,Lei fills this 
gap toTei certain degree e The book familiarises: the Soviet reader with 
the monetary system in People's China and with the measures implemented 
by the Communist Party and the People's Government to.introduce the 
people's money into circulation, to force the Kuomintang,money out of 
circulation, and to unify the circulation of money in the country. 

The work examines the process of eliminating inflation and of 
strengthening and stabilizing the circulation of money. The authors 



also analyze the role of the people's yuan In the rehabilitation of 
the national economy and in the1' fulfillment of the First ^ive-Year 
Plan (up to I956)«- Considerable attention is given to the system of 
'planning and regulatingfthe, circulation of money in the People's Re- 
public ofVChina;•■' Of:undoubted'interest, to the Soviet-reader,.;is the 
description "of the specific'peculiarities,.in, the;development of the 
circulation of <money. %n the People*»' B«public of China ^Jiich arise   • 

.from peculiarities ii© the development of the Chinese! revolution, ifr 
=the Chinese economy/,and in its national.traditions i'::::.;. ;,,... .     ; 

..•.•-.■■.'. The Chinese pejople, under the leadership;;of their,Communist' 
Party,, during a -period of time so short as tobe unprecedented.'.to :

; 

history, Mve; achieved truly- grandiose • successes -in thecfie3d ?f;.' 
the circulation' of money, as well a3 in other fields of,economic con- 
struction o   Through the efforts of the Chinese people»;within the 
space of two or thre.e;^ears a uniform monetary; system has beeh . 

■ created in, this huge country where semi-rfeudäl-relatione; in pombifcfc- 
•' tion with domination;by foreign imperialists;still-recently prevailed, 

■ where-the circulation^ of money had not been ünifiedifC^: eenturies, 
and where several dosiens of' different currencies were i^ circulation. 
Row/ MB\ comrades Tseng ting and Han Lei show, "the^sole tcurrehCy in 
People* s China -iff ;th^ ;ien Mn-pi*"   •■-.•        '■"'■'\'J: }'*''■ ■'•■-■ -■■^,^.- 

. The creation of asingle monetary system waöTirs,de;possible 
first by the Unprecedented political, unity, of the people* united;under 
a powerful centralized,^government on principles of democratic central- 

■ • ism, and second,' by ;a single national economy.  ; On the,other hand, 
the; single: monetary^system promoted, during: its formation process, 
•the rehabilitationand' development: of an- all-natloml economy.and the 
political consolidation of the government.. .;  ;'}   ; ^ ■,-;:    ■   -*'   _ 

^ luring-the-very firät years of existence of the; People's Repub- 
lic of China, when the,country^ economic conditioti wa» poor, as the 
result of the heayycburden inherited from the Kuomintang;regime and 
the necessity of continuing^ the war> and the socialist sector still 
comprised a smlliproportion of the national ..economy,..commodity prices 

i and the circulation,of money were stabiliiedi   afterwards, eis the na- 
;tionai economy--developed, as;socialis^^ in-' 
creased, as the deficit in; the'state,budget,wää completely,.eliminated, 

.and'-as issuing ourreney to cover this deficit -was discontinued, the 
circulation of money, steadily 'improved., ,.'.  ' ;   : -;;     ^ wu? ;-v:. ■  ■       ■ 

At present the people's yuan is■ sucöessfülly.fulfilling all 
the functions inherent in money* under condiMohs^©f a socialist econ- 

-^omy.:  It serves as a ^general measure of ^puta of social labor for 
'■ the production Of-goods, and is used, by: the people*?; government in 

■■'■ the establishment and regulation of,prices^,, in planning production 
and commodity/ turnover,, in strengthening economic acco^tability, as 
a control over the measure1 of labor and! consumption, a»* to distribute 
and redistribute the":national income;in the'interests ^.development 
of the national econo^.and,a steady i^rease in -the..standard of 
living of the Chinese peopled ■•,;-^:'.:.:.^,,j« 'L~'[. 
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In the sphere of circulation, the people's yuan promotes in 
every way the expansion of commodity turnover and the development of 
commodity turnover between town and country; this strengthens the 
economic ties between them arid strengthens the union of workers and 
peasants, the basis of the dictatorship of the proletariat,, Uti- 
lizing the objectively existing economic law of the circulation of 
money, the people's government provides, in a planned way, agreement ' 
between the amount of money in circulation and turnover requirements, 
and creates the conditions for stability of the people's yuan and for 
increasing its purchasing powero 

In the sphere of payment relationships, the people ss yuan 
serves as an important means of control over the economic-financial 
activity of socialist enterprises, promoting the attracting of free 
funds into People's Bank channels and organization of a system for 
settling accounts in the national economy of the People's Republic of 
China, ;:■'■ 

As a result of stabilization of the circulation of money and 
expansion of the sphere of commodity-money relationships^ the function 
of the people's yuan as a medium for saving and accumulation has de- 
veloped rapidly, The People's Bank has attracted large' sums saved by 
the workers into its channels to be used to supply credit for the na- 
tional economy. The importance of the yuan in foreign settlements is 
also increasingo 

The people's yuan played a great role in the development of eco- 
nomic relationships between the various regions of the country. Old 
China, as the result of domination by foreign imperialists with their 
policy of "divide and conquer," was economically and politically dis- 
united for a long time, In essence it did not even have a single na- 
tional market« The Chinese people, under the leadership of the Com- 
munist Party, quickly turned China into a united and powerful govern- 
ment» Immediately after the formation of the People's Republic of 
China economic ties began to develop between all regions of the coun- 
try. The people's yuan, as the Bole currency of China, became an in- 
strument for realizing these ties, for creating a single national 
economy. 

The authors of the book describe clearly the development of the 
functions of the peopled money at various stages of the construction 
of the People's Republic of China,, 

In the liberated regions0  and alao during the first period of 
formation of the People's Republic of China, these functions were mani- 
fested partially rather than completely due to the rather considerable 
use of barter at that time*, As the national ecohcay was restored and 
the economy and commodity-money relationships developed, the functions 
of the people's money expanded0 

The transition period in the People's Republic of China, as in 
other socialist countries, is Characterized by the presence of social- 
ist and capitalist sectors in the economy, The government, On the 
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basis of the known> objectively existing economic laws, even'durixlg 
the first stage of construction of People's: China,.deliberately,used 
the peopled money in all of its functions in the interests of conr 
solidating and developing the socialist sector of the economy»   At 
the same time, considering; the laws of the transition perioa 'under 
actual conditions in.China, the government, in the interests of de-        . 
veloping the economy of the country as a whole, successfully uti-: 
lized the people's money to expand the production and sale of goods 
by enterpr is es belonging to the national bourgeoisie.   State enter- 
prises, in concluding contracts for the production and delivery of 
goods with enterprises belonging to the national bourgeoisie,:gave    ;    ' 
them credit in the form of advances of money (in most cases through 
People's Bank credits).,   1'hese contracts fixed the price of the de- . • 
livered goods in consideration of actual production inputs and. state 
established profit norms.' This primary form of state , capitalism,;, ■. 
promoting the growth of the national economy, in the final-analysis 
developed in the interests of socialism.       :    • : 

Furthermore, the people's money also served the capitalist 
sector of the economy in this period, making possible the utilization   ■>' 
of the money in two ways3   -',',, 

The national bourgeoisie, while on the side of the Chinese, , 
working class in its struggle against imperialism and the reactionary - 
Kuomintang* nevertheless clung to its narrow.class interests'» ;;;%ny;,^  ; 

bourgeois elements opposed the restrictions implemented against them, 
using the people's yuan f or: this c    "The struggle between the res trie- >y' 
tions and the opposition to them/' said Comrade Liu Shao-ch'ij, "has \. 
been the basic form of. class; struggle within our country in recent, ;■■■.... 
years;  it shows the basic class contradiction in the country, i.e..,    ., 
the contradiction between the worker class and the bourgeoisie«* 
(Liu Sbao-ch'i, Political Report by the Central Committee of tb6 Com-   .. 
munist Party of China to the VIlI All-China Party Congress, mterials 
of the VIII All-China Congress of the Communist Party of China, Gos- 
politizdat, I956, p 19)       ; 

Kot only did the Chinese bourgeoisie use the'yuan to; exploit . 
the workers; to obtain very great profits-they trie^d to inflate marr 
ket prices, avoided paying taxes, and tried to avoid government con-:> 
trol in various ways.   All -tuts had a bad effect on the circulation, 
of money and on the condition of state-finances •.    This struggle by 
the bourgeoisie, especially strong in the spring of 195Oand'in 195.2, 
is examined in detail by the authors.      v .'V *'. 

The Chinese people, underthe .leadership,of the Communist Party >: 
beat off the attacks of the bourgeoisie, ensuring the further success- 
ful development of thü ecoBOLy Of' the Peopled Republic of .China',, espe- 
cially of its socialist secto/-, the strengthening of the circulation 
of money, and the stabilization Of prices, ^ 

China's experience in the field of the circulation of money, 
as in other fields of economic construction, is a clear demonstration 
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of the advantages of socialism. This experience also teaches that a 
knowledge and a conscientious use of the. objective laws of the circu- 
lation of money on the basis of Marxist-Leninist theory, with the 
necessary consideration taken of the specific peculiarities of each 
socialist country, will guarantee the successful construction of a 
planned socialist monetary system. 

The book concludes with a study of the processes of the circu- 
lation of money in China in about the middle of 195&. Three years 
have passed since then, and during this short period great changes of 
international importance have occurred in Peopled China. 

In 1956 the socialist reorganization was complete on the whole 
in the People's Republic of China in industry and in agsiculture. As 
a result, the capitalist form of ownership of the means of production 
was replaced by socialist forms of ownership. In 1957 the First Five- 
Year Plan was successfully completed and the primary basis for so- 
cialist industrialization was created in the country«. 

Gross output in industry and agriculture in 1957 was 68 percent 
greater than in 1952„ In 1957 industry (including cottage industry) 
accounted for 56*5 percent of the total gross industrial and agricul- 
tural output as compared with kl»5  percent in 1952 j output of producer 
goods was 52 o2 percent and 39<>7 percent, respectively 0 

On the basis of the growth in production, commodity turnover 
increased considerably«, The total volume of consumer goods (in fixed 
prices) entering the trade network increased by 55 percent during the 
Five-Year Plan» A Bingle socialist market was created in the country, 
supplemented by the market, organized under state control, for the 
sale of agricultural products and various goods of local production 
by peasants, under an established procedure0 Retail prices on goods 
remained stable0 

In connection with the sv.cces3ful fulfillment of the First 
Five-Year Plan, state budget revenues (excluding balances carried 
over) were 75 percent greater in 1957 than in 1952; moreover, revenues 
of state, cooperative and state-private enterprises comprised 95  per- 
cent of total budget revenues in 1957 as compared with 10.1 percent 
in 1952o During the First Five-Year Plan period as a whole, state 
budget revenues exceeded expenditures by 153 million yuan. 

Gigantic successes were achieved in 1958* the first year of 
the Second Five-Year Piano Groas industrial and agricultural output 
increased by 65  percent during the year. Wholesale and retail com- 
modity turnover increased, and the workers» standard of living rose. 
All this ensured a further consolidation of the country's finances. 

The rapid economic development and the stable condition of 
state finances predetermined the stable condition of the circulation 
of money. Money was issued during the First Five-Year Plan as a whole 
and in I958 in a planned manner in agreement with the growth in com- 
modity turnover and in the population's revenues and expenditures. 
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Only in' 1956,: "when tl^'deveioEpent of ;:eCöndmic'qösä^iri^fon^s'"espe-:', 
cially'e^nsivö and the 'country' suffered' from .a aatT^ivdisasterjl ■'_';',  '; 
did the state 'budget' xibt a in '8X9 million yuan from ;th^,;Pe%ieis' Bank'' "•'" 
as a tetoßorary;äredit'froin deposits'.'' '^Ko^ChlÄ'^a^^g^'^^toB^iqt" . 
Financial!Worlc:inL thW Pe'oiiä'W^'Re'pübl'ie bf;'China,  "Fiiians^'.'^SR;"-: 

No. 3, 1958, p 68)   But this did not have a- negative^ Effect '-on the "" 
circulation of money.   During t.h? first,half .pf 195.6..only the usual 
seasonal withdrawal of tfciney from ' circulation' 'was' n^d'and tdbal; 
money was'at |he' lev€l of the'secötid/tfelf ^;i^5o''-;Öxrt:tJ9>thfe';Bed(»d- 
half "'Öf 1956,' in ccbn^cttcij wlt'hTthe Reason 'for; ;p>ro<ä^men^'öf agr;±-_;''''^; 
cultural products aid raw 'flafeifOs 's ,'a ■'planned JDBSfeanc;e;was caaOAc'ted' ciV 

and total money in c^tidat^n; aV.'the end of. thV year; was."• 1^690,000,Q00 
yuan greater .tMh' ät the;' end of x9?5.? 

effort, striving ahead, to build äfoc^^ä;actig^iig'!t6;'^.priiJ(^le-','A 

of more'/faster, "better'and ^cheaper," the'' temporary difficulties were . 
quickly overcome^;'In '195?..the';etatev;b^dgeti Tetluiüed.'the 'temporarily; ';.;:' 
borrowed !funds to.the -People*s Bank; afid : ih I958 b>3gVi'revenues ■ once:'■/ ■;*; 
again exceed budget 'expenditures, by the'amount,of :g00 miliion'yuan0 ';;;; 
In 1957 the People's "Bank withdrew^ 

'Commodities^ dis-eeted by; the state "'itffco turnover In .'a planned  
way and at stabI3 prices, are the'^hief foundation for a .stable circu-*;;';J;; 
lation "of mosey :in'the Peopled Republic of ;Chinai ';, "': '"'';. '•;:." .'.'.' v. .%: 

• China's credit .system., primarily the'People-^^ Bank, 'plays an f '^ 
important role ih; thVplannM'. reg^tl^ ;.W'^ ";c^CTJtoti(ai .of money;,'':-: "";, 
The credit systemVacciimuiates free funds ,no;ci only ;6f _stated coopera- ';■■;"■'•. 
tive and joint enterprises'and 'organisation's^'but als^ö' of'the'•popular ' j 
tion. Total deposits by the population drawn into the credit systemj ''•' 
amounted; to 3«, f billion yuan at the eüd" of 195t,? a^/'in'cröa'Se of 35° 
percent over 1952r.;-'The work of:the credit''.syotearto'^traet'tempo- ' ;-; 
rarily free money 'is'"an important factor in the further 'strengthening '."^ 
of the circulation of money in the People's %ep^ü5&c of; China<, *•'■'.. "; ;'; 

Now the'-great Chlhe'se people^.'under'the 'leadership of the Com- ;;■';; 
munist Party, aref successful^ the Second Five-  . ;'; 
Year Plan for the' development of the nationälveconoj2^, for the victory1"'' 
of socialism« : The peopleS:S yuan'1 plays, as: before^^:^oxtaxyt$axt.. v 
in this struggle, end is truly serving the cause .of socialism as it' ' _';■■;/;. 
did during the^perioC .de.scr'ibed in' detail ih the;book by .comrades Tseng; ; 
Ling and Han Lei;   *'" .'';;,";":;.". '.'' ..."'"_^ ■'..'''   ,'  ."'.'^t .':''"'/-.".;""..".        '.,-' '...-..■■ >'' '■■■_ 

Üo 'Sveshnlkov 
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Preface 

At present the Jen mia pi (the people's money) is the sole 
currency of People.5» China. Therefore, a study of the circulation 
of money in the People's Republic of China must begin with a study of 
the origin of the jen nin pi,, the people's yuan. 

Prom the very moment of their issuance the 3ea min pi were" 
called upon to fulfill an important sad responsible task --to create 
a stable, independent monetary system ensuring the conditions neces- 
sary for developing production'and commodity turnover and'for sup- 
porting the front in every possible way. 

When the -Jen mia pi were first issued, their sphere of circu- 
lation vas the regions Ulrich had experienced eight years Of anti- 
Japanese and two years of people's liberation war» The wounds in- 
flicted by war on these regions were very serious: production was 
low; the peasants, supporting the people's liberation war in every 
possible way, could give little assistance to the development of com- 
modity turnover since the commodity economy in the countryside was 
undeveloped, the market was stagnant, and credit relations in the 
countryside had fallen into decay. At the same time, as the result 
of many years of war, the expansion of barter, and the depreciation 
of the old money, the custom of computing prices in ch'u mi ze had 
become rooted in the countryside* The peasants took money reluctantly 
and very little money circulated in the countrysideo In some regions 
silver yuan were still in circuit ion« lack of faith in paper cur- 
rency was common a A decisive change had to be madeo This was a 
great and very complicated task» 

At the time when the jen min pi were issued local currency was 
in circulation in each liberated region» The liberated regions occu- 
pied a vast territory; their economy (mainly due to the great costs 
of conducting the war) was unstable, and price levels differed in 
different regions and also within one region0 Por this reason the 
value of money in the different liberated regions was not the same, 
making convertibility difficulta In addition, the rate of exchange 
of a given regionss money in respect to the money in circulation in 
the Kuomintang regions was different over different borders. Under 
these complicated conditions it was necessary to gradually turn the 
jen min pi into a single currency for the liberated regions without 
causing shocks in the market and-sharp fluctuations in commodity 
prices, 

At the moment when the people's yoan went into circulation the 
Kuomintang notes, "fa pi," had already depreciated catastrophically, 
and the "gold yuan" (also Kuomintang money), although they had been 
issued not long before, had depreciated even more a The "silver yuan," 
issued by the Chiang Kai--ahek clique in regions of Kwaagchou and Sze- 
chwan provinces, the last of its strongholds, were quickly overtaken 
by the same fate« As the result of the sharp depreciation of paper 
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currency in the territory of the regions" seised by the Kuomintang, 
there was a continuous and sharp.increase in prices so that this 
money stopped fulfilling one of its chief functions, i.e.,, serving 
as a measure of value*- '■..'" '/'"':'"'"■•• ■ [:'   ._•■'"'•■ 

In the recently liberated regions the Peopled "Government had 
to take urgent measures to e3dminate the" burdensome inheritance from, 
the Chiang ^i-shek clique, ,- It was necessary to replace the^fictif 
tious notes with new people's money, to stabilize prices> and to bring, 
order into the market situation» All this, had to create normal condi- 
tions for the rapid restoration of production and tradey:stop the . 
squandering of the national wealth, and gradually normalize economic 
life in the liberated regions* ' ■■'' _ 

After the people's.yuan went into circulation in the nearly 
liberated cities,"gold, silver, and Anerican and Hongkong■-dollars 
continued to circulatea Widespread speculation in these.caused great 
harm to the normal development of the country»s economy* Moreover, 
it was impossible to allow foreign currency to circulate within the 
territory of an independent government with an' independent economy* 

During the first period after the people's yuan went^ into cir- 
culation the war was still going on» Active assistance to the front 
was needed to achieve victory. In the newly liberated regions it was 
necessary to put the peopled money into circulation, eliminate the 
chaos in the sphere of the circulation of money, conduct a stubborn 
struggle against speculation^ regulate commodity resources, and stabi- 
lize the market« 

Prices continued to rise throughout the country for almost a 
whole year afoer the people ss yuan were issued» Tnia was caused# on 
the one hand, by the pernicious consequences of the Chiang Kai-shek 
regime, and, on the other handv, by financing the war to.achieve com- 
plete victory over the enemy» Moreover, the process of putting the 
peopled yuan into circulation occurred while various economic struc- 
tures under the guidance of the state sector oftheeconomy existed 
in our country^ national economy,. The presence of capitalist and 
small-scale commodity economies introduced elements of spontaneity. 
In addition, during the period of reconstructing the national economy , 
the level of planning the act ivity. of a great number of s täte enter - 
prises was still low..-All'this caused a number Of peculiarities in, 
the process of putting the people's yuan into circulation and created ; 
serious difficulties in planning the circulation of money,■ It was 
necessary, proceding'on the basis of the specific situation, to .con- 
tinually improve the work; pf regulating the circulation of money, to 
gradually overcome all difficulties, and toplace the circulation of 
money at the; service of production and commodity turnover. 

The facts show that the jen min pi have successfully fulfilled 
their historical mission» An independent, unified monetary system was 
created in People's China, and it has gradually acquired more and more 
of a planned nature. 
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The planning of the circulation of money can only be done on 
the basis of a socialist economy, under the conditions of the opera- 
tion of the basic economic law of socialism and the law of planned, 
proportional development of the national economy» . 

At present the economy of People's China is characterized by 
comprehensive socialist construction and socialist transformation, 
and by a steady development of the national economy. 

In agreement with this, the planning of the circulation of 
money is being improved rapid3y, as an important component of planning 
the whole national economy. 

This book examines the experience and successes of the Chinese 
people in the field pf, creating an independent, unified monetary sys- 
tem and of planning the circulation of money o 



Chapter 1 

The Circulation of "Money Just;Before' and Durlng'the. Sirst Period ;: ' 
of the Forratioa of tte^^^ ''' 

The (^adüai^härävTal Erota Circulation of ijötei^&öued' J'-'- 
•^■-•:'v--::. :   '&' the'Different Liberated' RegiohW;''T;- /:;;;' ;''v V.;.,^ 

;-:  On 1 December i^S the People:s' Bank of • (Mm: ihV'S-hih*chia- 
chuangV the poütle&laiid economic center of the liberated1 region   - "■'■'•■; 
of Worth China, started to issue•""jen min pi." The short period between 
the beginning of the issuance of the people's money and the proclama- 
tion of the Peopled Republic of China was a period of brilliant vic- 
tories in the national revolution, and a period of struggle by the 
Chinese people for the creation of an irdependent and uniform monetary 
systenio 

On the eve of the proclamation of the People's Republic of 
China the national liberation war was, on the whole, victoriously 
ended and most of the regions of the country had been liberated. 

After victory in the revolution the country was faced with the 
following tasks in the field of economics: immediate confiscation of 
the means of production formerly belonging to bureaucratic capital, 
for which it was necessary to compute exactly the plants, mines, en- 
terprises and hanks belonging to them; the rapid restoration of pro- 
duction; the discontinuance of all speculation; strengthening of the 
market in every way; and organization of commodity turnover between 
cities and the countryside« 

There was an especially pernicious inheritance from the «Hang 
Kai-shek clique in the'field of the circulation of money. It was 
characterized by a catastrophic depreciation of the fa pi and the 
so-called "gold yaan," and by a swift growth in prices which rose 
several times during the course of a day. Prices were computed in 
gold and silver which circulated in the market and turned into an 
important object of speculative machinations0 

The numerous small private banks and exchange offices which 
appeared in this period were concerned mainly with currency specula- 
tion. The rate of interest on loans on the market reached 100-200 
percent annually, private industrial and trading enterprises il- 
legally accumulated goods for speculation, the level of production 
fell from day to day, and the market was in a stagnant condition. 

The harm done to the country by the Kxcnintang regime, which 
had plundered the national property for more than 20 years of its 
criminal rule, was great« During a short period of time alone, 
I9U.7-I9h,8, prices rose more than 26,000 times. The direct harm to 
the Chinese people caused by monetary inflation alone was over 15 
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billion silver yuan» It is not possible to determine the total 
losses borne by the national economy as a result of inflation.,, 

There were immediate tasks ahead of the people's, governments 
created in the different regions: to regulate the circulation of 
money, to restore production, and to normalize the life of the popu- 
lation« The necessary premise for fulfilling these important.; tasks 
vas the creation of a single, unified monetary system and the sta- 
bilization of the circulation of money» 

At the beginning of the anti-Japanese war, the Eighth Army, 
penetrating to the rear of the enemy^ organized the masses fa?  the 
struggle and developed partisan warfare, creating numerous bases for 
opposition in the rear of the enemy0' In essence there were no eco- 
nomic relations between the different bases of opposition; they were 
compelled to depend on their own efforts for everything and to con~ 
duct the war independentlye Under these conditions the people's 
government in the different.bases of opposition had to issue local 
currency as the only legal medium of payment within the given region, 
and had to stop the enemy currency from penetrating its territory» 

The currencies issued in the different bases of opposition were 
not mutually convertible0 At the time of victory in the anti-Japanese 
war the following types of money were in circulation in these terri- 
tories:' ' 

Name of the Money        Regions Where the Money Circulated 
ii    i    I    ii i    »Minimi—mn   i» 11 mint «—a ifpitnw» rfa^i in --«-  ifaj ..«,■—■■ i. MJT'11«    »1 *-J*J«*HL.II«II^'II ■■"•■.-■ii fcmn»im— 

Notes of the Shensi-Kansu-Mingsia     The Shensi-Kaasu-Kingsia Liberated 
frontier Region Bank Region* 

Notes of the Northwest Peasant Bank The Shansi-Suiyuan Liberated Region 

Notes of the Southern Hopeh Bank       The Shansi-Hopeh-Shantung-Honan 
Liberated Region 

Notes of the Shansi-Chahar-Hopeh       The Shansi-Chahar-Hopeh Liberated 
frontier Region Bank Region 

Notes of the Pei-hai Bank The Shantung Liberated Region 

Notes of the Central China Bank        The Central China Liberated Region 

Notes of the Southern Bank .  The Kwangtung (Tung-chiang)   ■   . 
Liberated Region = 

* Later notes issued hy this regionsf Tradtog Company also 
circulated here. 
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After'the capitulation of Japanese imperialism,' the mercenary   , 
Chiang Kai-shek cliijue,^"accepting" the'.capsulation^ «eized many of :,. 
our country*s strategic cities and communications  (with-the exception 
of the region Of Kaagan city) and unleashed the anti-people,ciyii war.,. 
The different liberated:regions  (formerly bases of opposition) were,,., 
blockaded.   These regions were compelled to retain their independent 
currencies to prevent the influx of "fa pi" and "gold yuan,   to saje 
the -people's wealth from being plundered, tofill the requirements of... 
the front, and to achieve victory over the Chiang Kai-shek clique«, 
During this period of civil war,, in addition to the above-rusted local 
currencies issued during'the anti-Japanese war, n*w independent cur;r:. , 
rencies were issued in the regions recently liberated'by-the People's. 
Liberation'Army:    in the Northeast Liberated Region,, Northeast Bank    , 
notes;, in' the'Port Arthur and Dal'ny:/ Eeg'iony,. Kwangtuag Bank notes;..... 
in the-Hopeh-Jehol-Lia'oning Liberated Regibnyfr'ang-chSeng- Bank notes; 
and in the Central 'Plaiti Liberated Region^ Chung;^choü^Peasant Bonk   ,-. 
notes,»,.:..'. "';  " '.' •-■'■' ^ '-; '''J'X'B ' •■< 

..''"".'Tfi«*" People's Liberation. Army, led by the Chinese-Communist ^arty 
and warmly supported-by the Chinese peop^, changed from.'defense; to; 
attack, and soon decisiveüyvran the.: Chiang Kai-shek clique's^military 
and political fbrces;from; the Chinese mirilando ■ At this time the dif- 
ferent liberated regions gradually became united, as: a-result of which 
economic ties began to be restored and to develop and a tendency toward 
unification of the^mbhetary.system was noted«       . 

■ ;  In Northeast China issuance of notes by the Chiang *ch5.eng and 
Kwangtung banks was stopped and, instead.of the.parallel circulation 
of various no'r»esf Northeast: Bank notes became the basic unit, of-money; 

■ these gradually pushed the notes of the Ch'ang-ch'eng and Kwangtung 
banks out'"'of circulation*- - 

In North China, where notes of the Shäri&i-Öhahar*Hopeh frontier 
Region Bank and of the Southern Hopeh Bank were in circulation, issu- 
ance of the first was discontinued and Southern Höpeh Bank notes be- 
came the basic unit of money.    In East China regions, issuance of 
notes by the Central China'Bank was discontinued and only Pei-hai Bank 
notes remained in circulation.»    2Jo Northwest'China/where;;three types 
of notes were in circulation^, issuance of notes by therShensi-Kansu- 
Ningsia Frontier Bank and the-Trad5.ng Company was discontinued, leaving 
the Northwest Peasant Bank notes in circulation as the sole'.unit of 
money.    In the1 Central Plain LiberatedRegion, as the result of uni- 
fication, of different circulation media, Chung-chou- Peasant Bank notes 
became the sole currency 9ä <.,:fv- 

In the winter Of 19^8> when conditions were created-for the 
victorious conclusion of the People's Liberation War, it became neces- 
sary to further unify the country's monetary system.    With this pur- 
pose, on 1 December 19W, the People's Banit or China'was1 established 
on the basis of the North China Bank, the Pei-hai Bank> and.the. North- 
west Peasant Bank»   This bank, as already noted, began to issue jen 
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min pi, and the local notes issued in the different liberated regions 
vere gradually withdrawn from circulation«. At first, notes of the : 

Southern Hopeh Bank and of the Shansi-Chahar-Hopeh Frontier Region, 
Bank were withdrawn in North China; notes of the Pel-hai Bank and the 
Central China Bank in East China; and notes of the Northwest Peasant 
Bank, the Shensi-Kansu-Ningsia Frontier Region Bank, and the, Trading 
Company in Northwest China, 

During this unification process, on 15 March 19^9 the Chung- 
chou Peasant Bank was converted into a regional division of the 
Peopled Bank of Chinac Ehe peopled yuan, jen min pi» began to 
circxilate in Central China and in the central liberated' regions 0 
By 15 June 1950 the notes-iesued by the Southern Bank, which had been 
circulating in tte Kwangtung-Xiangai»Hunan Frontier Region and the 
Fukien-Kwangtung-Hunan Frontier Region^ had been completely withdrawn 
from circulation» 

On 1 April 1951 the Stats Administrative Council of the Central 
People's Government published a decree on the exchange of the local 
notes circulating in the Northeast and in Inner Mongolia; on 1 Novem- 
ber i95i.lt published a decree on the issuance in Sinkiang of currency 
with inscriptions in Uigur, By this time the exchange of notes (silver 
yuan issued' by the' Sinkiang Province Bank) was almost completed0 

The basic work of unifying the local currencies in the different 
liberated regions was completed by 1 October 19^90 After the proclama- 
tion of the People's Republic of China, only problems related mainly 
to the need for considering peculiarities of. a local character remained 
unsolved« For example, the exchange of notes circulating in the North- 
east dragged out Until the beginning of January 1951, mainly because 
during the preceding period, when the war was still going on in China 
proper, and the Northeast was already completely liberated., the latter 
was permitted to retain an independent monetary system temporarily«, 
This was intended to ensure a rapid conversion to peaceful construc- 
tion and to restored production in the aim of supporting the libera- 
tion war throughout the country. 

The retention of notes, silver yuan, in Sinkiang was based on 
a consideration of political and economic conditions in the national 
minority regions0 For this same reason, silver dollars and Tibetan 
bank notes still circulate in Tibet along with the people's yuan. 

As far as Taiwan^ occupied by the Chiang Kai-shek clique and 
American imperialism, is concerned^ the Chinese on this island are 
continuing to experience the full burden of inflation. 

The money issued in the liberated regions was peopless money. 
Therefore, it was necessary to implement measures so that the follow- 
ing principles would be observed during the process of unifying the 
circulation of moneyo 

a» Establishment of a correct exchange rate» Since the liber- 
ated regions developed under different economic conditions and under 
different military circumstances, the units of money in the different 
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liberated regions represented different values at the time when the 
circulation of money -was unified.   This is why it was first necessary, 
during the unification^process, to settle the question of establishing: 
the correct rates at which some local currencies wouidrbe exchanged 
for others, so that the holders of the notes would not.undergo losses* 
Price levels in the respective regions were used as a basis: for deter- 
mining the exchange rates.   Basing the rates on market prices enabled 
a holder of Money A and a holder of Money B to retain, during the ex- 
change, the purchasing power of the money they had on hand, and guaran- 
teed that one of the units of money would not fall in value when being : 
exchanged for another. w;<   \^_...      '.,._... 

The city of Tientsin was the first large city liberated in China 
proper» .At that time it belonged to the territory.of the Worth China' .= ■ 
Liberated Region0    However, since the part of the Peopled Liberation, 
Army which.liberated it was operating in various regions, notes of the 
Southern Hopeh Bank, of the Shansi-Chahar-Hopeh Frontier Region Bank, 
of the Northeast Bank, and of the Ch!ang-ch*eng Bank were Circulating 
in Tientsin along with the Jen min pi»   But nevertheless, the basic 
unit of money was the- people's yuan.    On 18 April 19^9 the Tientsin 
Division of the People's Bank.of China published the. following fixed 
exchange rates established by the People's Government of, Korth China* .; 

;; For i yuan, in jen min pi ; 

Yuan, of the Southern Hopeh Bank -,                      ■L0° 

Yuan of the Shansi-Chahar-Hopeh Frontier Region Bank '1,000 

Yuan, of the Northwest Peasant Bank . ,•                 2,000 

Yuan of the Pei-hai Bank 10° 

Yuan of the Trading Company of the Shensi-Kansu-Ningsia 
Frontier Region ;      .        2>000 

Yuan of the Northeast Bank .  ,. '■■•'•" 200 

Yuan of the Ch'ahg^ch1 eng Bank  '.;'■ ' 200 

Yuan of the Jehol Province Bank 1,000 

Yuan of the Shansi-Chahar-Hopeh Frontier Region Bank, 
issued! for circulation in the Hopeh-Jehol-Liaoning 
Frontier Region ... 5*000 

Yuan of the Central China Bank       '■ 10° 

Yuan of the Chung-chou Peasant Bank 3 
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These official exchange rates were the same, on the whole, as 
the rates which formed spontaneously op the market; the reason for 
establishing them at this level was the desire to protect the holders 
of the money in the liberated regions from exchange losses» 

b. Stabilisation of the exchange rate, mixed circulation of 
money. When the unification of two adjoining regions into administra- 
tive units began, during this organizational period the task was to 
establish the correct exchange rate, stabilize lb, and allow the 
temporary parallel circulation of the two different units of currency 
of the different regions in a fixed ratio» This was a necessary transi- 
tion stage in the process of consolidating the formerly independent re- 
gions with their independent units of currency. The parallel circula- 
tion of the two units of currency was to promote, the restoration and 
development of economic ties between the two regions, isolated in the 
past, and to prevent price fluctuations on the markets 

Since the circulation of money was directly connected with the 
different aspects of the people's economic life, forbidding the circu- 
lation of any given unit of currency and exchanging it for new money 
to which the population was not accustomed would have been an extremely 
serious matter. Excessive haste could have had a negative influence on 
the circulation of commodities and money for a certain period of time» 
That is why it was decided to permit the temporary parallel circulation 
of two different units of money which formerly circulated in two ad- 
joining regionsc In doing this it was assumed that after stabilizing 
the market and creating the necessary commodity reserves, when the 
preparation for exchanging the money was completed and the population 
was already relatively accustomed to both types of money, one could 
be withdrawn from circulation and replaced by the other» 

The permission for a very short period of time of mixed circu- 
lation of money at a fixed legal ratio during the period of exchanging 
the notes of the different liberated regions for people's yuan, was 
of a somewhat different nature. This was done for convenience in ex- . 
change and for creating favorable conditions for the circulation of 
money, and also because of certain temporary circumstances. For exam- 
ple, during the struggle for the liberation of Peiping (until October 
19U-9 Peking was called Peiping) and Tientsin, for convenience in sup- 
plying the Northeast Army, decrees of the Military Control Committees 
of Peiping and Tientsin permitted the temporary circulation of notes . 
of the Northeast Bank and of the Ch?ang-chsengBank in these cities* 
When these special circumstances were no longer operative, the People *s 
Government of North China, on 15 April l^?, announced the termination 
of the circulation of these notes in Peiping and Tientsin and their 
circulation was limited to the Northeast0 An exchange point was 
created on the border of the two regions in Shang-hai-kuan, where 
these currencies were exchanged at the official rate and through 
which money transfers from one region to another were handled; this 
was to promote the development of trade relations between them. 
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6i' ^Obligatory exchange (purchase), at the ;^^~j&^oä£^ss.y&t^9 

of all the local:riotea; being withdrawn from cie&aäi%$'C^9£/&#&&;j*-.\ 
ing the'money issued'*i!ri'the "differerit liberated regioijs,'%£xed exchatige. 
rates were established, at which the Peopled .GovernmentJ$changsdf 
(purchased) all notes circulating in thei liberated regions«■;JEhe; ,.: 
periods f or %he exchange:were limited for purely: orgatt.izationgl    ;..,. 
reasons arid so' that the" pec-pie would help.the government;fin^h this,, ,. 
work in the shortest'possible time»   However, this did vnot-n^an:.that  ,    ^ 
the excha'rige-'Btoppea; ;afterrthe:festab31shed period*  ;%e;n, after; the ^x-.,; 
pirätion of the: exchange period holders: of notes"in'the':liberate^ 3?e-|,, .... 
gions lcould come ;to the' bank and! exchange;'the money ;ät tlfe.epalplis^ed ...... 
rate, " ^"addition/ the same exchange, rates were used för;all;;lß.ye2's,,. 
of the population- since all the population of the; liberated; regions v   .. 
had given material Wpport^ 
anti-Japanese war and during' the' third civil r'evq^tibba^y;i£a£>   ;,.; r 

dv   Ensuring ^stahility; of market prices., ;Dufirig /the jprpcess, ,.. 
of unifying5 the circulation of5 money It wes necessary . to'ensure. sta-   .,__ 
bility of market; prices,, '■ Along with the" observance p£;'thls/p^incip^e 
in trader until the active coordination of the activity;;ot:the;trade 
organizations^' :meäsures-were implemented' for the' gradual eXchhhge. pf ., j 
mODeyy in -particular- through' creating special exchange;joints.;/,, But.    ., 
the baslb method was withdrawal of money from ciWüiat^thrOug^ ;.. , 
state enterprises^ ahd: Organizations'end cooperative! their.....^ 
daily activity.: ;fooneycwhich/was taken in and was subject to exchange 
and withdrawal was nW given out again, but was given; td; the bank; in . 
this way it was gradually removed from circulationv''. ;'f;;.r.'..,       ■■.■■-■■■.-■■.: 

The People's' Government considered; it their;duty,to .exchange at, .; 
a just rate not only money issued dtojü^:the;^i-%^^e.'^';^.,*J« 
ciTT revolutionary war," but also money, promissory.'nptes and. bonds .is- , 
sued earlier by" the r^yölui^riary bases during the :$**$?#, cf,/the agrar- 
ian revolution.'\     '"■'''■ "'";'''   ;.;-      ..''." .■,. , -rr,., ±;-; .-■--'•. s.;--. 

During the agrarian revolution (after, the defeat; of the revolu- 
tionary forced in 1927) arid up to the beginning'of the:anti-Japanese 
war, the'banks of the different peopled revolutionary bases issued 
money for^'the different revolutionary'centers; of Red -controlled regions 
of Kiangs'i arid Fukien' provinces V: Aft?r: the Workers -Peasants Red. Army     , 
left these^ regions^ the'Chiang' Kai-shek clique categorically forbid ... 
the circulation of'W money issued'by the banks .of the .people's revo- ... 
lutionary bases/and did not permit the ^population; to. keep/this money.. 
In some places^ 'for'example*in-^shari paßtyi K^rigäf rProVince, .execu-. 
tion wasc the' penalty'for keepings this moneir. ;; However j." despite bans. 
and persecutions, the population kept' it by any -method possible.   ACT.,    . 
cording to existing'estimated, iri pärt:pf'the regions öf; Klangs i.Prov- ,: 
ince alone, 'the population hadbank rictus 'issued during the period of. 
the agrarian'revolution amounting ;to> over. i;million;;yuan .•, 
money of that period).   '; ''■'': ..Z'-' I..''-■'.T'■■■', I-v ;..:V:.i'<•.-..;--' <,JJ ■-,-:.- 
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The fact that a large part of the population carefully kept 
this money for a long time eloquently demonstrates what limitless 
faith the Chinese Communist Party and the Workers-Peasants Red Army 
enjoyed among the masses of peopleo 

For these reasons, a decree of the Finance-Economics Committee 
of the State Administrative Council of the Central People's Government 
ordered the local divisions of the People's Bank to exchange the money 
issued by the different revolutionary bases during the agrarian revo- 
lution in Kiangsi and Fakien provinces,,    In doing this the exchange, 
rate was not fixed directly in relation to Jen min pi-, but through 
the silver yuan, at -a rate of 12 yuan of the money being exchanged 
per silver yuanp withpayment. in Jen min pi»    This ratio agreed with 
the actual value of the money being exchanged. 

The Rapid Withdrawal of Kuomintang.Money From .Circulation 

During the last years of its rule, the Chiang Kai-shek clique 
issued huge amounts of paper money to finance the, anti-people war» 
After the failure of the "fa pi,," as we already saw, paper notes 
called "gold yuan" were issued and also very,.quickly depreciated com- 
pletely»    In their last strongholds in southwestern end southern China, 
the Chiang Kai-shek clique attempted to issue the so-called "silver 
yuan" and thus continue to plunder the people. 

During the whole period of the third civil, revolution, in the 
regions occupied by the Chiang Kai-shek clique the monetary system 
was in a completely disrupted condition and prices were rising swiftly. 
Chaos was noted in the circulation of money in all the regions liber- 
ated by the People's Liberation ArmyP ana to bring order the People's 
Government had to immediately and decisively withdraw all the worth- 
less Kuomintang money from circulation«   Retaining this money in cir- 
culation for a more or less extended period would have"meant,.shifting 
part of the burden of inflation caused by the rule of the Chiang Kai- 
shek clique to the shoulders of the population in the liberated regions. 
At the same tirne^, the mercenary Chiang Kai-shek clique could, even in 
the future, resort to even greater issuance of paper money and thus 
appropriate the people's wealth in tte liberated regions =, 

During this period part of the population, temporarily located 
in some regions under the power of the Kuomintang regime, underwent 
the cruelist deprivations, experiencing the whole burden of unchecked 
inflations, 

A most important task ahead of the People's Government in the 
territory of a newly liberated region was the immediate banning of 
circulation of Kuomintang money and the rapid introduction of a 
single peopless currency.    This was to promote the creation of a new- 
democratic order, the restoration of production, and stabilization of 
the market• 
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During that period »alnly.th&'follcr^KS ae^hods irere used': 
v So   Sorbiddiag.the circulation, of the old money- and exchanging 

it for peopled yuan at a'fixed rate»,  The Peoplei s;'Goyernaent an - 
ncunCed that'the .only legal money of a.given regioä was'the!:jen min,,pi 
and all-money:reoeipte.,and.payments, of.state organizations - and'enter- 
prises and private :persensy entries'in aceaunt bocks, and 'monetary   _ 
documents must;be>handled- qniy in people's yuano' At the sämö time it 
announced that all Kuomintang- money ivaa. revoked...' In the1 inter eats of 
the people the revoked,.money was. exchanged.ät a rate computed in con- 
sideration of the ratio between, prices for basic' goods in the -terri>-> 
tory still occupied.by the enemy and in the liberated regionov- Irr  ... ■ 
doing this the exchange rats for Kuomintang money.was usually fixed a- 
a somewhat lower rate than the actual ratio of the indicated prices, 
and the rate was gradually decreased9   When the Kuomintang regime 
crashed, faith in the Chiang Kai-shek money was coispleteiy gons and 
the population of. the liberated regions refused to use it.   Under 
these conditions, its Immediate withdrawal' from circulation and the 
issuance of people's yuan were not only necessary^ but also fully 
feasible measuresi    : ■■-   .■■;■• ....,,.•■ .,"..'.'" 

b»    Limitation of the exchange periods.    She exchange period,   , 
as a ;rule, °wa3- made very:short :.■   the- maximum .period was hot more than . 
10-15 days.   At the ..same, time the:exchange of.Kuomintang money for 
goods produced' on territory occupied'by the enemy was encouraged« 
With this in mind there was. a.temporary relaxation/in the restriction 
against the importation of goods'from, enemy .regions right up to the; v, 
ccmplete'repeal of import taxes« .-.In, squeezing the Kuomintang money 
from circulation it was intended' that" this be done mainly through the- 
efforts of the. people themselves, , That' is why the. exchange rate was., 
gradually lowered^why the exchange.period "was iimited and why re* 
strlctions against- impart of goods from regions/occupied by the enemy 
were relaxed „   The exchange of,money conducted ,.by the' People 's Govern- 
ment was only.an additional-measure».^It goes without saying that 
different methods;were used under different 'conditions<,   Thus, in the 
initial period of the;civil war unleashed'by the Chiang Kai-shek  ; • 
clique) when our forces-yielded'..,tq the ene^y, we still frequently'   - 
needed Kuomintang- money in 3arge amounts to purchas e necesäary goods' 
in enemy regions and cities.    Under, these conditions the exchange of 
Kuomintang' money had. the purpose of mobilizing. it..in;the/ hands "of  .■: 
the People's Government*., In doing this the exohange rate/-the ex- 
change period^ and; other organizational measures,were_ determined inf- 
agreement with this purpose.   At the end of' the civil'revolution" com- 
plete" squeezing of the Kuomintang, money from circulation was 'counted 

• In Peking and Tientsin .ameunts up to $00. "gold; yuans -were ex- 
changed for workers,- employees,,-students.and poor people at a pref- 
erential rate „ : Thus, on .22. January 19^9 the Uäual exchange rate was 
established at 8 "gold yuan" per yuan in Jen min pi, and the prefer- 
ential rate was 3 "gold yuan" per yuan in Jen min pi.    On 26 January 
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the UBüal rate was reduced to 10 "gold yuan," while the preferential 
rate remained the same as before. -A shorter exchange period was 
established" with the preferential rate. In Tientsin this period was 
set at 10 days, and each person could exchange money, only once upon 
presentation of a certificate given by the appropriate establishment. 
Such a method of exchange was in.the interests of the basic mass of 
the population and served as a clear indication of the democratic 
policy of the People's Government and its People's Bank. 

However, many difficulties arose when using the preferential 
rate» during the first period the organizational side of the work 
was far from perfect due to lack of experience and personnel;, It 
was quite complicated to determine the social affiliation of a given 
person in a short time, With the great difference between the ordi- 
nary and the preferential exchange rates,, there was a danger of many 
abuses which could hinder the rapid .squeezing of Kuomintang money out 
of circulation, Therefore, when other regions were liberated these 
methods had to be discontinued. 

After the Peopled Liberation Army liberated the southern re- 
gions of China and the remnants of the Chiang Kai-shek troops fled to 
Taiwan, the question of the Kuomintang money in the new3.y liberated 
regions was again different«, 

The Chiang Kai-shek clique, sheltering in Taiway, was not able 
to continue the unrestrained issuance of paper money5 and there was 
no place for the I&omintang money in the hands of the population to 
be squeezed to» Birring this period, the Peopled Government was faced 
with the task of bringing order into the circulation of money in the 
liberated regions by exchanging Kuomintang money at an established 
rate. This required the expenditure of certain funds. This could 
have created the impression that the Peopled Government was assuming 
responsibility for the Chiang Kai-shek paper money, However, the 
People's Government undertook; this Etep to lessen the people's diffi- 
culties although it had the formal right to simply annul the Kuomin- 
tang money. Moreover, the exchange of the money promoted the rapid 
creation of a single monetary system with a single unit of money, the 
people's yuan. 

Thus, in these two different periods the Peopless Government 
had two different approaches toward th* Kuomintang money» 

During the period of liberation of Tientsin,, in January 1<&9> 
the basic course was to squeeze the "gold yuan" out of circulation. 
The Tientsin Military-Control Committee declared that all notes is- 
sued by the Chiang Kai-shek government was illegal and their use was 
forbidden in trading circles. However, to lessen the difficulties for 
the city population, temporary circulation of this money was permitted 
with observance of the following rules: persons having over 100,000 
"gold yuan" were permitted to register these sums at the custom house 
or the trading-industrial administration and to take them into enemy 
territory to purchase goods there. Persons having less than 100,000 
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Mgoia yuaii" cöuiä gd'toHhe' central .exchange joints1 of ••the.:Tieni;sin,.i ,/._• 
Division of the PeobleVBank of ^Chin'a Vith :än äppHcätion;.||or. per-,, 
trrf as ion to export this ^öney'' iato eriemy regions f or. purchas ing „goods      . 
there.   If the holde* of; the "'gold.yuan" was not a1?ie;tp Conduct .?Uch ., y 
an operation^himself "he "coulß Wgiven permission to exchange the... 
money for p;eop:Le"*s yuan 'at the' exchange, pbints of .the .Peopla's .Bank,....,, 
of China at' the" established rate,   The basic aia of."süch;.a;poXicy^s; :; 
the squeezing of "äöläyuaif out of 'the liberated re^ns^'into,regions 
occupied by the"-Chiang; Kai-shek clique ,;•        :,";.:.'   .\.Ä" \,u ■ ,,;■ -^u    , ;; 

Attne end of Sfey ±$\% after the l^eia^iaa;^;§h^^.r%he,:. 
situation changed radically.   The Kuomintang regimewas ^ctfelly'com- 
pletely crushed, although 13 the.few regions'Of Southv^stern^d    , 
Southern China; temporarily occupied by the 'Qltäpg Mi&fe&cJ&qpie      .. 
"silver yuan" were still being issuedo   frat'^lib^alllönlXt^B^.^.-  .,.,:, 
gions was 'only a "Question of a f ew d&ys0   Therö waa: already'no pla?e v; 
to squeeze the -''gWyuan" but to»   By this time .the; liauance..of ;,   ., 
"gold yuan" increased from 200 million to 67*900,000,;000,000.;yuan in 
less than a year/»; The real purchasing power of   'gold->rüM"/in .respect  . 
to gold fell sharply and comprised only one. ten millionth:^ ;its, pur-: 
chasing power at the time of- Issuance ; "l.e,, actually tM'^Olä yVf«,   : 
vere worth less than the paper on which they were:printed. ....: 

To solve the people's' difficulties, and ;to .eliminate the 
hindrance-to the most rapid: organization of a unified.monetary system, 
a policy was adopted- for the urgent'/ universal, unrestricted ^exchange 
of "gold yuan'""at a single, rateV ■•'■''-■,■".■•.'■'- -••:{'->'■•■ 

The depreciated "gold"yuan" were exchanged forpeople's yuan 
by establishments of the People!svBank of China and; by numerous ex-', 
change points at a rate):bf" 100,000 "gold yuan" per Peoples W"   .,. ,. 
The exchange Was oobpleted in 7 days 0 . In all, about 3& 99& W Q°Q*90(> 
"gold yuan"; were: exchanged; 53 percent ;of the total amountv;issued0 :Thanks; to this "the People's government .couldpubli-sh a, decree    . 
on conducting'all pay^ •. 
single monetary system"was. created»    .   .;'.:"'..:' f-v,-- v, '■■•''-,■■ "t' '' 

On 2 July 19^-9, 'notlong before the declaration Of the ^People's 
Republic of China, the Chiang. Kai-shek clique began, to issue ; silver 
yuan" in Canton,'  The Peopled Government stated then that this- at-  
tempt was the death agony of the/^lOT^^^^eg^'^^d/tl^t: t^   .;J 
"silver yuan'*'\4äe paper inoney of no :va\KieV  The;'.government called on,; 

the people Of' the'regions; temporarily. oc&&±&M-ffil&ffiXpty&, ,; 
troops to declare a ponular; hbycbtt of the. "silver ;yuan.o ,;_. 

It was officially, announced; that afte^ the liberation Of the ., . 
occupied regions the; "silver;yUari" would be revoked;and would no^be. 
exchanged forpeopled yuan.   This appeal of the'People;8^government,, 
was warmly supported by the population in':.the regions;waiting,for.   ...■ 
liberation.'' The "silver.yuan" quickly failed, and after;the. KUomin-,   ., 
tang troops 'were :ruh:fr^m; the; ßi^^m^^if^p''fe^^^^^^ . . 
from circulation,      >■■■■-.„:■-■•<• 
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:...5-:-.. ■  •     III        "    ■'■ : *:■■'■'' 

Prohibiting the Circulation of Foreign Currency: and Concentrating 
Currency Control and Operations With Foreign Currency 

in the People's Bank 

One of the pernicious consequences of the long rule by the Kuo- 
mintang clique was the flooding of our country with foreign-currency. 
In the large and medium-sized cities mainly American dollars circu- 
lated^ and in Southern'China a large number of Hong Kong"dollars cir- 
culated,, Due to the steady depreciation of the Kuomintang moiey, the 
American and Hong Kong dollars had actually replaced the "gold yuan" 
in circulation in many Chinese cities» These dollars were bought and 
sold freely on the market, and prices were computed in dollars0 At 
the same time such foreign banks as the "Hong Kong-Shanghai Banking 
Corporation" and the "Chartered Bank of India, Australia and'China," 
had the exclusive right.of issuing bank notes for Our country's terri- 
tory, which was one of the indications of the semi-Colonial nature of 
old China's economy» The Chinese people underwit losses when-the 
capitalist countries' currencies depreciated^ and the imperialists 
were able, by issuing paper notes, to plunder material values worth 
great amounts and belonging to the Chinese people. '' 

But the most pernicious fact was that; having obtained the ex- 
clusive right of issue, the imperialists had concentrated control over 
the circulation of money in •Chi»??, in their hands. The awakened Chinese 
people, filled with national pride, could not allow thisin any case?. 
Such a situation was. not compatible with the independent monetary sys- 
tem of new China, Therefore, it was necessary to forbid the circula- 
tion of foreign currency in each liberated region, and to deprive 
foreign banks of the right to issue currency and of their monopoly of 
handling foreign currency operations0 This was a matter directly touch- 
ing on the sovereign right of our government. The government's actions 
in whic respect were decisive and inflexible« 

It should be kept: in mind that inasmuch as the foreign currency 
in the hands of the population represented debts of the imperialists 
who expropriated the wealth of the Chinese people, the task was to use 
these debts in every possible way to achieve the return of material 
values so necessary to the People's Government. The wealth lost by 
the Chinese people during the epoch of; the-: semi-colonial regime had 
to be returned to the new, independent China for the needs of state 
construction and for increasing the: people's material and cultural 
standard of living. 

With these aims the local people's governments of the liberated 
regions conducted the following measures 2 

a. Prohibition of the circulation and the buying and selling 
of foreign currency. Persons who had foreign currency could exchange 
it only at the People's Bank. Private persons were forbidden to own 
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foreign currency, but it was to be retained in the People's Bank and 
used in,,accordance, with the :rules pf:currency■ control^;ioe*> aoeöM*;" 
ing to äp^opriäie>4e;cisions;o , ,l,-:;i:: .^■:>;■: ■. ;.V.:A: ixiS.^ ;^-io<n:-;^ 

b.    The establishment of a .rational-rate of exchange for foreign 
currency«    Immediately after the liberation of cities in which foreign 
currency was■.■in,;:C^9pÄ^ipnf,.-1jhe;Pe;qp^?s.;?a»k announced#ne .-rate for 
its exc^ng'e; the,v,offioial rate usually was the;;aame as^the.'-iEarket rate^ 
of that 'time#..'. Iti',ß4m^, cases. the period for the exchange »iwasclimited   :>:.• 
and in pther^/^here',was; no limitatipn<>  ■-,<--.-      ■:- ;v, ■';■'. nwUK:;^       b^   ,::.-"-. 

$i'rice !the Chihese people;- had under gone- cruel -:p2unjd&ria:g -.for a '■■-.■: 
long period through linrestrained.inflation;.unleashsd dyrj±igntäe;rule::: .'■■■•/ 
of the .-Kuomintang..regime^ '.the, pppulation preferred tD\keep their ■:■*■ 
savings' ip/thö,fa3^mipf-fc^eign currency in/iaany-cases;«y-iEherefore>' syn. 
holders (^..;th^:cur^ency\wer'eyigiven:-the. right to exchange;;, it^even;.;, 7 
after the expiration'-of.,the fstäblished ex v:.s >;ao ;::-/■> 

t ;c..;': After'Bhe';' completion -.of the work ;0f prohibiting the .circu- :.-■ 
lation :.pf foreign 'currency .and ex changing,, it, conducting all foreign- 
currency operations",in aceprdance with; the es-fcablished rules;::Qf>cur* : 

rency control».-..'',_'..,'.,_.'.'."V" .'"• -. t-.}  ,.-....- T.v.. ; ;>; -.-■,.;-:•■.:■•::■ !:; At;rhu«';   '■■■/■'.■■■'■'. 
Th^V'r^les^'bf^cürrency^ccotirpi published by-the-people's govern-: 

ments in the different regions -.provided that all holders»of foreign 
currency. (Chinese, citizens as: well as foreign residents^ must,-within 
a determined^, period^ exchange this currency ..in the {People's Bank, of 
China;pr' in-its .agent esta^blishments^ or register; it-as,;a deposit  '■-■■■-. 
against an".appropriate',receipte. Persons, coming into; China;On business  ' 
or as tourists,Md, tö,e^ i 
exchange/for.'people's yuan at border; establishments;, of othe People's 
Bank of China or.make a,'deposit in the currency* .,<   v:>;^;--r-;;^   ;;,'.;', V 

Thus,, all..foreign cui-rency in the country up;t0:the..:publication ! 
of the■ rul^s-for^ currency''con^ol; and imported ...after.:..their, publication) •' ■ 
had to,be'.ex'c^nged.pr.depositedo -.,;,.;--   .-,,,  .-:..-:;   ::■ ■^-.r-i"-i ^Lv:•-■'■■.'•'-'■-   ■'■■■'' -" 

Private transactions in foreign currency rand,.'computation, of      ■•   -: 

prices .in.foreign currency were forbidden«,;;   wkn <■>■ i;-.jiA       /:■:.:'■ 
'"■ In Cord^r to attract deposits, in:-.£,oreAgn .currency:;it. was neces* ■: 

sary tp..establish a^.appropris.te .policy*:  The period.vPf the deposit   . 
in foreigni "currency.could be

;-extendeda-:. Upon demand^ .the deposit was■.■■■.. 
paid in jen. "min '^pl^'usually at -the^existing-rate«;   Payment .could also ■:.:.■>.> 
be made in" forieign'currenGy.with spee-ial decisions-tw.&%.iWas- 'permitted-/'-■ 
to export fjoreign currency/ 
the country...^,..       ;',;>,•, "r «:-••-:(•■> -^  yz-~.v:,.y ■:<ui"^n.i^i.;-r\i>:yi 'i':'i '• ;'■ ::o.:, :.-:;.,; i 

All this made it'possible for the government to concentrate the 
scattered foreign cur^ency..,.^p^.^1;sr/:he^s;.an4-;- thus form a certain rer 
serve Of' foreign currency for importing -needed. goodS:.o.., v.;;-:-  5: :!v-:^;-."<: 

The restoration and development- of foreign tra.<3e^r;elatiüns with 
different coun^riea,on'thp,.principle; of sovereignty:«n.d mutual' ad- ;-   v 
vantage bepame. one pf - the ^inciples -of ,;pur,: country's f• Gjceign- policy« :/.;; 

3h order to expand foreign trade and favorably develop other non-trade 
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items of the payments balance, the People's Bank began to implement 
strict control over operations in foreign currency. 'All interna- 
tional settlements, whether or not they involved cash, began to be 
conducted only through,the People's Bank, its agent banks, or. banks , 
controlled by it. 

The rules of currency control had the purpose of increasing 
receipts in foreign currency and saving non-currency resources.in 
every possible way* Reserves of foreign currency were called upon 
to play an active role in the socialist industrialization.of the 
country and to promote the implementation of an independent economic 
and currency policy by our government« 

. ST ■ 

Forbidding the Circulation of Gold and Silver, Private Trade 
in Gold and Silver, and Computation of Prices in Geld and Silver 

During the first period of formation of the People's Republic 
of China, gold, and silver continued to circulate within the huge terri- 
tory of the newly liberated regions and prices continued to be computed 
in geld and silvers This wa3 one of the basic factors in the lack of 
organization in the circulation of money. Therefore, the Central 
People's Government had to bring order into this matter,also* 

Befo.ce the formation of the People's Republic of China the 
people had very little faith in the Kuomintang paper notes, The mer- 
cenary Chiang Kai-shek clique sold the sovereign rights of the govern- 
ment in exchange for "assistance" from American imperialism in the 
amount of several millions of liang of gold. At one time they at- 
tempted to strengthen faith in the sharply depreciating paper money 
by organizing free buying and selling of gold by the Central Bank at 
a price declared by the bank. Although this method promoted some re- 
duction in the circulation of paper money, under the conditions of 
the very cruel inflation unleashed by the rotten Kuomintang regime 
it actually opened the way for further enrichment Of the four families 
of China» These representatives of bureaucratic capital speculated 
extensively in gold; gold became a basic factor in the increase in 
prices» Under the conditions of the rapid depreciation of the paper 
money, the population was compelled to compute prices in gold and 
silver and also to use them as media of circulation in order to 
realize normal trade in goods«, Gold and si3.ver yuan actually became 
the basic types of money. During the first period after the libera- 
tion the computation of prices in gold and silver; circulation of 
these metals, and speculation in them-occurred everywhere. 

There were two categories of people buying and selling gold. 
The first included part of the workers,'employees/ students and others 
of the ordinary population who were trying to prevent losses from de- 
preciation of the money, and to maintain the purchasing power of their 
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savings for satisfying their most vital: needs.   ;%Qr'e':were^uiany^people   . 
in this category but' the aniount of gold -bought aM ;i>bld,- fey each::indi-;-;; .;■ 
vidual was very" snail«,/'' '.,,,. , v^-;'—'•■   •'■''''-  V ... ..',•: ...... ,.:.;-•'---' '_£'".'.-"! :'=:', 

The second category included professional speculators... ;i.saere-■ 
were not many, but' they resold a great amount of^gold with §.;.rather ■■• 
considerable effect on the economy.. Some of'them concealed;-, their's.   '      ; 
speculative machinatibns;>.ehir?d ?officlal-positions.in.,banks,./bank?-of - ■ ■ ■ 
fices, and industrial and,trade,enterprises•■„: la the pursuit s-Äer •■ = 
personal gain' they shamelessly disturbed^^the country's, circulation of     : 
moneyo    There were ey^n malicious-counterrevolutionary elements.a -■• 
them who intentionally undermined the circulation of money0 

The chief holders of silver and silver yuan in the vew?sj liber- 
ated regions were landlords who also had a certain amount of gold,, 
Frightened by the war and the political situation they .saved.gold-:ääd : 

silver, calculating that sooner .or, late* they could acquire, speculative 
profit from these savings s, ... ■• :> 

In the large and medium-sized cities of the newly .liberated re- 
gions there were many jewelry shops which supplied valuable;-gold.-and     • 
silver articled'to the',representatives of the' former military: oligarchy, 
the comprador bourgeoisie, the-landlords and the capitalists who were 
living in>;eäträvagaht;luxury. ;.'>These jewelry shops also specu^tea iü 
gold and silver On a: large s"caler obtaining great profIts».. >; ^.   s ^";   ; 

Mining of gold and".silver in- the country was, at that time., in 
a state of complete collapse except for the older liberated.; regions <- 
where it had been restored and was developing» . .; ?  iV- : ;; 

Wnat measures did the.People's Government/haye to. take .in this 
serious situation? •',"'    '!,•..■-=■,;-;:   <■■• ■■:,  -;v./.:. .■■;•" ;"''"'" • ...■' 

At that time 'some persons were in favor of .developing a /gold and. ■ 
silver market so that the People's -Sank would buy and sell theße valu>-;- 
able metals under- free market conditions- to stabilize the, market.   ';"i .    , 
Others considered'that: the government should buy up the gold-,in the = '■' 
hands of the population 'at a high price.,  If-a .'free market ,in:;gold: and ; 

silver had been ällowedHo exist, this, would have led to the further- 
development of speculation: in valuable metals although in a legitimate 
manner.   Speculation would ;have become even more Violent. ■ Many in-* 
dustrialists and- traders: would have stopped their; normal, production 
and commercial activities and switched to speculation ,vinv gold and;*;:: 
silver, which would' have, become the: actual'and basic media of -circu-' 
latlon on the market'». ;,'':'.-,.V1 ,.;. r.-..:.';-.0 "■ './'//;    ,^,v.;:, y yr~~* :/// 

The jen min pi monetary system: would have been undermined and-■■■■-:•■■ 
it would have been extremely difficult to protect the;circulation:of ■ 
money in our country from the influence of^imperialist;governments <>   ■ -,■■■ 
This would have harmed our' subsequent policy,5 directed toward the  - 
creation of an independent monetary system^ and the Chinese,, people "• 
would have continued to experience all/thecoris^ ;; 
the circulation of mon/Sy«,     . '.■■■_ ;.;,■■   :r.'...    '' y. \}y^'-/Z\ ■ ■? -: r-' ^:--;'-^'r '"'' 
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At that time tha government was still conducting the liberation 
war ana was in a serious financial situation, ana. the circulation of. . 
money and prices were not yet stabilized. Therefore, if the govern- 
ment had started to buy up gold and silver at high prices,, this would 
have unavoidably caused the iseuance of a large amount-of. money 
causing an even greater growth in prices0 Since the chief holders 
of gold and silver were landlords and capitalists, they alone would . 
gain from this measure „ ' Having obtained large profits:

s.\ they would 
have speculated even more violently, considerably aggravating the / 
market chaos» She whole-burden of the consequences of the buying up 
of gold and.silver would have fallen on the masses of working people. 

It is quite clear that the government could not use either Of 
these methodso The only possible thing was to conduct the following 
measures; 

a0 Strict prohibition of speculation in gold and silvere The v 

declaration that private trade in gold and silver, the computation of 
prices in gold and silver^ and the circulation of these metals were 
illegal» Use of very strict measures against professional specula- 
tors in gold and silver and other persons underlining the circulation 
of money, and the elimination of this speculation through the joint 
efforts of state ..establishments and the people. For example,, in 
Shanghai some, tens of thousands of workers, employees and students 
took part in the movement against speculation in gold and silver. 
The campaign was conducted very, actively and gave good results, 

bo To prcbect the interests of the workers who had small 
amounts of go?*.d and silver, purchase of these metals from them at a 
just price. During the period when the circulation of money was not 
yet stabilized the Peopled Bank received deposits in terms of ma- 
terial values, i0e0, in units of commoditieso This was to guarantee 
the purchasing power of the money deposited and in this way discourage 
the depositors from conducting transactions with;gold and silver. 

c. Publication of rules exactly, defining the sphere of activity 
of the jewelry stores and shops; prohibition of trade in unprocessed 
gold and silver. Supplying of raw. material for the production of 
jewelry through the People's Bank. The establishment of strict gov- 
ernment regulation and social control over transactions in gold and 
silver very soon reduced and then completely Btopped speculative ac- 
tivity by the jewelry stores "and 3hops0 At the same time, as the re- 
sult of the defeat Of imperialism^, feudalism and bureaucratic capital, 
the trade in major valuables decreased considerably, and in large and 
medium-sized cities the jewelry ßtorps, and shops which flourished in 
old China closed. Under the new conditions many jewelry stores and 
shops changed the nature of their activity». As the income of the work-' 
ers, employees and peasants gradually increased and their standard of 
living increased, their demand for articles made from valuable metals 
increased. In consideration of this circumstance, the People's Gov- 
ernment opened state jewelry stores in the large and medium-sized r 
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cities, where gold articles were Eaniifactured-in aplanned way1 and ac- 
cording;, to' established standards, .'in small cities and- ir: the 'country   . . 
some ^ewelr^sh^s'were'pe^ffi^bted tp produce and sell :si3^r articles. .. 
under -state control,1: :..-;  \:. ;   .'■      ■'■"- '•■i"-! ''"  '.",'"; -:'- v> --vi^ v '■' 

■•:■ ■■■di -Permitting'the' population to hold gold and-sllver unaer the.... 
condition that-they'would be/bought and spud only through the Peoples -.,-. 
Eenko   Private trade in valuable metals was prohibited.": It^should be, 
noted that during the initial periodof.construction"of the new govern-   , 
neat, when the country'waö in ,a >erious financialsituation;" th^do- ;:. 
mestic market 'wasunstable,"'and".the. chief owners of Valuable metals 
w«re landlords and capitäiists/ihe government did ^not hurry to buy 
up geld and silver but permitted them to be held and önlv forbid^. ' 
speculative trade in valuable metals«    Therefore^ the price at which . 
the People's Bank bought gold at that time was set at a relatively 
lew level«   This was intended to promote.the -settling''of large amounts , 
of gold and silver temporarily' in the hancls of the: laM'Ibrds' and' capi- 
talists,    This1did not harm the capitalists and, under the specific- 
conditions, such a policy'was advantageous for the government since it 
did not require expenditures for the purchase of gold and silver, which • 
remained -in the country and could not M :.Put intospeculative circula- 

The government showed concern for the workers and employees who 
had only snail amounts of gold andeilverc: , If they needed to sell 
th^fc'e valu&bles'y People 2s Bank establishments^ upon Certification from 
their trade union,'purchased,their/gold and silver at preferential/ 
higher prices,  '  : '■ /r'''.'ny-,., :■<■    ■< 

The policy in the countryside was also to leave- the silver 
temno-^arily :ih the hands of the landlords,, so that the- official pur- 
chase price'there was alsd'set at a low level.   And from the peasants,.   . 
who had received gold>n^ silver during the movement for reducing ;        : 
rentals, the'-govörnmesit hought up. gold and silver at epeciao-j prefer- 
ential prices» . ■••"■; . ■ ■-.      As 

-   later, when itate"budget revenues.-and expenditures were- balanced t 
and the -circulation of money was stabilised/, the Peopled-Sank eatab-     , 
lished prices on gold and silver in conformity with the international 
and domestic situation,   During this, period it bought Up large amounts 
o? valuable metals from the populat-ioao    Since, the. summer of 1950 «be 
gold price'set'by the People % Bank of. CJ4*». has not been less than ■    ,, 
the price oh 'the' world capitalist markst ■«,    ,.:•-.'..;.. :-.■■■"'-    .■'- '."      ,' _ ■ .   . 

.. e b' * Implementation' öf a policy to encourage, -mining' Of valuable ., 
metals,: Different^rrcha^e Prices -were. Uf3ed depending on the gold 
mining conditions; the "percentage of-pure, gold;contefttP and the degree, „ 
of mechanization of iite mining proceBe.es, , Under certain conditions,, 
a higher price was paid for gold ore than for loos'sr gold in order to... 
stimulate miningV' ,'■'',.■ v.r.'-:- v^--: '"'::*".. '"'.'       ,.,■'',;'; 

fv • Satisfaction by the; state .of, normal reattiremienG3 for go.»-a   . 
and silver for'industrial' and medical purposes*;:  Sale by the'- People's 
Bank of gold and silver to be used as raw materials for industrial 
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and medical purposes was permitted ia accordance with orders included 
in the plan» A principle of economy,was followed in respect to.con-' • 
sumer demand for gold articles and ornaments. But In .doing.this;» the 
customs of "the national minorities and demands-'from families of Chi- 
nese emigrants were considered» . '..■:;••;.;.■';■' : 

g. presentation' of."a,special certificate giyipg,,tbe right to 
transport, gold and silver across the h order/and also within.the coun- 
try, with..the purpose of combating contraband and speculation» ,' -::•■•"' 

ho Concentration in.the.People 'a Bank of"ail operations re- 
lating to trade, in gold and silver,, buying up gold] an^ .silver from'. ^: 

the population, and granting of permission for ad^irihg gold and. 
silver as raw materials for.industrial:and medical purposes„ ■ Obli- ■ 
gatory delivery a? retention in the. People's Bank Of'.gold, and silver 
in the hands of state organizationso .        . .  -.:..' v — 

All the decrees controlling operations in' gold'and'silver :'::; 

which were published;by the people's governments of the different, re- 
gions were based on the above listed'principles^ which were.plater, es- ■'■' 
pressed specifically in Article 39 ?£ the-General Prpgraia3-v v<;:':i* ■■■ 

The People's-Governiifönt's^depisivevpGlicyj:-supported by the 
broad masses of people^ ended speculation in gold and silver and pro- 
moted their withdrawal from circulation and an end to the computation 
of prices in gold and silver«, 

The gold and silver formerly scattered in the hands of the popu- 
lation was concentrated in the Peopled Bank and began to be used as 
an important currency reserves -he mining of gold and silver was en- 
couraged and normal requirements for these metals were met« 

It should be said^ however, that despite the effectiveness of 
the measures implemented^ further efforts directed toward increasing 
the mining of gold and silver, economising in the consumption of gold 
and silver, and realizing strict control over transactions in valuable 
metals were necessaryo 

During the period from December 1<&8 to September 1<&9$  i.e., 
up to the formation of the Central People's Government, prices on 
gold and silver and the general market situation for these metals 
differed in the different liberated regions0 Therefore, there were 
some differences in the decrees published by the people's governments 
of the different regions and the military-control committees in large 
cities on the annulment of the Kuomintang paper money; the prohibition 
of the circulation of foreign currency^ gold and silver; trade in 
these; and computation of prices in them. 

But they were based on the above basic principles» Thus cur 
government's policy toward gold and silver was uniform throughout the 
whole country» 

As the result of centralizing the issue of currency, withdrawing 
the Kuomintang money from circulation, discontinuing the circulation 
of foreign currency, gold and silver and the computation of prices in 
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these media, and prohibiting free.trade in gold and silver, an inde- 
pendent monetary system with a single currency, the people's; yuan, 
was gradually createde 

This was a great victory by the People's Government on the 
financial front in the struggle against imperialism, feudalism and 
bureaucratic capital, a victory creating the necessary prerequisites 
for planning the circulation of money on the basis of organized com- 
modity circulation«. 

A short period., less than a year, was a; period of fundamental 
transformation for our society« Using the words of Marx, 20 years 
were concentrated in one dayo 

It was necessary to solve the multitude of very important prob- 
lems facing our government with great boldness and knowledgeP 

The facts show that the Chineee people, under the leadership 
of their Communist Party, are in a position to complete this historical 
mission brilliantly« 

The work which has begun could not be completed within the short 
period of time which has been indicated. It will require constant at- 
tention during the whole period of socialist construction in our coun- 
try, 
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Chapter 2 

-The 'Circulation: of Money During the.; Period 
' -of:Reconstructing the Rational Economy; ; 

■'"■'    '' Peculiarities; to:tte Development of the Ttfatibnal ;2conc£i7';:- - 
'During ther-First- Stage: of -Construction, of't£%$ew;<%ernment '■;■ • 

On' 1 October-^19^9^'in .the capital of the ..new China, P^iag, '■ 
fro3 the platform in Tlien-ann^a Squsre?.;Cfö 
ncuriced to the world, in the name or? all the, diin^se'.'people; the forma- 
tioirof the Peopled ■Republic■ of Chin&0;' Now ;the 'tibae;^of;oppression 
and slavery was' to the:, past for the Chinese peop^e;;&n3;\w6u34';'P^''^0" 
tUrö'o:    ,\r ■'''■ •'■"'':   ■'";:■"   ':■:•..  ■,•-■;•■•     ,•:',-■;;.'.' '..    /-;'":,./"'"'"" 

/After "the victory Of the, Great October'Socialist Revolution in 
Russia and the annihilation of Eitlerism? 'the; victory of-the'Chinese 
.revolution'was the- greatest event; in history ;fOr. all;progressive man- 
.Mndy'"'   '   :'-'-:---'-    '   :;A:    }■ i  ..•'.:.;...-,   , :-;    .-_■,"..   .■■'. ■...,' . V""/*."'..'''""'" 
      "'In an economic and financial respect our; cqjShtry was,, in this 
period/ at a great1 historical turning point, ; It'wag;''characterized by 
the "transformation,' on a' state-wide scale,, of a eezfci-colonial, seai- 
f eudal economy 'into' an independent ^.natdjDnal-^eÄocratic' economy, and 
by a change froäbackwardneaa.topragi'ess, frwa poor ;'t6 better living 
conditions." ' {& report by Ch!en lung-ya at the sscbnd meeting of the 
'first session of the national Committee; of the People's Political Con- 
sultative Council Of China> 15, June 1950/."Cn the. country's economic 
situation, on;the- regulating of. .industry and;; trade, and; on-'regulating 
taxation," in the: collection; "Economic successes of the Peopless Re- 
public' of Chihai •19^9-1953^" trausl&ted from the Chinese, Izdatel'etvo 
inostrannoy literatury,,■•'■195.^,:p- 65). ••., \\,    .   -.'"'.; 

.   A new; period began 'to our\country.3s; liistorj^ the period of 
transition fröÄ capitalism-tosocialiajaj    . 

The long internecine wars; of =the military, c^ues, the1 Jferch 
to the Worth, the agraidLaa revolution^ and;the' drawn; out anti-Japanese 

' war and third civil revolution -during 1937■■i&9 seriously damaged our 
country-s national economy« -,Although production 'was' partially re- 

'stored in iMi vidual. older liberated .regions, and^ in some' of them, 
for'example, iii the: Northeast, it had..even,'begun;to expand/ throughout 
the country'as ä whole production .was .'lower, /tiianb^fbre-the.anti- 
Japanese war« — Agricultural ^output tolS&£-vas only, about75' percent 
of.the prewar level«   She situation in industry.was' even worse, ' Taking 
the production-of the most important types of industrial products 
during the 'record prewar year: ajä/lOÖ,-in/,:i^9- pig iron output had 

' fallen to * 10.9/- steel to, 1518,.: .coal to kk '*%. and cotton' yarn and- fab - 
ric to 1£.5<,^'B& value of- the-output by modern', 'industry "in 19^9 com- 
prised only 17 percent of the .value;-of^/b'otaljgross output; by the na- 
tional economy. 
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Economic ties and trade relations between city and country and 
between the different regions were also seriously disrupted» 

Despite the fact that in the liberated regions production was 
being actively restored, means of communication were being steadily 
developed., commodity turnover between cities and country was beiag 
expanded,"assistance was being given to the destitute population, 
and a definite economic upsurge was being achieved, the condition 
of the national economy of the country as a whole was extremely 
serious, 

In respect to the circulation of money during the initial 
period of existence of People's China/ it must be noted that although 
the basis for an independent unified monetary system had been created, 
devastation in the economy and in finances caused by the long rule of 
the Chiang Kai-shek clique, and the liberation war extending over a 
huge part of the country8s territory und not yet fully ended during 
the first period after the formation of the Peopled Republic of China 
and requiring great amounts of funds, all naturally compelled the 
issuance of money on a considerable'scale„ Under these conditions, 
during the first period after formation of the People's Republic of 
China prices continued to rise, and the market was not yet stabilized. 
This hindered the restoration and development of production« 

It should also be kept in mind that in 19^9 a great natural 
disaster occurred in the country — flooding» It was especially 
catastrophic in northern Anhwei and Xiangsu provinces, and in Shan- 
tung, Hopeh and P3la-yuan provinces. A total of 121,560*000 vex 
(1 mu — 1/15 hectare) of land and kO million peasants suffered from 
the natural disaster to some degree. Seven million peasants were in 
especially severe need of assistanceo The government allocated 
1,532,000^000 chin (l chin — 500 grama) of grain for assistance to 
destitute peasants. All this could not but aggravate the financial 
and economic situation of the young government. 

It is also necessary to point out certain favorable conditions 
for the development of our economy created during that period. After 
the declaration of the People's Republic of China, all plants, mines, 
railroads and banks belonging formerly to bureaucratic capital became 
the property of the peopled-democratic government, This became the 
foundation for the formation of the state sector of the economy, so- 
cialist in nature« The number of nationalized enterprises was rela- 
tively small, but these were modern enterprises with a high degree of 
production concentration. In this way the material basis for social- 
ist construction and the socialist transformation in our country's 
national economy was laid down, 

According to the Agreement on Friendship, Alliance and Mivfcual 
Assistance concluded with the Soviet Union, we obtained credit from 
the USSR, under especially preferential conditions with a low interest 
rate, amounting to 300 million American dollars; this was of great as- 
sistance to us in restoring the national economy. 
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Even In 1946 a.movement for land,reform had„begun in the dif- 
ferent liberated 'regions 0

V  Chairman lfe6\'Tse^ti9g|''ttf;nis;re:p^it at// 
the third'Plenum'of the Central Committee; of the ■Ch|n^Be;'Communis^' 
Party on ■■■■& June 1950,- '"To 'achieve a major breairthrbügh ir1';the couh- *. '".'■ 
try's financial and economic situation>" stated" ipropbi ;of this that; 

"in all the older liberated regions  (with a population of approxi- 
mately 160 million) agrarian reforms had already been completed, pub- 
lic order had been restored, economic construction.had begun.to.pro-.^ 
cede'normally^ the'lifa of"most' of the 'workers' ■■ had'improved > and ün- 
emuloyaent.among the workers and intelligentsia had.been eliminated 
(in the .'Northeast) or almost: eliminated <in.Körth;-;CMna:'anl S^ntung)., 
The Northeast, where phased economic constructitöX'had.already.begun/ 
should be especially'-'pointed out =u ': (Collection "Economic successes 
of the Peopled Republic of China !&9-i^3/\.:p''l6);'/','    / ,;' /    ' 

'. In Northeast 'China the reconstruction'"of ths•'economy'progrerisad. 
at comparatively high rat £sc' -This 'was ;bscausetMs' region was; more    , 
industrially developed and:was' liberated.ahead of many other vterri- : 
torieso   In 1949, '3*5,,percent of the total value of industrial and ag- 
ricultural output' in the country was produced in■Northeast China, and 
in 1950^ 4$ percento   In I956 'production of'' state,industry. in the;; 
Northeast was 95 percent greater than in'l949Jinä agricultural pro-- 
duction was 37 percent higher6   Private.industry and trade also-de- 
veloped in:the.Nörtheästy  ;In '-Shen-yesg ; (Kakden), for/example/the; 
number of industrial ;eäterpriaes increased by 22 percent during 1949,  ' 
and the numberof workers and employees increased by 18 percent.■•;■'; 
The rapid reconstruction and development of industrial and ägricul- '■■;"' 
tural production in Northeast China was a powerful; support to the re-  ' 
construction of production., in the country'as a whole/All of these 
were favorable factors/ " ."/V/ //■, 

. Eowever, during that period the agrarian question was not yet ;"' 
6ett3.ed; the riff -raff of: bandit bähds;asd spies we^e not;yet elimi- / 
nated in the extensive, 'recently'liberated/territories.   The; problem 
of reconstructing industry and trade/-connected-with the development 
of the state sector of the economy,, with stabilization of; the'cur/ 
rency, and elimination of the contradictions of a'capitalist economy 
in new China, waö:not yet ratiqnally';SOlved/ Unemployment caused / 
serious difficulties; public''b:^ 
national 'economy,, having undergone considerable disruption during the 
war, needed, rapid reconstruct ion;    3a' ijititi Eituation we did not-yet 
have, on the whole, the conditions for realizing planned economic 
construction«   ■ ■ '•'.:': v:/ " """..'". *"'  /'.". . 

.Chairman %o ;Tse -tang: said:    "To achieve a ma,}or breakthrough, 
three .conditions are aecssöary/haaely: '!) completion of the agrarian 
reforms, 2) regulation of the' sit/aatlon; in industry and trade, 3),a 
sharp reduction in expenditures for maintaining'the state apparatusi   '••■• 
Considerable 'time is required; for realizing %es'e feiree conditions, 
approximately three years/and perhaps even a 'little more«"    (Collec- 
tion "Economic successes' of the People;s s Republic Of -China 1949-1953," 
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pp I6-I7)   Comrade Mao Tse-tung called on all Communists and all the 
people to fight energetically for the establishment of these condi- 
tions.    This appeal determined the general line of our work during the 
period of reconstructing the national economy, 

II 

The Fight to Eliminate Inflation and Stabilize the Circulation of Money 

.During the first period after the creation of the People^Re- 
public of China the influence or? a long period of inflation, inherited 
from old China., still coafcizraefi to be felt, all the more since the 
budget deficit'was partially met'by issuing money, Therefore, prices 
continued to rise« Taking the level of wholesale prices in the coun- 
try's biggest city, Shanghai, in September 19^9 &s  100, in March 1950 
the price index had Increased to 83I, i.e0, during half a year it grew 
more than 8 times» Such a situation had an extremely unfavorable ef- 
fect on the circulation of money and the country's'national economy» 

The lack of price stability hindered the normal development of 
the functions of moneyj the sphere of the circulation of money narrowed. 
Money almost never reached the country, and direct barter was prac- 
ticed rather widely there» According to data from an investigation 
conducted by the Shantung Division of the Peopled Bank of China in 
the spring of 1950, there were mainly three forms of trade in the 
county center of Tsai-an; lc direct barter, 20 according to prices 
based on the value-of wheat or corn (i*e., the payment in money was 
made in amounts equivalent to the market prices of wheat or corn at 
the given time), 3, in money. The laet form of trade occurred mainly 
between state and cooperative organisations on the one hand, and rela- 
tively large private trade enterprises on the other hand. Each of the 
first two tyoes of trade accounted for approximately kO percent of the 
total town market commodity turnover, and trade in money accounted for 
about 20 percent. 

In the rural markets of T3ai-an County, direct barter was even 
more developed and here also the value of goods was computed in terms 
of grain products„ 3b setting out to make purchases in the market the 
peasant usually carried on his back a sack of grain Weighing 3-5 chin, 
but even some tens or hundreds of chin0 School children exchanged eggs 
for pencils and peper* When the circus troupe appeared at the market 
in the summer, the price of a ticket was first set at 500 yuan (old,, 
pre-reform money) but the audience was very small. This was not be- 
cause the peasants were not interested in the circus, but because they 
had no money«, After., et the peasants3 proposal, the price was set at 
2 eggs, the audience increased sharply0 

In the cities, to ensure a stable standard of living for the 
workers and employees under the conditions of rising prices, the govern- 
ment computed wage3 on the basis of the price of millet, or rice, and 
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later on a "commodity unit" was taken as a measure.;., this included, a 
certain .selection of-.vitally, necessary,goods.'■ tot'.th^se same reasons 
the People's Bank- introduced: a", system, of. "eqüi^lön^'^e'pöklts $" ;credits* 
of materials■'".guaranteeing, the. deposits." All these" phsnpmeüa; indicate 
the serious limitation of the.functions .of.the;';peoi»le,y,.^ohey^the\jen'' ' 

: : A certain, amount of,,money.,flowing at that (pieriod, into; the cpun- 
try in ;the f oria, of -budget appropriations or. f cr;. d6^dity^'puVchd:s>'s ; 
very quickly .'returned tp the city again,". .Money, .cir.cu^iiÄing in; small 
and medium-sized Cities;,steadi3y flawed toward the ;big;iitiesv Thus,,; 
the basic mass of ■ the.money was concentrated' ip\the 'cities^^specially ; 

the large cities,',, -The spherp of the oirculatipn^of;, money Was <£site ; 

limited«,,- -:;. •;.-.,, -..--. :>;,■■•:•• ,"..     '.-.-••. '.Z 
. The great, amounts of .money which, went into;, e&culat ion /as wages • 

in the cities and as budget expenditures and: state^purchases partially'' 
returned, to, the: People'-' a. Bank. through the state;' trade;; network and .the 
financial system?- JHoweyer'^ the amount7pf'.state funds' paid out con- 
siderably exceeded the amount which returned."to..the'.People?.s Bank« ' 
Moreover,; money from the country f Icwed. into circulation;/' 'As a "re* ■"•'• 
suit,-the. amount of money in circulation: ini-'thepities -osesharply« 
Under the conditions "of the growth..'inprices "the .population' tried to 
rid themselves .of cash as'soon as possible and the velocity of the 
circulation of money was very r high 0' According-to data"of'the Central 
Division -of .the,..People's "Bank-in'..^;irbh

sin^;.iÖ'TeW^ry''19?5Ö'maaey' , . 
circulating "-in this .region, amounted to approxfcnately ,800 million yuan, , 
and the volume of market turnover in cash reached 1$; billion yuan0 
Consequently., • duringthe month, the money changed- h^nds'; 17^5 times^ ' 
i0ea-.>-'an average jof, once 'in less than, two' days/a, 'Jn  large cities the 
velocity of circulation was. even greatero, •'.•. " V. ,'.;.. -.. '' 

The rate of interest on loans was, very high in the cities. On 
the private market in Shanghai, the rateforcred3^'.^s7i^ually over 
kO percent a month, and sometimes. as high as' 200 percent^."...' 

'-•;•;■,- Such-a situation;hindered the rapid' reconstruction of the na- 
tional economy« The share of the,state and .cooperative.sectors was 
then still smallo. To reconstruct the national economy it was,extremely; 
important to develop private .industry and trade., in 'the, right direction 
and to activate the- activity, of ,'the ^maij. praiucers.« 

Meanwhile^. the. free development of trade, was,, impossible without,, 
a stable.-currency P/, The, extensive practice ".of barter /complicated the ; 
development of. the rural,economy even,mpr.e'■,■[ The profitable exchange;' " 
of grain,and industrial raw;jraterials-for, needed producer; and. consumer 
goods- entailed •great-difficulties for the' peasants'£'■ Tjiis had a^ nega-, ; 
tive effect on.supplying, the cities with food and industrial raw ma- y 
terials and also on the sale .of '.industrial products.» ;, 

The ,high rate. of. interest on/loans 'on the' market, "the' weak de- 
velopment of bank crediting., and the", high speculative, prof its of pri-. . 
vate traders greatly hindered the retv*rn of "private;Indus try and trade 
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to normal and created serious 'difficulties-.for cottage production* 
The unstable prices promoted the development of speculative opera-, 
tions by private traders« 'She financial operations of the capitalist 
sector concealed, to a considerable degree, the speculative .-transac- 
tions of the capitalist industrial enterprises„ 

Many private banks and banking offices accumulated commodity 
stocks themselves for the purpose of speculation» Private plant owners 
freauently discontinued production and switched over to speculation" 
in goods. All this led to the fact that a fictitious abundance of■ ■ 
goods was formed on the city market, and a great volume of commodity 
turnover was composed mainly of resale among trader-speculates» The 
circulation of bank checks was widespread; the velocity of turnover 
of -ari-trat* deposits was high, and the number of promissory notes not 
backed by commodity transactions was very high0 ;Sheee phenomena re- . 
fleeted the speculative nature of trade0 ^ 

In respect to wages, although the state enterprises and organisa- 
tions computed them in commodity units,, they were still paid in money» 
However short the period that the money was in the hands of the workers 
and employees, and no matter how promptly the Peopled Bank organised 
"equivalent savings deposits," the workers and employees unavoidably 
incurred losses due to the growth in prices» At the same time, on pay- 
day they h-orried to convert their money immedistely iato real w&ma > 
acquiring goods for which they had no inmediate need or even no need 
at all* Wot only did this cause their families to undergo depriva- 
tions; it also caused scattering and waste of state commodity reserves 
and increased tension in supplying the market with goodso 

The unfavorable situation in the sphere of the circulation of 
money also hindered the strengthening of the budget system and the in- 
creasing of economic accountability in stats enterprises and negatively 
affected production and commodity turnover in the state sector of the 
economy and the development of credit operations by the People's Bank, 

Baiting inflation and strengthening the circulation of money were 
immediate tasks in this period« There was a question as to whether the 
recently established people's government could accomplish these im- 
portant tasksa The imperialists were firmly convinced that the people's 
government would not be able to resolve these tasksc 

The bombardment of Shanghai by the American-Chiang Kai-shek 
clique in February 3-960 complicated the situation further.. . But no 
difficulties could frighten us, led;by the Chinese Communist Party, 
the democratic dictatorship of the people revealed their great vital 
force» Gross industrial and agricultural output in 1950 increased 
by 21,8 percent over 19^9, including an increase of more than 40 per- 
cent in output of modern industry, and an increase of approximately 
18 percent in output of subsidiary agriculture. The rapid growth in 
industrial and agricultural production created a reliable material 
base for halting inflation and for stabilizing the circulation cf 
money- and balancing the budget and discontinuing the issuance of 
money'to cover the budget deficit provided a real basis for thia. 
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The Central^ People's -Government from.the;very beginningrgave: 
special." attention-to;the question of■, halting Inflation;-and, actively 
preparing the conditions for stabilizing- currency and'- pricesy; The , ■.;... 
prerequisites., for this, were, created first/ of; alias the result ^f. t^?; ,. 
rapid restbrat ioni of agricultural,and industrial-,■pr,oduc-tipn? tr^ne;*. -.-,, 
portation;and-communications;'the regulation of state revenues, and ■ : 
the reduction.of'"expendituresy the organization of, the activity -of r,.-: 
state trade and:iof ythesPe.ople's Bank; the;. shatter.inS;b;low.^g^^#t    , 
speculation; and the, establishment of strict ..controlover; domestic ;_, 
and foreign--trade<,- ■  ;;•/; .-.•■•■'.■ ,:--:.j::: .-v ':^--,::: 

With:the purpose: of eliminating inflationary .phenoaiena• and.the 
growth in pricesö the StateAdministrative Council on ,3 .March, 195° ,.■•■■ ■• 
passed'thev:"Decr«® on the Centralisation cf;Tinancial^ponpmic Wprk&', 
This decree stated that as the result of 12 years ,bf/war: and, inflation 
the life of the- people; had. .become, extremely difficult «v. It yes .necea -' 
Bary to exert every effort to halt the monetary .inflation, . Saving£:-, 
in budget expenditures and regulation ,of budget revenues^ centralised 
management of state budget revenues, and expenditures;,: and other ap-,  . 
propriate measures- are,;-keys to-this» The decree;; provided, f'or the im- 
plementation of 'the following, measures to: accomplish the tasks s, ■„,..• : 

•• ..■ 1* '.\ .C'eritraliaatio-n-./ of financial work on a: country-wide,scale,? 
balancing budget revenues and expenditures.-; Forthis;::it.was •-first .-;■ 
necessary■to. centralise etate revenues and expenditures^ especially 
revenues« .Receipts .from obligatory food deliveries -of grain (with ••-.. 
the exception of additional local Receipts);, and tax receipts, (except, 
permitted receipts of local /taxes) were subject.to:centralized regu~; 
lation and use by the'.Ministry of Finances. To,.save on expenditures^^ 
strict determination and regulation of expenditures,by:military and ..;! 
administrative administrations, the; is Product ion: of an economy regime, : 
and a :fight against ■sg.iiaödering ,and:. bribe?^y.were provided for „ -Cen- 
tralized /accounting of physical-assets in the countryss warehouses. ,in: 
the aims of uniform regulation, rational:use, decreasing state ex- 
penditures .and- reducing orders:.placed, abroad•<* Regulating and!strengths 
ening work in the collection of taxes0 Balancing the state, budget and 
eliminating such-phenomena, as-the issuance of money to cover budget, 
deficits./i>.::./■/:   ;:.- ■ V; :::.■:;-■■/-: - • ■    .-:■/•;.  -.x-,-/<:  ;■ 

2* Centralization vof, state "trade-on a country-wide scale, and 
also of-resources of materials« -'Centralized .managsaent; of the.dis* ■, 
tribution of materials and/determination,of:the.sphere;of activity of :. 
the state trade organizations in the^different,.regions»,-This was to  • 
ensure the* regulation cf .supply and demand in./the country, the bring- ■ 
ing of order./into foreign trade^.-the,planned-.sale„of,goods,,,and a flow .; 
of money back to the treasury,, The necessity for strict observation,, 
of credit discipline by economic enterprises^ .-the barring of payments 
indebtedness by/trade organizations« ./State trade.money resources .;. 
throughout the ^country were sub;3ect;/tp/regulation; by- the Central Minis- 
try of; Trade. All military: organizations and state, establishments were 
forbidden to engage in trading activity. 
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3. Centralized regulatioa of the clrcu3,ation of money o 
People's Bank establishments became the main organs for regulating the 
circulation of money in the country» All the cash of military and ad- 
ministrative establishments and public enterprises, with the exception 
of the amounts necessary for current payments, had to go to People's 
Bank establishments» It was forbidden to give credit to private per- 
sons and to place money in private banking enterprises. Violators 
were subject to punishment. The People's Bank was to organize addi- 
tional divisions to fulfill the function of treasuries * 

In order to guarantee funds necessary for expenditures by mili- 
tary and administrative organs and state enterprises and for capital 
investments against depreciation, short-term, no-interest deposits, 
and for certain purposes, low-interest deposits in terms of commodity 

units, were provided for0 
Centralised control over remittances in foreign currency was 

entrusted to the People Js Bank» ■  ,..-'. 
During the 12-year period of war (from the beginning of the 

anti-Japanese war to 19^9), control in the financial and economic field 
was guided by a centralized policy but was carried out in a decentral- 
ized manner. Because of our country's huge territory, many regions of 
which were recently liberated, there were some difficulties in the cen- 
tralisation of financial and economic control, especially for the local 
financial committees. However, the decree of the State Administrative 
Council stated that "the proportion and consequences of these difficul- 
ties will be incomnarably less than those of the difficulties which 
could arise if management of financial and economic work in the coun- 
try continued to be decentralized, if the disorder in the field of 
prices and the circulation of money continued to exist, Therefore, 
it is necessary, persistently following the principle of the parse 
being subject to the whole,, and the local level subject to the center, 
to undergo some comparatively email difficulties in order to avoid 
greater ones," ("Constitution and Basic Legislative Acts of the 
Peopled Republic of China," translation from the Chinese, Izdatel'stvo 
inostrannoy literatury, 3-955 j P 186) 

At the same time the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist 
Party issued an announcement, "On the Providing of Centralization in 
Financial and Economic Work," which called upon party committees at 
all levels to support in every possible way the measures provided for 
by the State Administrative Councils decree, and upon all Party mem- 
bers to show an example by observing the laws. The appeal by the 
party and government was warmly supported by all the people and by 
all the party and administrative personnel and was persistently car- 
ried OUt. -  :   ■ 

The draft state budget for 1950, although compiled in Decem- 
ber 19^9, still in wartime, already provided for the allocation of 
funds for capital investments in economic construction amounting to 
23»9 percent of total budget expenditures through savings in current 
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expenditures»:  According to. approximations, budget revenues during that 
period covered only 81 „3 percent of expenditures^ paving':;ä:feicit of 
18 »7 -percent; •■^■..;.; < ;--  .■;,,.-... ..■,.'...  "7~.,../7;;''.':.._../'..■''.' ' 

•■ The State administrative Council issued a, directive; oh'6 Decem-   •' 
ber' 19^9; on "the issue of the,first. People*s. Victory tö^n^'^ The loan 
was'-issued to cover the budget deficit, .'but-its. issue;was:;made;;pÖssi- ;' 
ble by the; victory, won throughput the country.« • The" loan was computed 
in cbitoodity units: (fen)j.each such unit included'6 chin; of rice  (in      ' 
the north> millet),>.1*5 chin of .flour,^ ch|ih,Öf';qpttoä cloth/and   ;-■' 
16 chin of coal«, ;Tbe;-priees on these goods were, computed according; 
to average wholesale prices, in six of the largest, cities -.- Shanghai.,' 
Tientsin, Hankow,, Siaa, Cant-on and Chungking --■ and' were published by     • 
the main office of; the People's Bant every 10 days;   The interest rate ■" 
on the loan was set at 5 percent a year«;;,Payment....of' the face Value of: J 
the bond and of the interest began a year 'after..Issue", of the. loan.; the" 
whole loan was: to be paid off during^ the, caorse" of; five' years 0;   Such a 
procedure1 protected the interests of the bond holders, oh the one hand, 
and on-the other, hand channeled free public funds Judiciously and 
helped solve the temporary financial difficultt^s P ' Si#h ^ &thcd of • 
computation combined state and private,interests üuring;^period when    • 
money did ^otihave aj.stable purchasing power*/That! is why this meas- 
ure was'.: supported-; by the masses of the ..people' .and, subscript ion to the   ' 
loan ex'eeed-the planned -figure. ,/;-//.-,///'.'"'       '*.' 

-.- üi: addition to.-that part of thestate budget deficit which was 
covered by the.: issue- of the loan;, there was still a deficit of approxi- 
mately 12 percent which; had to be covered by increasing prodviction^' - - 
saving on'■<expenditures- and seeking out additional .financial resources» • 
Otherwise the deficit would ..have unavoidably had to be covered again;; •'■■; 
by further issuance of money, creating.great difficulties in halting ' 
inflation and stabilizing prices, .'".•'.■',/' 

The. implementation pf land reform in a great part of the older 
liberated regions,, the movement ;for the redaction of rent which had 
begun in the majority of the new^ liberated regions, the restoration' ! 

of agricultural production, and, finally^ the/warm support shewn ^the :^ 
People's Government by :the.peasant, masses, all led to the fact that ■'"•"' 
deliveries of grain to'the state.proceeded rather successfullyi; 

The work' of regulating tax.'collection in cities; was quickly set 
into motion; '.employees:of state, establishments persistently struggled'-' 
to improve the work and the majority successfully realised a regime ''of; 
saving'.in regard,to.expenditure,.,9f .materials a°d wage funds«    State'- 
enterprises began to shoyiria profits ...'/. 

In: 195 0 indus trial,and:. agricultural output'and;the'turnover'of 
commodity, and physical;assets .improved considerably over IS^??'  As' a :'• 
result, budget revenues.and expenditures in 1950 were'balanced on the ■ 
whole and: a base was created for'strengthening the. financial system and 
halting .inflatipn,^and^fpr.•e'nsurjl^^eater. conformity between the cir- 
culation pf money and: the volume of commodity turnover.'; 
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The centralized system of supply and distribution of resources 
developed greatly» The Ministry of Trade began to realize centralized 
administration of state trade, regulating supply and demand for basic 
commodities on a country-wide scale in a concentrated and systematic 
manner, and promoting the development of foreign trade» Within an ex- 
ceptionally short period of time over ^,000 wholesale and retail trade 
centers were established throughout the country; one of the chief 
tasks of the wholesale organizations was to attract surplus money from 
circulation and stabilize wholesale prices,, The retail stores were to 
ensure supplying of the population with such important goods as grain, 
coal, cloth, fat, salt and kerosene. Along with the development of 
supply and sales cooperatives, purchase and shipment of these goods 
was"conducted on a wide scale» From January to July 1950 alone, a 
great amount of grain was shipped and 75 percent of all cotton cloth 
produced in the country was bought up0 

Thanks to the policy implemented by the state in.the field of 
price formation, the state could start to stabilise market prices; by 
using the great masses of commodities concentrated in state trade. 
Thus the creation of an organized market was begun. 

An important task of the People's Bank in this period was to 
"attract deposits,, establish cash offices, and to distribute monetary 
resources fiexib.ly3" Specifically,, this consisted of the following, 

lo Realisation of control over cash» With the purpose of ac- 
cumulating all money subject to concentration and using it in a cen- 
tralized manner in the interests of fulfilling the state national eco- 
nomic plan, and of ..successfully halting inflation and stabilizing the 
circulation of money for promoting the restoration of production, on 
7 April 1950 the State Administrative Council published the "Decree 
on Control over Cash of State Establishments," the main content of 
which was as follows: 

a<> state enterprises and establishments, military units, and 
cooperative organizations were compelled to pay all cash (with the ex- 
ception of the established cash balance) into the People's Bank, which 
became the country's cash center; 

b. all settlements between state enterprises and establishments 
and military units (excluding small retail sales) had to be handled by 
clearing operations through the Peopled Bank«, Cash could only be 
used for: wage payments, agricultural purchases, and small payments 
in cities; 

c. the Peopled Bank of China was instructed to gradually work 
out an over-all plan for receipts and expenditures of cash, and also 
to organize the compilation of similar plans by state enterprises and 
establishments, military units and cooperatives so that cash turnover 
would conform with the plan established in advance. 

The chief purpose of control over money turnover was the achieve- 
ment of uniform management and centralized regulation by the People's 
Bank of cash at the disposal of the state but dispersed among different 
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enterprises, establishments, military organisatiohs -ana cooperatives. > 
This played an important role in the'jmtter of halting inflation, 8iid ■-: 
balancing receipts and payments of cash.» However, the'importance of 
these measures was not limited to these points. They created fee base 
for the planned regulation of the circulation of mbheya-nd laid the :; •• 
foundation for building a socialist credit system in our-'country. 

The decree on obligatory deposit of cash in the People«sBahk- 
by state enterprises and organizations, cooperatives/ and military- ■ 
units, created ä' permanent and stable source of credit resources,, The  - 
establishmentof relations which were socialist in haters between the 
Peopled Pank and these organisations and establishments promoted the 
further developmant of the ■ People fs Eankcs socialist activityo 

' With the" propose' of 'concentrating cash in its cash offices, the'" : 
People *B  Bank, ' jointly with the departments which bandled^settlements 
in cash on a large scale, worked out' special rules for control■over• 
cash» Thus, on 1 March 1950 the Peopled Bank and the Central Minis- 
try of Trade issued the "Temporary Rules' for Control:over the Cash of 
the Central Ministry:of Trade," on the basis of which "trade cash of- ' 
fices" were,created at the ^People's Bank-establishments.'-The' country's 
trade enterprises daily deposited their'cash receipts in these cash 
offices.'änä could not \spend 'them without permiss ion from the Central 
Misästry of Tradeo Trade enterprises* receipts and;payments were con-; 
ducted in'agreement with'plans' established for them by the Ministry of 
Trade«' '■''. ' :' '"' .' ' 

Under the conditions when the planning of commodity turnover  ■' 
was still only beginning, and when trade enterprises had hot yet be- 
come completely economically accountable and were just beginning to - 
transfer from subordination to local organs to subordination to a 
single center, such a procedure was' necessary and'turned out to be'-.' 
quite effective» It promoted'centralisation of-the" traae network and -■■- 
the concentrated Use Of coamodity stocks, and was of great Use in the '■"•'■' 
matter of control over cash and regulation of the circulation'of money» 

'2« Development in every possible way.of work to attract de- 
posits by the population. Under the conditions of inflation which 
prevailed during the fi^'st period', the people, fearing further de- ; ■"'.; 
preciatiori of the money, tried to spend their money immediately for 
physical assetso Such a situation naturally increasedthe tension 
in the commodity marketä   Therefore, along with the active regulation 
of commodity resources in state trade^ it wa.^ necessary to fight against 
the entrenched point;' of view that commodities:' were more important than 
money« This was the purpose of the work to attract deposits by the ■■ 
population., 

.."'■'.,  The People's Government was sure that state revenues and ex- 
penditures would be balanced, that inflation would' be halted, and that 
prices would, be stabilizeda.'  But it; could not immediately convince the 
population' of this. : lü consideration x>f the mood of the mass es > during 
the period of struggle for stabilization of the currency and for the 
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restoration and development of the basic functions of money, the^ 
people's government sometimes used such methods as the deposits in 
commodity units and guaranteed deposits put into practice by the 
People's Bank. For these deposits, if prices rose, payments were 
made at the higher rate in terms of commodity units« If prices fell 
the whole amount of the deposit was paid, i.e., it was not reduced. 
In this way the interests of the people were fully insured; this was 
to conclusively disperse their fear of possible losses due to rising 
or falling prices« In addition, the bank interest rate on deposits? 

2 percent a months attracted deposits from private industrialists and 
traders extensively0 

The development^, in every possible way, of money remittances 
within the country and the reduction of the commission rate for re- 
mittances caused a growth in payments turnover based on movements of 
physical assets between port cities, and at the same time favored the 
concentration of funds in the Peopled Basko 

3. The creation of treasury cash offices» For the purpose of 
achieving the. fastest possible centralization of state revenues and 
expenditures and regulation of the circulation of money, the People's 
Bank, within a short ptriodj, created a network of county bank estab- 
lishments to fulfill the functions of treasury cash offices« During 
two and one half months alone,, from the middle of March to the end of 
May 1950, county bank establishments were opened in 1,657 counties and 
were given primarily the functions of state■treasury offices and trade 
cash offices 0 This was to promote centralization of work relating to 
fiscal execution.of the state budget and to assist in the distribution 
of state trade funds throughout the country0 

To create more favorable conditions in the matter of free trans- 
fer of funds to the center on the accounts of the Ministry of Finances, 
Ministry of Trade, and also"of government organizations and enterprises, 
the bank developed, in every possible way, transfer operations, forming, 
at the same time, stocks of money for issuing at its branches» 

With strict observation of the principle of centralized issue 
in a single state bank, the creation of stocks of money for issuing in 
cities ensured control over the issuance of money into circulation. 
These stocks could only be used with permission from the People's" Bank 
of China, with strict observation of the rules of issue«, 

When local establishments of the People's Bank conducted money 
transfers, the sender bank simultaneously deposited the amount of the 
transfer in cash in the local stock of money for issuing, and the 
payer bank, on the basis of a letter of advice concerning the transfer, 
was issued the amount of the transfer from the local stock of money 
for issuing and this w^e paid to the recipient of the funds „■ Conduct- 
ing of transfers without observing this rule was a violation of issue 
discipline» Such a system ensured flexible distribution of funds 
under the conditions of centralized issue and played a positive role. 
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All these measures provided the People's Back with extensive 
possibilities to; tbe:; organization of cash^mohey turnover ^and''the1^fur-;.' ■■ 
ther concentration of resources 0     ■•'•' - ..;.. ; '" ■i:'^>-":>:~ <;■■' ;.:=:.' .:;■■:•.; 

In April "1950 the Situation in the ;Country:''chaöjged-':f^Maä3ätal3y.« - 
The increase in prices and lack of stability iai currency Which had ■■■:- 
prevailed for several years.'were replaced by the-opposite tendencies 0 
Taking prices in March 195O as 100,' in October 1950 the-'pricfs"index   :. :, 
was about J?3» '"'■■"• ;■'■' r::i     • '•"•>■''" .;;'v;/,   ,■■:■:'.,- 

As :the result Of stabilizing 'the' circulation- <äf ■4Q'oaey,':;-iaon-ey:-■■■••' 
began gradually to fulfill its functions which "bad been disturbed-fey. 
the inflätionv'   The sphere Of the circulation of'SoneV^, Which had aar».   ': 

rowed during the infniation period,, began to' widen ^ and the 'velocity 'Of; 
circulation'1 fell to a'norxnal level- '• ■ '':,:•;>'=   ! v. .;::.',:-.;  •,.-. a 

The stabilization of the circulation of money'had -a positive ef-.   • 
feet on the whole economic life of the country» •' Specifically, this   ■ 
consisted of the following; :::;.;■; y..'■■■ .;.'.:--.-.•' 

"&-i   a smashing blow was delivered against the speculating bsui*-*-   •■ 
geois elements, the abnormal development of sarket speciilation was.' . 
stopped, the ground was taken from Under 'the feiet of the cap&calist 
industrial .and 'trade enterprises Which bad>'been accumulating ^commodity ••' 
stocks for^-peculation,1and•.■'also illegal-financial trähsactions-"and 

•••!-.■ * ■ ■ ■        ■ 

usury were ended»  '-Other branches' of -capitalist ä"etitö.ty, depending on • 
comprador "and bureaxicratic capital? also...uhderwen$ great losses«    With       - 
the eliminat ion'cf the conditions engendering theöe'^bjaormal phenomena 
favorable conditions were created-for activity by enterprises in the 
interests of the people; """ -..■■.io-y. 

b.   the • necessary prerequisites for the extensive development   ■: 
of commodity turnover between town'and-country^ were formed; • ■ 

c0   the stabilization of the circulation of-möney and the nor- :■'   -•;>■" 
malization of the market promoted a stabilization, and later an in- 
crease, in the living standard of the great mas £ of Workers -.and em-. 
ployees.   Supplying 'of industry with raw materials* and of the' market 
with industrial, goods improved considerably^ which'promoted strengths >••; *>-;:. 
ening'of the' system' of -economic accountability in1 entei'priseö'; 

d. ; a'favorable" situation was- formed for'-thestrengthehingof; ' i ': 
the financial system^ the development of credit operations by the -::v 

People's Bank/.and an increased'flow of deposits by the population» 
It is sufHcient; to say that such-deposits in the Peopled Bank in-      - 
creased I9 times "in 195° *    It was especially'noteworthy"that "while ■■■'■■''.    ; • %■ 
currency!was'being stabilized and the circulation of;-money strength^ ":■>■ ■■'' ■'»•'•"■ 
ened in cu^; country, i^ and: currency was' de- •■''■'■' 
predating in the largest capitaliöt countries» : At'■■the.end of 19^9, -;:"^: 
as is' known, the "sterling bloc'countriea^ headed by England,, devalu-*'' 
ated their';currencies by approximately 30 "percent.    In the US, prices -■ 
increased; by;imore than 10 percent during7'the!" first half of 1950 alone* ■ • • 

Why-was our country, economically;backrardi having just ended" - 
a long war/ and having established theanew people *s; democratic govern^- :- 
ment just a half year before, in a position to halt inflation and .;::.. 
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stabilize the currency while such highly developed,, industrial capi- 
talist countries as England and the US. which had finished the war 
more than five years before, continued to have inflation? '..."',.'.'... 

The main cause is in the difference of principles behind the 
social and economic systems and the nature of society. in the im- 
perialist countries production relations were fettering the develop- 
ment of their productive forces, The basic economic law of modern 
capitalism is the striving of monopolistic capital to ensure maximum 
profits for itselfa    Inflation under capitalism is a very important 
instrument for the exploiters to squeeze the juice out of the workers; 
it represents a type of tax which is usually used to cover the deficit 
in the capitalist budget and is a heavy burden on the shoulders of the 
workers/ continually reducing their standard' of living* 

In a socialist state the basic economic law determining the.de- 
velopment of society is the satisfaction of the steadily growing re- 
quirements of the peopleo The socialist economy in which this law op- 
erates creates a solid base for stabilising currency0 

During the new democratic revolution and the first period of the 
establishment of the People's Republic of China ,*, when it was necessary 
to fill the requirements of the revolutionary wa:<v the countryss budget 
could not be balanced; to cover the budget deficit, it was necessary 
to issue money» However^ this issuance was fundamentally different 
from the monetary inflation in old China, The purpose of the inflation 
carried out by the mercenary Chiang Kai-shek clique was plunder of the 
peopled wealth in the interests of conducting the counterrevolutionary 
war for personal enrichmenta Speculation,, inspired by the not unknown 
four families^ flourished on this soil« During the almost 20 years of 
rule by the Kuomintang regime there was serious monetary inflation and 
the Chinese people incurred great losses 0 

In distinction to;this; money was issued during the revolution 
and the initial period of construction of the new China by the people*s 
government with the purpose of mobilising the people's funds for the 
needs of the revolution and the development of production3 It was only 
a temporary measure; when conditions changed the monetary policy also 
changed fundamentally* 

As the result of a number of important measures implemented by 
the Communist Party and the People8s Government and warmly supported 
by the people and management personnels and also thanks to the ad-' 
vantages of the peopled democratic structure«, the country8s financial 
and economic situation changed radically during a few months«, The in- 
flation which had raged for more -than 10 years was eliminated,, prices 
were stabilized^ and there was even some temporary reduction in prices, 
At the same time financial and economic work was centralized and reor- 
ganized throughout the country in agreement with socialist principles« 
All this created the objective prerequisites for the solution of the 
tasks in the organization of planned circulation of commodities and 
money» 
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Ill 

The Able of the Organized Circulation. öif Mbney, in the Struggle; 
'■''   by the Sodialist Ecö330Ey' Against ...the.' C^piialiet^Econonr/; •::. 

The;stäbilizaticra of the currericy opened persp^ctiyes for the 
favorable development of production and commodity twnover...Moreover, 
it should be emphasized, that the<"fundamental change 'in the Situation, ; 
which had existed in the; country for fiore than lO'years.and had been 
characterized by inflation' and chaoä in'the commodity market«, .was,,' 
caused mainly by the victory.of the socialist principles cif^economic 
construction0     ''...'...   '!'.'*.''.'"'-',■. 7 -.!■' "'.."'■■■.. :-■   .■'.'.':<. 

The prompt "and .effective measles' of the .party, sind ,'goyernfflent,      ■ 
conforming with 'the' specific situation of the: period,, and.the develop- 
ment Of activity among the masses of people., were tlie result of the 
consistent'instillation'of'the principles!'.of. socialist'.management,   .■, 

Centralization in the field of financial '.'and'.'economic,'work? JA 
the distribution of resources, through state trade,channels,, in. market 
management, and in the regulation of crash turnover -waa a., completely 
new phenomenon»    PiraaediT'.'c'entrall2ed.'..OT^^ 
of commodities -and money, led by the; socialist sector, of. the. economy    >, 
on the base of the development of industrial and„agriculture 
tion, was begun on a country -wide scale e"" This was the first stage in 
the implementation of the principles ,qf.planned, socialist management» 

■' Inflation, could not have. been, halted and the.'..circulation of .•. 
money could not have beeja stäbi3.iav3d' On.the base.'of the old capitalist 
market«    It was'necessary.to create a new market under the conditions 
of an economy led by the state sectoro.,J?v.ring the!process of develop-,   . 
ment of the; socialist e'cohOEy the market. situation, changed- fundamentally;, 
these changes wei^e^^^he;direction of the creation and development of 
a socialist, organized^and. planned ccraiiodity production and circular  ,, 
tiOn0 

:.'..  .'".,'. .'.'.' i'' '...,;-,    "..  ■",   ■''■'   •..".■■ ■.-.:■'■    <,-;.• --., <.:•-" .-;     ■-■■ 
' Such transformations were hot,advantageous, for the,capitalist. ■ 

traders and- industrialists, whose.natural,element, is speculation. 
However, for the country as. a Whole these transformations were an Pb-:■.-. 
jective necessity«,   '";..;.'."';. ^'.'.;'" ^ ,-, '■■ ■'■' ;■'-■.       \ ' ".■•.■."• 

During the period.of"reconstructing the national economy,.,a ■ 
struggle occurred in the field of money, between the organized circu-. 
lation of''money and the chaotic capitalist market.« The steady expan-». ,.,; 
sion of the. organized circulatiph of .money reflected, the successes, of ...'■, ., 
the socialist economy In...it's' struggle'iagainat"the'..capitalist econpmy. ' 

During the three-yekr 'period of recons trübt in g the national. 
economy, commodity'turnover in our country; expanded considerably on :. 
the base of the development'of production." Täkirig the volume of sales 
on the domestic'market iirl$j)'Ö as ,100, .;iri;^95^ it,was l7Qe"..This was ... 
a very high rate of igrcwthiState and,cooperative trade developed ■ 
especially rapidly during this period.'" Torhover in state trade-in;r- 
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1952 was more than four times that of 1950, and in cooperative trade 
it was more than six times that of 1950, The -share of socialist trade 
in the country's total domestic trade increased from 19ek percent in 
1950 to 51.9 percent in 1952.» She over-all growth in commodity turn- 
over occurred predominantly because of the expansion of state and co- 
operative trade. This was quite an important factor;, promoting the 
development of production, and ensuring the satisfaction of demand on 
the part of the state and the population for goods and the stabiliza- 
tion of the market 0 . 

Socialist trade, representing the organized part of commodity 
circulation, is based on an uninterrupted development of the produc- 
tion of goods by state industry/ on a regular growth in state orders 
for the processing of raw materials aad .semimanufactures^ on the manu- 
facture of finished products by private industry and the purchase of 
these products, and on the expanded purchase of subsidiary agricul- 
tural production at just prices to satisfy the requirements of dif- 
ferent branches of the economy and of the population0 

Such an organized circulation of commodities is the base for 
an organized, planned circulation of money» The planned/ regulated 
circulation Of money is in turn one of the most important instruments 
for the organized development and strengthening of the socialist econ- 
omy. 

Along with socialist trade, capitalist trade, based on the capi- 
talist sector of the economy and private business, continued to play 
an important role in this period* The share of capitalist trade in 
total commodity turnover fell from 80 percent in I95O to approximately 
1*0 percent in 1952« However, in absolute terms turnover in capitalist 
trade did not decrease and even increased somewhat» 

Although capitalist trade,? under the guidance of the state, 
played a positive role to a certain extent in the development of com- 
modity turnover between town and country; due to its exploiting nature, 
expressed as a striving for profit, it had a negative effect on the 
national econony as a whole« Trade based on a striving to obtain 
capitalist profit has a chaotic unorganized nature and thus creates 
the conditions for chaos in the circulation of money.-. 

Since an organised socialist market and a chaotic capitalist 
market both existed^ a struggle'between them was unavoidable„.    This 
struggle also affected the circulation of money, The process of steady 
development in planned;, organized cosamud^y production and commodity 
circulation is simultaneously a process of steady development and 
subsequent strengthening of the organized circulation of money« 

The planned organised regulation of the circulation of money, 
the prompt issue of'the necessary-amount of money into'circulation, 
and the removal of money from circulation serve as powerful instru- 
ments in the hands of the state' in its policy Of limiting and trans- 
forming the capitalist economy. 
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The struggle against the chaos of the capitalist market by 
means of the monetary policy implemented during the reconstruction- 
period in consideration Of the condition of the national economy and 
the party's and government's o?er-all policy can he divided Into, three 
basic stages.» ...';■,.■■■-• 

The first stage includes the period of planned "organisation of . 
money turnover, of halting inflation, and of stabilising the circula- -\ 
tion of money, and the process of reconstructing the1national;economy 
and developing the socialist sector.in all branches-of the'economy to 
the detriment,of the capitalist elements. ..',■■ — -' 

With the halting of "inflation and" price increases, the. situation 
in the socialist sector of the economy began to improve rapid Sy».,,- la. 
the capitalist sector^ on the contrary,, this created difficulties, <, 
During a short period-of time, from April to June 1<3!?0, prices fell by 
more than 10 percent, speculative buying and selling on the market„was- 
replaced by stagnation, difficulties arose in the. turnover Of enter- 
prise funds, and part of the capitalist industrialists and traders, 
not able to stand the competition, were in a critical situation» In : 
this'connection some industrialists and traders began to expressloud " 
dissatisfaction with the government^'economic policy0 

:  ".'.• .-■•■■ 
What caused the difficulties which the capitalist Industrialists 

and traders met, and what was their nature? These difficulties arose 
for the following reasoneo \ 

First, a awmber of industrial and trade enterprises, having de- 
veloped their activity :in conformity with the conditions of a colonial, 
semicolonial or.feudal economy« lest the market for their■-products 
after the elimination of imperialism,,, feudalism and bureaucratic capi- 
tal in the new China- since many of their goods were not in demand by 
the people. As a■ resultj a certain number of industrial and'trade en- . 
terprises went bankrupt» 

Second, the staffs of many private enterprises were excessively 
large, and their.activity was. inefficient, especially during recent , ;' 
years when, utilizing the growth in prices, they conducted 'improper op- 
erations in the pursuit of illegal profits. As soon.as. the" market was 
stabilized the Inefficiency of their activity became immediately evi- • 
dent. Part of the industrial and trade enterprises were compelled to 
reduce their operations or even discontinue them. 

Third, due, t<? the: stabilization Of currency and prices the fic- 
titious purchasing power, swollen by inflation, was reduced and market 
supply temporarily exceeded demand; prices fell, and there were diffi- ■■ 
culties in selling some goods 0 All.this: eaused a further reduction, in 
the population*s real purchasing power, v*ich had been considerably re» 
duced during the long.war period. 

Of these three causes, the firat two-are prolonged in character. 
The capitalist industrial and trade enterprises could not quickly over- 
come their basic weakness and reorganize-their, activity in conformity 
with the requirements of- the new democratic economy. The third cause 
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was temporary in character. With a strengthening in the leading role 
of the state sector of the economy and with the development of produc- 
tion and increase In the population's purchasing power, the situation 
normalized quickly. These changes had a quite real effect on the cir- 
culation of money. 

As the result of implementing general economic and financial 
measures, from March to May 1950 the amount of money in circulation 
fell by approximately 10 percent and prices fell by mosre than 10 per- 
cent o The velocity of turnover of money gradually became normal, and 
the functions of money began to develop more normallyo 

As prices became stabilized the population's attitude toward 
goods and money changed« Goods began to be changed into money, and 
for some time the supply of goods on the market began to exceed de- 
mand and prices began to.fall» The ruction in the velocity of turn- 
over of money led to the situation that the amount of money in circula- 
tion could not conform with the requirements of commodity turnover«, 

The withdrawal of a great amount of money from circulation, the 
steady reduction in prices, and the attempts by the population to sell 
rather than buy goods all caused a reduction in the volume of sales 
and even stagnation in the market» The temporary difficulties which 
arose were difficulties of growth. But If these difficulties were 
not promptly overcome they could have an unfavorable effect on the 
whole national economy, 

In the light of this, the central task in the if leid of the cir- 
culation of money, intended to promote the bringing of order to in- 
dustry and trade, was the transition to planned regulation of the cir- 
culation of money«, Such regulation was to promote the reanimation of 
the market and expansion of production,, thereby creating favorable 
conditions for the'development of the whole national economy of the 
country with the state sector of the economy playing the leading role» 

During this period the government adopted a decision to sharply 
increase the volume of People's Bank credit to state trade, with the 
purpose of having a planned increase in orders placed with private en- 
terprises for the processing and purchase of goods; this was to solve 
their sales problem» At the same time purchases of agricultural pro- 
ducts were increased, and the issuance of money was increased in cities 
and in the country, mainly to increase the purchases of agricultural 
products. 

The issuance of a large amount of money in the countryside for 
the above indicated reasons promoted a reanimation of the market as a 
whole, creating an incentive for cooperatives and private traders to 
normalize commodity turnover between the city and the country. 

At the same tise the government implemented measures to develop 
transportation and regulate the tax system. As the result of consis- 
tent implementation of the indicated measures,,at the time of the new 
harvest the market situation had become stable* Implementation of the 
policy of placing state orders with private industrial and trade 
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enterprises and purchase of products became one of the basic forms 
of initial socialist transformation of these enterprises * ; 

The second stage was clKracteriged ijy a, reduction^^the is- 
suance of money during the movement against American aggress ion end'=" 
for assistance, tö Korean and also with-the purpose of'stabilising' the 
market;.' .■ Subsequently, therey waa an: increase in' tM ^ssuänte'-of money.: ; 
when -the market wäa stable; this was to promote an %tpänsion; öf' state - 
purchases of agricultural products P .a. strengthening jdf the -union;-be- 
twec-n workers and peasants, and a considerable 'rean^tion:öf the mar-- 
ket '" - -'    ' •:■'•■.,".'  "" v;''  '"''':' •"■••''■••'" 

In the winter of 1950 the Chinese -people --.begga a greält struggle 
against American' aggression ;and/to assist Ko.cea.0; .All the psople-i' in- -■ 
spired by! a lofty spirit of patriotism-and^internationalism^"rose up--/. 
in the defense öfvjuatiee5 peace ancL.-the.. security ;of their^c^try. 
sparing no efforts orresoureeSe Certain.capitalists 'decided to m?,ke 
use of .the situation, int«?nding to become rich ;airough\Bpeculativ^ . 
machinations, .inflatiba-arsd price increases* ' The capitalists beg^ri ■-..-.- 
to stockpile goods and speculate with them0 , At the same time:3oaS. es- , 
tabllshmehtsan»3l part of the urban population^ rettemberlng'the wartime 
experience,,'rushed to rembve their deposits from tl^; people *s Bank and 
convert them into goods,, insuring their savings.against ;depreciation0 
Tension .was created1 on-the market,,-.-.       . \ " ,,"" '""'"' ! 

All this took place during, a-rich harvest.s'&as oh when issiianee 
of money, and .expanded credits, for purchases., of. agricüitura 1 products .■ •. 
were necessary to strengthen 'the ties between the. city and the country. 
The situation was fundamentally, different from that of Mafcti-May 1950«>: 
At that, time the circular.ion of money.was narrowing.and• the amount of. 
means of payment in circulation;could considerably exceed the require-, 
ments of commodity, turn over <> .■-■''...'..... 

Thus, from one-point of view,, it was necesaary to issue large .; 
amounts of■ money for the huge purchases of agricultural products and 
the sale of the harvest,'and-from another point of:view, that of the 
struggle against the American/ aggression and for assistance' to Korea, 
it was necessary to ensure a stable//market and strengthening' of the- > ■ 
home front. The1 resolution- of this temporary .contradiction and the. 
implementation of measures to stop speculation and avert 'depreciation 
of the money became exceptionally /important0 In.this connection^ the 
Financial and Economic Committee, of -/the State Admln'lotrative' Council 
of the Central People's Government adopted.:a decision-providing for a 
saving in budget expenditures by postponing payments for- a: number of 
expenditure- items" or-coapletely-revoking .them;.in'.;the;aims-"'-'of reducing 
.the issuance, of moneyy for a.:temporary freezing of deposits of state 
'establishments and military- Eirganiaations' in the People y Bank., for . 
a reduction; in purchases' of agricultural products., and for a reduc-.. 
tion in.granting of credits0 This was/to ensure.better control ovei--. 
the issuance of suoney and to -eliminate, the "danger: of chaotic dissipa- 
ticn of materials and money which, had concentrated in state trade and 
in the People's Bank,  -:-■-■•/. :.,■  ■.-.--:.      •'■'■"'..','....     ;'; 
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The implementation of these measures strengthened the state 
sector of the country"s economy and stabilized prices0 

In December 1950, when a ndriaal market situation was restored, 
it became necessary to increase purchases of agricultural products, 
increase credits to state trade and the.supply and sales cooperatives, 
grant seasonal credits to the peasants, and to issue the appropriate 
amount of money in the countryside in a planned way« All of this re- 
animated the city and rural marketo 

. The third stage was the withdrawal of money from circulation 
during the "three anticsi; and "five anti's" campaign conducted >o 
strike a blow against' the capitalist elements and the 'subsequent 
planned issuance of money.' into circulation to reanimate the market« 

As the result of the movement' to regulate industry and trade, 
the situation in capitalist industry and trade in 3-9.50 improved; this 
was the effect of the state support in the form of orders for the 
processing of raw materials and for finished products, of organizing 
supplies of raw materials, of taxation-, and of a number of etcher meas- 
ures .0 The rich harvests of 1950 and 1951 caused an increase in the 
peasants» purchasing.power; the purchasing power'of the urban popula- 
tion also increased» At the same time, in connection with the assis- 
tance to Korea, state requirements for industrial and cottage industry 
goods increased sharply,. The growth of demand by the population and 
the government caused a shortage of many goods» During this period 
the quite' improper activity on the.pert of many capitalists also was 
exposed; they were not scrupulous in the choice of means in their pur- 
suit of profits, and caused direct harm to the people. 

During March-May 1950 the capitalists, in difficulties, hoped 
that the state orders for the processing of raw materials and for fin- 
ished products would help them overcome the difficulties. But now, 
considering that these orders were limiting their profits, they started 
open resistance in the hopes that they would succeed in-again getting 
production and sales into their own hands and thereby ensure them- 
selves super-profits» They were not satisfied with the profits which 
they obtained from normal activity« They began to conceal and under- 
state their reserves of raw materials, to avoid paying taxes, and to 
bribe government employees; in short, they were brutally criminal 
against the worker class and state sector of the economy» 

In the winter of 195.1,. with the approach of the seasonal up- 
swing in trade, the bourgeoisie began open warfare against, the re- 
strictions on their activity»' To strike a blow against the. capital- 
ist elements with strict observance of the principles of the socialist 
economy and in the interests of the ma«3es of workers.* the government 
headed the great peopled campaign of the '"three anti-s" and "five 
anti's" and won a brilliant victory„ 

Along with the great achievements in the political field and in 
the field of strengthening the guiding role of the state sector of the 
economy and overcoming the elements of chaos in commodity circulation, 
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considerable changes also occurred in the sphere of the circulation of 
money..  During the struggle, againstvhriberyy: was^e^ 
reaucräcy, potent 
tures and increase'revenues were discovered«,        '•■''     ' v, "    . , ,   ,    ', 

:in.; state! trade and .the supply and sales: cooperativeo" sales" in «v.-' 
crfeasbd,/ purchases'.; were ^reduced* ;and orders placed'with ^private "eyfc$t->. 
prises for; the;''^ 
were reduced «' ' A#l"1&e"e^.otinß ;state trade-' conducted1' a1: 'rÄtionp price 
reduct'ibri on "many manufactured consumer goads,   The ove? -all piice  
index was reduced, by approximately 5 • percent „'■• .'%ay':^lvä^e'';üä'dustri-M 

alis'ts'and' Naders lost • thes^adth-, of the people -and their; enterprises' 
decayed; the trade pf'.'.eys'n ,sa?vlj.;pr.ivatetraders>'- who sery.äce;3;the. 
cöModity turnover betwees;■towa^nd; country,; decröaseä'»';'These'^phe-,,.".; 
nomena were;;especially;noticeable by the summer'o^':1952;

0;. Market.;_.. 
prices-continued toffall apl symptoms:of: stagnation> unfavorable for  ,.; 
the nationaleconomy, appearedr ..For; this reasonj;ia l!fey-^e; ;1952;the; 
Financial, and Ifcpnpaic-'CoxGmittee of the' State Administrativer'-p'o)iribil 
adopted a'decr^erpnlthe 4^^ 
mate the'market.  :;. ■'*'•':■•• ■*'-'-:.     ;   -'-■'"'•■'' 

Rational norms for the placement of orders with the private sec- 
tor for the procesoing of-raw mat er ials;?and'for:-finished products were 
worked out.   The People's Bank, began to increase credits to socialist 
trade' in every possible: way,; .promoting the-planned placement of a large 
number of orders with the' capitalist sector for the processing of raw   - 
materials and for finished, :pr,üäuctswith the purpose of conbeatratiag 
commodity resources for the fall upswing in the market0   Markets were ,:. 
organized everywhere and again;, the'activity of the-small traders in   ' 
trade between town and'country began tc be encouraged.    She People;s 
Bank reduced. the interest rate-: on credits and resumed granting' credit 
to capitalist industry "and trade.   After a joint checkup on conditions 
at the local level by,^^ ., 
bank administrations, the volume v.of crediting-was expanded somewhat     ..'.•; 
and:thV amount of money in circulation was expanded; this had a part 
in reviving the market <> 

At the same time,.the private banking offices.,' under the lead- 
ership of and with the. assistjäncejof the People's Bank, were gradually 
consoiidated^ and in September;1952 all the'private offices, with the 
exception of three which served the Chinese emigrants, were, merged 
into a.single. Joint State -Private Banko    This- was an important measure 
directed toward the socialist transformation of our country's capital-, 
ist credit institutes„   Under the general control and guidance of the 
People's Bank., ä great step was made; toward!the creation of a uniform 
credit system, „ .„,•,,. •.•.,. 

The Joint Bank's credit operations were conducted in agreement   : 
with the state's general policy in the field/of control over'cash. 
This had an active role in the development of the country's national 
economy and created favorable conditions for the regulation of the 
circulation of money» 
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The organized development of the circulation of commodities and 
money promoted a reduction in the chaotic turnover of money between 
port cities. The rapid growth of socialist trade and operations by 
the People's Bank to service payments turnover in the city, the coun- 
try, and between city and country, promoted a planned expansion of the 
market *   A higher form of organization, mixed state and private, i»e«, 
the form of state capitalism, was created for operations of the capi- 
talist sector« 

Funds of capitalist enterprises circulated between port cities 
mainly in two forms: drafts and cash settlements. 

The center of capitalist industry and trade and also the center 
of the concentration of capitalist payments turnover was Shanghai at 
that time» During the three years of reconstructing the national 
economy the volume of draft transactions by capitalist enterprises be- 
tween Shanghai and other port cities reached huge dimensions0 Ties 
between Shanghai and other cities were extensively developed and firm« 

Below are data on the volume of drafts sent through Shanghai by 
private entrepreneurs (in percent): 

Second    1250     '   19£1        lggg. 
Half   First Second First Second First Second 
of-19*12 Half,, Half   Balf_ Half _ Half_ Balf__ 

Drafts sent off    100   451 \'1,060  V120 1,443   415   550 

Drafts received   100  516  1^060  1^213 1,320  485  701 

Total       100  480  1,042  1,170 1,390   455   63O 

The share of the People's Bank and of the private banking of- 
fices in the total volume of private drafts sent through Shanghai was 
(in percent): 

Second    19^0        lggl        19J52 
Half   First Second First Second First Second 
194g.  Hajf_ Half _.,, Half _ Half   Ha3f_ Half_ 

Drafts sent off    100   100   100   100   100   100   100 

Through the , 
People's Bank >0        45 38 36 ^&        5° 74 

Tnrough private 
banking offices       60        55 62 64 54        44 26 
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Second lg50 ,...,       •.•-:■ :;l^i';.-;;:^r ■■;!-. £2g2    ■■ 
• ; Half ■     First   Second   First-'Second' First,/Second ' 

Drafts received    '"   100       100  .   . ,100       100v ■'* 10Ö\, f ilop-' /   100   ^ 

Through the' ,    ■-":    „ >-^'-:'-   -' --'■■ :.,,;  :.;;"-''■' :,:' "'''"''""..."...■-••■   ,■•,■■:.-''- 
People's Bank.- ,,>■ fco--? r ^55;      'jW;. .■■■■53 .■-•.; . :';5Ö,:i,,''.: .""66.-.;   .   81; 

Through private- " '.y,\"     ,-. .:-'•-■■ •''"■' 
banking Offices^ .:, 60    ■■■■■'%$'','; ^.'56.;, "  4?^ •  '-^.."T'^.^v^-^9' 

Thus, from ,the second" half'.';e£.',.19^9 through 195.1. private; drafts •• 
sent through Shanghai Increased' sharply,,, Duringf'the'''second,.half of: 

1951 drafts sent off increased by '.-.more thstn 14' times' cbi^ared :-v?ith ■ 
the second half of 1949.b evnd drafts received ^increased by more than''" 
13 times,    The total:.volume "of;drafts was almost 14 times, greateriV-- 
This is a witness, to the: restoration and-development of private'trade'' 
ties between different port cities 0    ..;/.■■'."■"■■ '■'•"■•i *■;       ".-■"''-   ■-.-• ■*:■■:■-■ ■■■-- 

In I952, thanks to the development Of vthe 1,threo anti's" and 
"five antifs"'"'casrpaigna and the rapid expansion of state and .coopera- 
tive trade, the share.of -the'socialist,sector, of trade increased0      : 

And although^private fciade turnover in value terms was greater in 
1952 than in 1950^with the- coäsidcxible::.grcwth in wholesale turnover ■■' 
of state trade, private; trade'between.; port cities showed a. tendency-to 
decrease. '.'..) ".-. ■..■<■■."■?-■■"  •'■'■'■"','',        '-:./■••■-     ..':';;:/''■'_.}'■ '■',;_. ,f :'■'■■■■■'■ 

la the Sphere .of the' circulation of money this tendency was. ex- 
pressed in a reduction in the total.volume of,private drafts between 
port cities»   During the first and second halves ofX952 the total 
volume of private drafts in Shanghai decreased-by:'62- percent* and 54 — 
percent respectively; compared w;Lth .the same;periods of, 195.1»,   The . •. : 

share of the People?« Bank -in the total volume, .of .drafts .(sent off  "-■■•'-.■ 
and received) was 40 percent during, the -second half-of; 1949/ and'-i*3 •. 
1952 it increased to !?4 percent diiripg uae,first half year and to 8l> ,; 

percent during the second half'year.    In this'.period' the preponderant • 
majority of private, backs had already been transformed into Joint.state 
private banks s and the volume of drafts, connected with organized com-'   : 

modity turnover of ...the ..state .'sector of. the economy -increased, a^ost' 
400 times.   Accordingto data for t^'/^a.-bt'-^$$2}:'-'^hk'ä^k^'&ä& co- 
operative sectws. accounted-for ^ver' '85' percent of the total volume   -   ' 
of drafts sent through Shanghai while.the s,hare.'-:of priyate drafts was 
less than 15 percent,-,-;Moreover, .,f5 percentyof the private drafts . "• 
passed through the .People^s •Bank/ and the remaining" 25 percent through 
the Joint Bank which- carried;out: itsVa'ctivity under the"guidance;of    =- 
the People!s Bank«   The fact-that:the share;of ■;the socialist sector in - 
payments turnover between port -cities increased^-1 arid 'that the pre- 
ponderant part of the drafts of private firms and persons were sent 
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through the People's Bank, serves as irrefutable confirmation of the 
rapid development of the socialist organized market and of organized 
payments turnover with a steady reduction in unorganized.commodity 
and money turnover of a chaotic nature. 

Cash settlements between small private traders comprised the 
second important form of payments turnover of port cities. This form 
of settlement was -widespread during the period of reconstructing the 
national economy. During the three years there was a constant flow 
of money from Shanghai; the only exception was three months when there 
was a small influx. This was due to the fact that the small private 
traders used cash to make purchases of agricultural products in the 
provinces of Kiangsi and Chekiang which were then sold in Shanghai* 
In this connection there- was usually a flow of money into many coun- 
ties and cities in these provinces,, I'or example, money put into cir- 
culation in the forest regions and in the country of Sung-chian-g Prov- 
ince usually flexed into Harbin» This was caused not only by the 
fact that the workers and peasants came to the city markets themselves 
to purchase goods, but also by the fact that private traders were en- 
gaged in speculation and the resale of goods. In some places (Shang- 
hai and the provinces of Chekiang and Kiangsu)^ money issued into 
circulation in the cities flowed into the country, and in other places 
(the forest and rural regions of Sung-chiang Province and the city of 
Ear-bin), the money issued in the rural regions flowed'into the cities. 
Such, a situation indicated the weak development of state and coopera- 
tive trade here0 Trade was conducted by small private traders or by 
consumers who went to other regions themselves to purchase goods. 
Therefore, the sphere of the circulation of money was characterized 
by a chaotic migration of money, As socialist trade developed this 
phenomenon was gradually overcome» 

All this data clearly indicates that not only does the concen- 
tration of control over the organized circulation of money in the 
hands of the peopled democratic government enable prompt and flexible 
action to change the market situation,, but it also promotes the de- 
velopment of the socialist economy and serves as an instrument to 
strengthen the guiding role of the socialist sector in the country's 
whole economy> 

The above indicated forms of struggle for planned, organized 
money turnover at the same time effectively promoted the suppression 
of speculative activity by the capitalists and the revival of the mar- 
ket. 

The organized circulation of money was not, and could not be, 
created by the efforts of the People's Bank alone. It was the result 
of the joint efforts of the financial.organs, state trade, banking 
establishments, and all the enterprises of the socialist sector of 
the economy» The Peopled Bank was only one of the institutions 
which played an active role in this field. 
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The economic basis for the creation and development of.the 
organized circulation of money., vas the socialist- sector ;of the ecpar , 
omy, socialist production; relations: j^e^ing: developed in; conformity' 
with the law-of piannedy proportional development of the,national ,;? 
economy«   The organized,, circulation of„money 'created;on, this "economic , 
base served, in türh'^s '$n instrument- to .actively' 'p'römöt^ sbcial-ist, 
construction» '•Commodity production In a ^socialist;'economy'ik'pliajbne^:., 
and circulation :is^ganized»' This ;h^s:a definite influence;04:.;tläe;.,.. 
circulation of -money ;an& serves as a basis tor t^ansform^g it into 
planned circulation1 of xficaey« .Important., conditions "for strengthening 
and developing the organised circulation, of. :money< are: -'the'^^tral- 
ization and'balancing: of state' budget revenues; a^-exp^ 
fication of the circulation, of money on- a. country-wide' -Scale^: and the 
presence: of a single state bank''conducting the socialist transforma-, 
tlon of private banking estabHshtaftntai,-.   •:'..'   '•■'.*■  '••:-,-;-_'i':';;;;;.'.. 

The creation-and; development of .the organised- circ^tion of 
money is not a chaotic process but the result of .'conscious^ ?i!engtby 
and persistent'work organized .ana guided by the 'people «s; democratic ,;;... 
state in agreement'with its requirements, .anä^pö^sibilities'v:";;,^;^ ... 

During the anti-Japanese war and: the peoolecs" liberation'_.';.;"... 
revolutionary struggle,, the governaents-- of ,mny: revb3ittionary,'bases'   ... 
in the liberated''regions issued orders forbidding state"organizations. 
and enterprises'to have deposits. In private banks „"     ■. :-:,"i \.'_j''"'  

In the-'spring of I9V9"in 'tha Northeast liberated-region, con- • 
trol vas first of all established over cash0   "After formation of the 
Peopled Republic of CliinaJ, in .agreement with, the'decree'of ;the Stats..,. 
Administrative Council of f April I95C7. Control -over Äsh was estab-r 
lished on a state-wide scale«,   'At the same 'time/ the:'need' ;fcfr compiling 
plans for revenues"and .expenditures, qf cash was^ indicated;" this was to 
promote the gradual traasformation of the People's Bank into the coun- 
try's single cash center? ..... ..':'"-■'■ ."';, ")",..''■* '■.■,'■■■■. :■..-, 

From the very beginning of control over the'm'ovement of cash, ,; 
the positive aspects"of this measure were apparent.■•.Düi'ihg' three ,....... 
months, from the1 end of February to the- end ;of ^y I950, •total de-      ■>....>. 
posits in the People's Bank' of China and, the •VOluEie -of drafts sent , 
between port cities increased five -times; ^clearing ä'ett.l'eae^tE(';M-., 
creased sterpiyv  firing.;the last 10 -days of April the ratio; between,  ., • 
clearing and- cash:s'ettloments was' 8rl^, and' during the last 1Ö days of.. 
May it was 9;•!.•• -After this clearing settä.enents continued to increase/; 
uninterruptedly0  .... ,.-■ ,-,-•::■    ■'•'■;'/";;■;.'.. ',.'.."      ■ ..-   :; . 

. Hot on ly did: these; rational and prompt .measures; play an impbr - 
tant role in solving such'iirgent.tasks as the. suppression Of inflation, 
the concentration of -''tgads j'. and. the balancings of :reVenues:änd"e^pendi-: 
tures of cash; they werö 'also,some of,the basic methods' for: stabilising 
currency and .prieesv" They simultaneousiy prepared the soil for the,..... 
creation of a healthy money system and for. the organised/ planned cir- 
culation of moneyi -"The'work in the; field- of:the organised circulation 
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of money during all the past years has been conducted mainly in agree- 
ment with the decree of the State Administrative Council oust men- 

tioned» J .  ' 4 
Great efforts were required to achieve a conclusive victory in 

the struggle against American aggression and for assistance to Korea« 
To organize support of the front and assist economic construction? it 
was necessary to support a stable circulation of money„ This required 
that the development of the circulation of money and of credit pro-, 
ceed in a socialist direction* In other words? it was necessary that 
the Peopled Bank? on the base of the state sector of the economy 
which had developed, regulate^ in a concentrated and planned way» 
the circulation of money, and start to create a socialist credit sys- 

tem0 "', 
Cn 25 December 1950 the Financial and Economic Committee ox 

the State Administrative Council issued t'he decree "On the Procedure 
for Realizing Control over the Circulation of Money and the Procedure 
for Compiling the Cash P.Ian 0" The purpose of this measure was to 
strengthen the currency by establishing effective control and regula- 
tion of the circulation of money so that government funds dispersed 
among various projects could be used in a centralized and effective 
way to satisfy"the state's huge requirements for resources for eco- 
nomic construction and to promote the introduction of economic ac- 
countability and planning <, 

The decree- provided for control over the movement of the cash 
of state enterprises? establishments and organizations and of coop- 
eratives, and also for the organisation of clearing operations^ the 
concentration of mutual settlements and short-term crediting in the 
People's Bank, and control over funds allocated for capital invest- 

ments. ' ■!_ ., 
A number of errors occurred during the implementation of these 

measures because part of the banking apparatus was not yet suffi- 
ciently familiar with the nature and tasks of the organization of so- 
cialist credit. However, on the whole the great work done to create 
socialist credit was of great importance. 

Further measures for the continuous improvement of the monetary 
and credit system corresponded to the over-all improvement in the eco- 
nomic situation and showed clearly the advantages of the socialist 
credit system» 

In agreement with the above mentioned decree9  the People's 
Bank organized a system of clearing operations between state and co- 
operative enterprises on the basis of canceling mutual demands (mu- 
tual settlements)«, Ehe introduction of this form of settlements is 
a further step in the direction of developing a socialist credit sys- 
tem. ' 

Mitual settlements helped the People's Bank to mobilize tempo- 
rarily free enterprise funds in every possible way and promoted the 
ensuring of economic use of state funds; the saving in the use of cash 
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was especially:considerable.. .^ 
ment and strengthening of economic *ies within-.the socialist sector-./: 
of the economy;- they created favorable conditions 'for-thelfurthsr 
strengthening..of the roleof -the-people ?s Bank asthe country's:: 

credit .^settlement center .and, for. rthe ■planningvof -the 'circulation of •-• '■'■ 
money» ■;..,;, ::.--.}  ..,/■•• c- •/,•-/ o-.;r--::  /.'"" '•''•=■:.-. ■,-■■ :\ •.•:;<:■;•:• ^v v-'': ^J-'■'•■•<- 

; Hecent-years{; experience.proves .that-the socialistrsystem. of■• •'•■• 
settlements, and control over ■. cash. plays an important ^role M "fhs ' work";,: 
of the. different /state.financial aad .economic rargasa 'in planning the. : ■ 
economy.,, in the centralised, planning. ofthe /resources of ithe .different • 
branches ~. of the ■■.■national.veconoz^r,'/in-the- prompt: elimination' ef/«hort-1. - 
conings-in- the work^ .in promafc-ingian incr'eese ir<-receipts■.aria .a-saving 
in .eashexpenditoreS;,/ and -in «the-planned, regulation .of "the circulation 
of money0.    •;;:        v.; ,,'■■:.:■ .-■'', •;; ,-,-■:.      . \.i.. :■'•;. ■■•■"   'v-:"-;-; "■■•'■ ■■■"■'•■ :-v" 

•..■"'.-.■;  .7-.V,/ '■.'■:■■ ::''-..v   "-.',•'J-W^.: v"   -; -^ "■ ■.   r i "U: ;■:■■ >^'"J;■'■"-'• ■ 

.    The ievelppmsat, of the ■Circulation of-Money in' the Gountryside   v 
and .Its Role, in ^pandingi Commodity Turnover .between: City '-and «Country. 

. . During the period of reconstruction of, the national economy, 
the small peasant economy in -our country^ freed from the fetters/Of. :■ 
feudalism, changed into an Individue,!.peasant farm economy;under which 
the. peasants. thsaselyeB:.^ultiyate- .their own land sectionv   With the ■ 
guidance and. support- of:, the .government our agriculture^,constrained 
in the past by the fex.\dal systemy began rapid ireconstraction end de- 
velopmepto      ■ / ,:i ■: '-■ :;/-'  •■;■.■-,■■•. •:■./■:  ■■.■■ ■.■y;/-.r .-.■ ;■   ■.■•.'•■•/:'-■' 

The individual, peasant,farm economy-,is:.a..smaH.-acale.'.commodity -- 

of selling the agricultural produce at.the.suitable time-and.at .•    .-   •- 
profitable prices; the possibility of-the peasants .bujH.ngy at the 
same time and at rational prices», the:needed: means:/of production'and r 
industrial consumer, goods," ;the establishment Of a rational-ratio .be- ■■-■': 
tween^ prices on:agricultural produce and on/industrial goods; and ' 
the .free .-development of; commodity turn over between.city and country, ' 
which, requires a s tab le;•„• -currency^.::- ■■•.. A ' ■■'■■i •;■';• ->':- ■'■■'■-■■   :'-:--^':- 

• ...   After;,stabilization ,.of the. currency the peasants gj-^dually/began' 
to use moneys to. keep it :,and/ to -prefer;; exchanges involving/money,   This: 
new tendency in the sphere-of the circulation of, money/was^ of great im>; 

portance:   it promoted -the penetration1 of -money ■ into thet;country, 
thanks to which .the circulation; of ..money in. the country began "to de- 
velop; gradually, and,; economic /ties -between city and: country strength- 
ened,.: :■.- :■;: •-■ .  -:•.-.■■ .".     • .■.;■':, ■<//-•■ ■•■'■■<'- •-•'■'-■■'■■• 

Beginning with March 1950 the amount of money in circulation 
in the countryside steadily increased and the people's yuan had firmly 
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entered into circulation. The share of money in circulation in. the 
countryside in the total money in circulation increased considerably« 

The following three causes for these changes can be pointed out. 
First, the value of the. yuan became stable; it had withstood a 

relatively long test, Many years of inflation had caused considerable 
losses among the peasant masses, and the losses due to the low mar- 
ketability of agricultural commodities and to poor means of communica- 
tion were especially severe» 3b the light of this, during, the begin- 
ning stage of stabilisation of the yuan the peasants did not immedi- 
ately have faith in moneys A development of state and cooperative 
trade in the countryside in every possible way was required in order 
to convince the peasants that they could use their money to acquire 
the necessary production materials and consumer goods at stable prices, 
that the yaan was ensured by goods0 Saus, a decisive condition in tue 
process of development of the circulation of money was not only the 
stabilization of the peopled yuan, but also the strengthening of the 
peasants' faith in money,, It was necessary that the peasants who re- 
ceived money would not be afraid of its depreciation, but would recog- 
nize that, having this money, they would lose nothing and would even 
gain* 

That is why a relatively long interval of time after the halt- 
ing of inflation was required before the circulation of money began 
to serve commodity turnover in the countryside normally^ and before 
the conversion from barter to normal commodity turnover was completed. 

Second^, the gap between prices on industrial and agricultural 
products decreased. During the period when capitalist trade predomi- 
nated, the price discrepancy between industrial and agricultural pro- 
ducts grew every daye The seasonal difference in prices wa3 huge. 
In the fall, after the harvest, a great amount of agricultural pro- 
duce entered the market and its price fell, while prices on industrial 
goods increased. In the spring and summer the peasants hardly made 
ends meet and many of them were even compelled to buy grain, which 
caused prices on agricultural products to rise* Industrial products, 
on the way from the city to the country, passed through the hands of 
large-, medium-, and small-scale trader-middlemen0 Such a multitude 
of steps increased trade profits and handling costs. Therefore, the 
difference in prices on goods in the trade between port cities and in 
trade between city and country was greatj the difference between whole- 
sale and retail prices was just as greate Price variations and losses 
due to the difference in prices, in the final analysis, lay in all 
their weight mainly on the shoulders of the mass of poor peasants„ 

During the period of reconstruction of the national economy this 
situation changed fundamentally0 Begin&ing with the summer of 1951^ 
the discrepancy between prices on industrial and agricultural products 
narrowed steadily, as demonstrated by the example of Shanghai prices, 
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Change1 in Wholesale Price. Index in Shanghai 
;;.';;' '■■• (March I95O «100) " ;';/;  ;;'■' 

-" '"'.'•-■■-'■ "■:,.■;>',' ..,-•■"'.'.' ., JuflW; .;'   "'December . 
■ **C..T<*■-*> • J*7J* urn ■ i r   «■■'■i ■' 

Over-all price index .''..' .''•9X...''':'.'.'':'''.''''®T\ 

Price index for agricultural products ;. ,; *'86 93 

Price index for industrial goods . . .:; 'X00ö2- ' 80 

Difference between prices (price discrepancies)   110  '  • ; 86' 

Thus, during the period froa March 1950 through 1952, prices in 
Shanghai stabilised and gradually began to fall. She; discrepancies 
between pricesi"on industrial and agricultural products in December 
1952 were. 14 percent below those of Ifereh. 1950»,.,', 

The price reduction process was:uneven, however, arid falls into 
two.stages0 Irom March 1950 to June ,195V-,i;»ee,. during the initial 
period of reconstructing the'national economy, prices oh agricultural 
products fell, but prices on industrial;goods remained'almost stable. 
Therefore, the price discrepancy even increased somewhat," After the ' 
implementation of .the agrarianreform., agriculture began to develop 
relatively rapidly; the shareof agriculturalproduction rose con- 
siderably, and the share of state, and cooperati'/e trade'remained in- •• 
considei-able; although the production of industrial goods increased ■■■ 
rapidly, it did not yet satisfy demands 

. Brom the fall through the end of 1952,prices on industrial 
goods fell considerably while prices on agricultural products rose* 
Therefore, the price discrepancies did not increase, but, 0:2 the con-.' 
trary, began to decrease. The stabilization (aid even a certain re- 
duction) of prices on industrial: goods3  with some increase' in 'agri- 
cultural prices, reflects the growth in industrial production and the 
increase in labor productivity. '. This process ■'„reflects the price .: 
policy of our government?  which was making huge purchases of agri- 
cultural products for domestic consumption arid for.export, a policy .■. 
of.strengthening the union between workers and peasants, 

.['.,The basic factors in. the reduction.0* price discrepancies were 
the development of industrial and agricultural!production., the growth. 
in state and cooperative trade, and the policy of rational prices« 

If we compare prices on products of crop, growing and animal 
husbandry in national minority regions .with the prices at'which these 
regions were supplied with industrial goods., this tendency of price 
discrepancies to decrease ia shown-even more clearly." Thus-, in Hsi- ■ 
ning city in Chinghai'Province, ibef.ore- the liberation 100 chin of 
sheep's wool was exchanged for 25 chih of cloth, and in December 1951 
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it was exchanged for 313 chlh of cloth;' Ue0,  over 12 times more cloth 
was obtained for the wool» One ton of grain in Inner Mongolia was ex- 
changed for one piece of cloth in 19^7 > and for 2 „2 pieces in 1950; 
i0e«,, during the four years the coefficient of exchange more than 
doubled„ 

These changes played an important ro3.e in improving the living 
conditions of the national minorities, and in developing production 
in the national regions. 

Third, operations of state trade, of the supply and sales co- 
operatives and of the People's Bank in the countryside expanded,, 
During the three years of the reconstruction period state trade 
steadily increased purchases of agricultural products and expanded 
the supply of industrial goods to the countryside* Supply and sales 
cooperatives received especially extensive development,, In the second 
quarter of 1952 there were 32,000 of them with 100 million members <.> 

The supply and sales cooperatives, under the guidance of the 
state sector of the economy and with its assistance, supplied their 
members with the necessary production materials and consumer goods 
at prices which were no higher, and sometimes even less, than market 
prices. At the same time they purchased agricultural products at ra- 
tional prices from the members of the cooperatives, thus ensuring or- 
ganized commodity turnover between city and country. 

When the rural markets were held the People's %nk created^ 
operations groups to issue credit, receive rural deposits, and guide 
credit cooperation/ Thanks to this, a great number of scattered in- 
dividual peasant farms were able to completely avoid depending on ex- 
ploitation by trading and money-lending capital or at least to reduce 
this dependence. The peasants could reduce or even discontinue the 
sale of their products at the low prices caused by seasonal or other 
factors, and could sell their products at rational prices, which en- 
abled them to promptly satisfy their' requirements for industrial goods 
also at rational prices. 

Thanks to the organizing role of the state sector of the economy 
and its control, seasonal and regional price discrepancies, and also 
the discrepancy between wholesale and retail prices, were reduced con- 
siderably. 

In respect to trade with'the peasants, the state sector of the 
economy and the cooperatives followed the principle: "a sufficiency 
of personnel, a sufficiency of goods, a sufficiency of money," This 
principle served to guarantee the implementation of the state price 
policye 

The beginning of organization of socialist trade not only en- 
sured a reduction in price discrepancies, but directly supported the 
circulation of the people's yuan in the countryside0    During three 
years from the time the money penetrated into the countryside the 
circulation of money gradually widened and the functions of money 
developed, 
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Because of the considerable share of agricultural production in 
our country, seasonality causes changes in the circulation of money. 

During three years, from I950 to 1952, the total value of in- 
dustrial output increased by 156 percent, and the share of modern in- 
dustry in,the total value,of industrial and agricultural output grew 
from 17 percent to approximately .28 percent. The rate of growth of 
industrial output was relatively greater than the rate öfgröwth öf 
agricultural .output. ' ■"; 

' The share of industry in the total output-Of the'country's na- 
tional economy grew rapidly; agricultural production also developed 
at high rates. In 1952 the total value of agricultural output was 
^5*9 percent greater than in 19^9; i.e., the average annual increase 
was more than 10 percent« In the same year the share of agricultural 
output in the total value of industrial and agricultural output fell 
to approximately. 72 percent. The rate of growth-was somewhat lower 
than that of industry. The share of agricultural output in the total 
volume of output -of the whole national economy also 'fell;- but was still 
greater than 2/3* The absolute growth figures were' truly grandiose. 

From year to,year, after the harvest, receipts -of huge amounts 
of agricultural products on the market were accompanied by an increase 
in the amount of money, in circulation, which had-a favorable effect on 
reanimating and. stabilizing the market0 

.Taking,, the average annual amount of money in circulation as 100, 
the seasonal.variations,in money appear as below (oh"the average for 
the quarter):.  .>■•■•■':.■'..;.• ' ' ' - ~->: ' 

■ •'''■'i,:'' End 
First  Second  Third  Fourth  of the 

Year Quarter 

„76.3 

Quarter ■■ 

96.O 

Quarter 

89.3 

Quarter 

II9.2 

Year 

1?50/ IU5A 

1951 • 76*5 89*0 100.2 129.9 1^3.0 

1952 91.5 85.9 9^.8 120.3 1M).8 

.During the fourth quarter,-the season of greatest trade, the 
amount"of.money in; circulation is greatest. On the average the amount 
of money in,circulation in this quarter is approximately kO percent 
greater than during the first and second quarters '(the seasons of the 
least amount of money in circulation), -and is;20 percent greater than 
the average annual amount of money in circulation* On the basis of 
the indicator at the end of tbe fourth quarter, during these three 
years the amount of money in- circulation was more than ^0 percent 
greater than.the average.for the year* 

The active role played by the stable currency and the introduc- 
tion of money into rural turnover in the reconstruction and developmeht 
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of agricultural production appeared most of all in the creation of 
exceptionally favorable conditions for the expansion of commodity 
turnover between city and country. 

Further, the necessary conditions were created for the expan- 
sion of socialist credit in the countryside. The Peopled Bank issued 
large credits and, Jointly with the credit cooperatives, mobilized 
huge funds in the countryside. By directly assisting the peasants to 
develop their production, the credit establishments struck a blow 
against money lending«, 

The.Influence of the Socialist Transformation 
of Capitalist Banking Establishments on the Circulation of Money 

Capitalist banking establishments grew up and developed in old 
China during the period of rule by imperialism, feudalism, and bureau- 
cratic capital. Wartime inflation created a favorable soil for their 
speculation. 

After the liberation of all the territory, there, were over 900 
private banks and banking offices in the country« Part of these estab- 
lishments, whose activity was of a clearly speculative nature, as a 
result of our governmentss policy, were compelled to convert to other 
activity. The banking establishments which continued to exist played 
a double role during that period of our country's national economy* 

On the one hand, operations by private credit establishments^ 
conducted with the sole aim of extracting profits, aggravated the cha- 
otic competition within the capitalist sector of the economy and were 
factors hindering the realization of the guiding role of the state 
sector of the economy. On the other hand, during the period when the 
operations of the People's Bank were not yet sufficiently developed, 
and the share of private industry and trade was considerable, the 
private banking establishments, under the guidance of the People's 
Bank, could play a certain positive role both in the matter of mo- 
bilizing resources and promoting normal turnover of funds of private 
enterprises and in the development of commodity turnover between dif- 
ferent regions of the country» At the same time, since the staff of 
these establishments was relatively concentrated, it was easier to 
envelop their activity than to envelop the activity cf the industrial 
and trade enterprises. This enabled the state to carry out the so- 
cialist transformation in the banking field earlier than in the other 
sections of the capitalist sector (private industry and trade.) 

The basic path for the socialist transformation of 'capitalist 
banking establishments was the path of state capitalism, completed in 
two stages. In the first stage, with the purpose of guiding the pri- 
vate banking establishments, measures were implemented to concentrate 
their funds and their operations relating to the transfer of promissory 
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notes, the -transfer;of securities, ana reinsurance and brokerage trans* 
actions in the Peopled Bank. This was a low stage of .s'i&te capital- , 
ism. It was followed by the transformation of ail the activity of. 
these banking establishments on the principles of state capitalism, 
beginning in 1950 and ending in 1952. AH the private banks, as ^al- 
ready noted,.were merged into a single Joint Private-State B^nk, which 
conducted its activity under the guidance of the People's Bank;* The 
private banks which Joined the Joint Bank were paid a cjer1?ain interest 
on their invested capital. 

This was the first joint institute, created at an early stage 
from capitalist enterprises. The practice of paying a,"fixed interest 
on capital was used in the future during the process of transforming 
capitalist,industrial and trade enterprises into joint state-private 
enterprises. .'.,. ...I'.'..,. 

The transition to the higher stage of state capitalism by form- 
ing joint institutes in the field of banking had a great influence on 
the sphere of the circulation of money. Here it is necessary to note 
three chief positive points. ,   :. 

a. Turning the People's Bank into the country's .settlement 
center and introducing clearing settlements. During the period when 
there were,a large number of private banks, settlements between so- 
cialist and capitalist enterprises, as well as settlements, between 
individual capitalist.enterprises, were handled mainly 'through the 
private banking establishments or by means of these banking establish- 
ments through the People's Bank0 V 

After the transformation of all private bankingJoni the princi- 
ples of state capitalism, settlements between socialist, and capitalist 
enterprises and between capitalist enterprises began to be conducted 
through the People's Bank (partially through the Joint Bank which was 
under the control of the People's Bank), as well as all settlements 
between socialist enterprisesa This promoted, in every possible way, 
the development of clearing settlements, the simplification of the 
mechanics of settlements, and a saving of casho 

b. Strengthening of the planned character of credit. The ac- 
tivity of the private banks could not be planned» Their credit opera- 
tions were prompted by a pursuit after profits, and their activity was 
guided only by the consideration of gain, without consideration of 
whether it was suitable for the state and for the people, For this 
reason the operations of these enterprises were of a clearly chaotic 
and speculative nature* -;:,;, 

After the creation of the Joint Bank, the activity of the pri- 
vate banks began to be conducted under.state-guidance. As a result 
the planned basis was considerably strengthened and credit, to a great 
extent, lost its chaotic and speculative, nature. 

c. Reduction of the chaotic money turnover between port cities 
and strengthening of control over cash as an important factor in the 
planning; of the turnover of money. After the transformation of all the 
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activity of the private banking establishments, the local divisions 
of the Peopled Bank began to guide the local joint banks* This pro- 
moted a considerable reduction in the chaotic circulation of money 
between port cities» ' 

Drafts' and settlements between port cities began to be handled 
entirely through the People's Bank or through the Joint Bank con- 
trolled by the People's Bank« This told favorably on the regulation 
of cash by the People's Bank and oh the planned regulation of the cir- 
culation of money« 

Kot only did the socialist transformation of all activity of 
the private banks favor the development of a socialist credit system 
and a strengthening of o-ganisetxca and planning in  the sphere of the 
circulation of money; it also played an active role in realizing the 
socialist transformation in capitalist industry and trade. 

The Further Strengthening of an Independentj. 
Unified and Stable Monetary System ' 

During the period of reconstructing the national economy, when 
our country's economy was on the upsurge/ there was also an improve- 
ment in the balance of payments. During these three years the situa- 
tion which had existed in old Chins for over 70 years,, end in which 
the trade balance had a deficit every year and receipts of foreign 
currency did not cover import requirements, was ended„ -.'Moreover, 
the development of exports in every possible way, the increase in 
receipts or a rion-trade nature, and the credit obtained from the 
Soviet Union made it possible to balance the balance of payments and 
even accumulate a reserve of foreign currency and a considerable re- 
serve of gold«, All this promoted the strengthening of an independent 
currency system in our country. 

Since the value of the people's yuan was stabilized but the 
currency of the capitalist countries depreciated, it was necessary to 
raise the rate of exchange for the yuan in respect to the foreign cur- 
rencies correspondingly to protect our currency from the effect of 
the devaluation of the capitalist countries8 currencies. Thus, from 
April to December 1952 the rate of exchange of yuan for dollars was 
raised 36 percent, and for English pounds,, 30 percentc 

With the purpose of strengthening our country's currency system 
and counteracting the undermining activity of American imperialism and 
the Chiang Kai-shek elements, the State Administrative Council, on 
6 March 1951, published the decree "On the Prohibition of the Export 
and Import of the National Currency across the State Border." The 
decree provided that persons caught exporting or importing the na- 
tional currency across the border, as well as those guilty of sabo- 
tage, and persons carrying counterfeit notes of their own manufacture, 
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Were to be handed over to the investigation and lega,ls organs with the 
material' evidence for pWishment according to" lav«;' 'Forbidding' the-';   : 
transport of the; national currency across the'börder'H?itneB'öed tö the   ; 
implementation of £n; independent currency policjjr, 'änd';'äls':o struck: a; 
powerful blow against' the reactionary sabotaging 'elements who:were f 
attempting to^harm;burcirculation of money by;Usin^cctoterfeit. • 
notes. ;   ''  y] ■!'•'• -'•'■  ■'■■"-•• •- ;•■-;   ;/-;■'■-■■ ..-..-..<.,• *•■ .>. 

On' 19 April ■ S$5i the State Administrative Council published the1 

order :"Ch'i^r^ni|nment för^iolating the Stat£ Q^tuiatibn. of Moneyy" ■'; 
The order1 prbvidedfthat, for counterfeiting notes with cbuntsrrevolu- 
tionary purposes^' the chief perpetrators and transgr^sors v:;.th- a^lice  • 
be sentenced to death or to life imprisonment.• Tran&igressors'-without" 
malice are subject to life ircprisoamsnt or imprisonment^'for^^ 
years. ":'• :;'r- '■;;  -'••'"■:'■ .''"*/'•"''/:':"'.'"' '■ "...', 

"' The"government, depending on. justice and law/''struggled against 
the Chiang- i^i*shekclique- and; its toadies who forged::people\B money 
for counterrevbluMonary purposes „ - At the same. time^-the government, 
with the' aid' of Various lower organizations, mobilized' the Aae'ses in 
the struggle, against the obstruction of the cir^lat^'of money with 
counterfeit' notes«""' ''' '".'i'"1.'''"      '.'?■; 

Thanks to the warm support on the' part- of ailvthe people, the 
success;;of "this s;truggr'.e-was ensured,''strengthening' oür:country*s 
monetary1 systemeven more,' It is necessary, hOTever^to remember that 
the struggle'was $ot;yet'entirely cos?oieted. and therefore 'it would• 
have been 'inexcusable to' lessen' watchfulness»       '':.'"''',tv'';'V.' 

:"":y'.:'::':'":ll V ■        '   ".". v?i'     '  '"''"''  'ft. !''A: '   ■,    " 
Peculiarities'of the Circulation of Money - ■'' 

During the Period of Reconstructing the National Economy 

"   DuringVthe'iaitial per;iod; of■ reconstructing the national economy' 
the circulation: 'of money ip 'our country, as we saw>'- changed radically     '_ 
as expressed in the transition^ from inflation to a stable circulation^    : 

of money.' As the result of the measles implemented to realize con- 
trol over cash and to develop clearing settlements, money settlements ' 
were of two types;   cash settlements"^ 

'":'The"&in>channels -^ issued/were:    state 
expenditures-'for the purchase of agricultit/al'prcx3uct^>, wage payment, 
and purchase of products from private enterprises.«? The main channels" • 
through which casawa^-'withdrawn were: -receipts'' from the retail trade 
of socialist enterprisesand'wholesale ^ale'to'private enterprises. ' 
During-'"the period of r^construc^bing 'the national economy the growth 
of the amount of money in circulation exceeded the growth of commodity 
turnover. 

Because of the exceptional importance of these changes, it is 
necessary to describe them in more detail so as to better understand 
their causes and results. 
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1. From inflation to a stable currency. From the time of the 
formation of the People's Republic of China to the end of 1952j> i<>e*> 
during three years and three months, the situation in.the.sphere of 
the circulation of money was characterized by the following features. 
In the initial stage (October 19^9-March 1950), the currency was un- 
stable; prices in Shanghai rose more than eight times. In March 1950 
inflation was checked and the stabilization process began, faking 
the wholesale price index in March 1950 as 100, at the end of 1950 it 
was 85ak0 At the end of 1951 it was 96.6, and at the end of 1952, 
90.6. Thus, at the end of 1952 prices were 9*k percent lower than in 
March 1950. The purchasing power of the currency was being; fixed and 
even increased somewhat.• 

Beginning with March 1950 monty was no longer issued to cover 
the budget deficit, but was used as People's Bank resources for grant- , 
ing credits. Bank credits were directed mainly toward satisfying the 
needs of commodity turnover. Such credits, insured by commodities 
and materials, promoted a circulation of money in agreement with the 
requirements of commodity turnover. 

During the process of converting from inflation to stabiliza- 
tion two important changes occurred. 

a. There was a tendency toward normalization of the velocity 
of circulation of. money. It is known that with a fixed total of prices 
on goods, the amount of money needed for circulation is in reserve 
proportion to the velocity of circulation of money. The faster the 
money turns over, the less of it äs required, and vice versa. 

During a period of unstable prices the velocity of circulation 
of money is relatively high. With a conversion from inflation to 
stabilization, the velocity of circulation of money decreases and 
gradually approaches normal. 

According to the data from an investigation of the special re- 
gion of An-ch'ing, Anhwei Province, in March 1950 when price increases 
had not yet been completely stopped, the total volume of market com- 
modity turnover was over 3.5 million yuan, of which 1,35 million yuan 
were accounted for by cash transactions. The amount of money in cir- 
culation was 95,000 yuan«, and thus the money turned over 1^.2 times. 
In April 1950, when prices began to decrease, the volume of market 
commodity turnover exceeded 2^340,000 yaan> including 9o6?000 yuan for 
cash transactions, . The amount of money in circulation was 128,000 yue.n; 
it turned over 7,5 times. 

These figures show that during the short period of two months 
the velocity of circulation of money was cut almost in half, 

Data on the change in the volume, of deposits and check turnover 
for the People's Bank and the private banks of Shanghai are shown be- 
low (in percent): 

& 



January 
:,.. -1950/:;'•■ 

April 

■ .-x;l«(feO ■■■'■■•' 
;ä58"0'ö' 

.      '. 100,0 30.6 

:...-:. 100,0 6oso 

Total volume of deposits in banks ;and banking 
Offices /•_..; \^l;/.,  :'■■■ y'>-.r- :; ••■"'"'_ ".   . 

Number of checks in circulation 

Total volume of check circulation 

Average size of check -   v-       -     ?.00c0 16*8D0 

Volume of check -burnover in relation to the 
volume of bank deposits?(volume of deposits » 
100) 635*0 21300 

The tendency for prices to stabilise and the, related huge 
changes in the field of the- circulation of money caused a considerable 
expansion in credit operations by the People's Bank and private bank- 
ing offices.   Bank deposits in April 1950 were 158 percent greater 
than in January, and the share of People's Bank deposits In the total 
volume of deposits increased from 60 percent to 80 percent.-   ^ 
ber of checks in circulation, reflecting' settlements for' commodity 
turnover f fuller-yo.^£&ib':-- fr'om 3,200,000 in January to 9ÖÖ/OOO 
in April 195Go   The volume of chaqk settlements decreased by approxi- 
mately 30 percent) and the average size of a check increased by: 68 
percent,.    This indicates a reduction in the speculative nature* of 
trade, and its;normal development. '/This tendency appears especially '" 
clearly when comparing the volume of commodity; turnover insSchecks and 
the total volume:of »bank^depoeits. //, ." • ■.-.-"    ■■■'■■ '■■' 

'In., Januarjr;1950!the total volume of check circulation%as 6 
times the volume of bank".deposits, and in April 1950, yomewhatover 
2 times. ',   ../- •:■.;.'■■■■■ y. '"•■/• -   ■'./•''.■■' 

The reduction in the velocity: of turnover of money is one of 
the causes for a considerable increase.in the amount-of money In Cir- 
culation'and. the. higher, rates of growth in ..comparison, with the rates 
of growth' of commodity turnover O

;
;.TKäS. was 'especially acute since the 

period of stabilization occurr'ed'-;w#eri inflation had tiuet been*'checked. 
,b./ Hue to the fact that the' tfroceai' of stabilizing'the; cur- 

rency began in March 1950, immediately aftex* an acute and lengthy in- 
flation, along with the stabilization cf the currency there was a con- 
siderable increase in the amount of money in circulation and the rate 
of growth of the circulation of money exceeded the rate of growth of 
commodity turnover. 

The expansion in the circulation of money was mainly caused by 
the growth in production and commodity turnover and by the increase in 
the population's .cash income.   During t^ie period ofi.recoastrücting the 
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national economy the total value of industrial and agricultural output 
increased by 73A percent, and the total volume of goods sold on the 
market increased by 70 percent» Taking the volume of sales of certain 
important consumer goods in 1950 as 100, in 1952 the volume was:* 

Grain 271.28 

Yarn 171.^3 

Cotton cloth 2^5.76 

Coal llU.86 

Kerosene 262.67 

Salt 152.89 

Cigarettes lk9M 

The amount of money in circulation in 1952 was approximately 
3 times the average amount of money in circulation during 1951; i»e»> 
it increased more than the sale of such very important consumer goods 
as grain and cloth« 

From March 1950 to December 1952 there was an uninterrupted 
growth in the circulation of money. The only exception was the first 
half of 1952, when, in connection with the "three anti's" and five 
anti's" campaign, market turnover fell and, during a short period of 
time, there was a reduction in the circulation of money. Although the 
amount of money in circulation during the first and second quarters 
was much less than during the second half of the same year, it exceeded 
the seasonal high of the fourth quarter of the preceding year. During 
the first halves of 1950 and 1951, i.e., during the quiet market season, 
the amount of money in circulation was less than during the peak season 
(the second half year) of the preceding year. However, commodity turn- 
over was correspondingly less at the same time. 

Taking the amount of money in circulation during the peak market 
season during the preceding year as 100, the changes taking place during 
1950-1952 can he represented as follows: 

* Yao I-ling, The Development of the Country«s Trade During 3 Years, 
"Great Achievements of the PRO During 3 Years," People's Publishing 
House, 1953, PP 98-99. 
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Fourth First Second 
'•'■'-••-••-.v..■■•■■•■Qnartgr. •■•:■•■■■ Quarter ■':.'     ' - ■ ftuaffierv 

..:.  i:-;r-':-dsk&' ■■■■•-'       •     125P_ M£-';- «■JM^E* «..IHJMJTIM» wnggS»*—« 

■v.,  -r clOO^Ov     ,■■■■ ■•': -.i: 165.0:   v. 233*7 

,J:^-,-.:;;i2]0 ■..-:.-. ■:-..-,12gl '  ".;'.... 
.  ■.::.:•   ;..-..■ V/.lQO.p^■:••■.        •    133.7 

":;:-  ^Vi.aa;-.',:'" /:-^-'-3fig2--    :'  ■■••■ .-ifi5a-.-..'-"'v--.- •:;■ .',   • 
-■-..- loo.o. •••■•■. ::.-.•-.     ^9^     '■-.  .;     ^.3.-.-'^-^"-,;-;--■.'•'■--•■■ ■■■: 

The figures sJaow.that äuriög:'th© first and second quarters of' 
1950 and I95I,;in comparison with the..fourth quarter of the preceding 
year (the peak market season), the amount of money- in:.circulation, 
despite the relative reduction in the volume of"commodity.turnover, 
did -not; decrease and even increased 0 Only during the f irst:quarter. 
of 1950 did an increase in prices cause a grovth in the circulation 
Of moneys -:;-.>,:■"''.',; •■...■=■.•■;■    ■'•■''•-; n.vv >.;;:•.; ■'■■  -. 

^. The amount .of money in. circulation during the-fis-st-half of 
I952,-although-lesö' than in the fourth quarter of 195!>•:decreased less 
than commodity turnover decreased during the same time0- Considering 
such factors as a certain stagnation in the market during the period 
of the "three.anti?e" and "five anti-s" campaign .and-the related un* 
usual flow of money out of circulation, one can conclude that the '•■ 
amount of money in -circulation during the first half Of 3.952 did not 
decrease in comparison with the fourth quarter of. 1951 since it cor- 
responded with the requirements of commodity circulation» During that' 
period, as we saw,, rpricas were -stable on the whole«1'-•:■■•• 

What then is the cause for the fact that during the slack mar- 
ket.season the amount of money in circulation did not fall below the 
high seasonal point: of the preceding period and eve»-Increased? Why 
didn't the development of the circulation of money correspond with 
the growth of commodity turnover • and why, .under these circumstances, 
was there no violation of price stability? 

This was due to the expansion in the sphere of the circulation 
of aoney on the base of•-•thedevelopment of production and commodity 
turnover, to the above-normal increase'in the velocity:of the circula- 
tion of moriey> ;and to the development•of.the circulation of money in 
the countryside and the replacement of barter with commodity turnover 
UBing money.- '.■■;■•■■  .;;..■ ^M'i.:--^ :;7::;;:  :•.■:.;■. ;V/';V'v.':: :%■  .U ;: '.:•-•■•■    '.'■,"■'•' 

With the conversion^from inflation.to stabilization, as. the re- 
sult of the .reduction in; ths: velocity•;-of turnover of money, there was 
a shortage;Qf money, and in.some regions there was no money at all•. 
Under these conditions, the amount of: money issued into circulation : 
during the peak market season did not decrease uponthe arrival of 
the slack season and the reduction of.coanodity turnover;  money did 
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not flow out of circulation into the bank ana it was even necessary 
to make supplementary issuances«, Upon the arrival of the peak market 
season the issuance had to be continued.. That is why the amount of 
money in circulation increased continuously during the whole period 
of reconstructing the national economy. 

However, this was only a temporary phenomenon; In 1952 a sud- 
den change was noted; in the spring the amount of money in circulation 
began to decrease; in the summer the reduction continued and the amount 
of money, in comparison with the fourth-'quarter of 1951,  fell by ap- 
proximately 7 percent. It is true that this reduction, es already 
noted, had special causes related to the "three anti's" and "five 
antl's" campaign, But the tendency *a the sphere of the circulation 
of money was certainly revealedc During this period no significant 
flow of money out of circulation upon the arrival of the slack season 
was yet noted. But in comparison with 1950 and 19? 1, when the amount 
of money in circitlation increased regardless of the season (on a smaller 
scale during the slack season, and on a.greater scale during the busy 
season), the situation began to change. This was due to the fact that 
money began to enter rural turnover in increasing amounts; the shortage 
of money was overcome on the whole in most of the regions and the sea- 
sonal changes in the amount of money began to reflect the seasonal 
changes in commodity'turnover. 

The considerable increase in the amount of money in circulation 
during the Period of reconstructing the national economy was not at 
variance with the preservation of,  market stability; on the contrary, 
for maintaining this'stability it was necessary to have the correspond- 
ing increase in the amount of money in circulation. If this had not 
been the case price variations might have occurred with a related dis- 
ruption of market stability, 

2. The steady development of the organized circulation of money. 
The establishment of control over the movement of cash and over the 
implementation of clearing settlements was a new era in the development 
of the.circulation of money in our country. 

During the period of reconstructing the national economy clear- 
ing settlements developed extensively on the base of the rapid expan- 
sion of the state socialist sector of. the economy, of which the guid- 
ing role in the national economy strengthened every day. 

The state economy is the property of all ths people and, con- 
sequently, here the interests of state and people coincide*.. At the 
same time, each individual enterprise,implements economic accounta- 
bility, and many types of complicated and close economic relations 
are established among thousands and tens of thousands of enterprises. 
All the commodity turnover, payments for. services, and other payments 
between enterprises can be realized, through the single state bank by 
means of clearing transfers0 

The organization of divisions of the single People's Bank 
throughout the country created the prerequisites for converting it into 
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the country^ settlement center. Settlements arising during-the proc- 
ess of economic relations between state enterprises and establishments, 
anä supply and sales cooperatives are implemented through the-People's 
Bank under the procedure of clearing settlements» This ensures a 
great saving in the use of cash and labor and creates a:solid base for 
the planned regulation of the circulation of money. All this enabled, 
the government to regulate the huge amounts of receipts and payments, 
amounting to tens and hundreds of millions of yuan, relatively easily. 

In consequence of the fact that money turnover between social- 
ist enterprises and organizations for the most part began to'be han- 
dled by transfers through accounts in the Peopless ..-Baafe,..and 'cash re-, 
ceipts and payments were .limited mainly to economic relations between 
the state and the •oo'Dul&tion < the channels for the influx and outflow 
of money changed fundamentally<, 

3o Changes in the channels of the circulation of money 0 The 
basic channels for the expenditure of cash by the state during the 
period of reconstructing the national economy were: purchases1 of ag- , 
ricultural products, .payment of wages, and payment of private enter-. 
prises for Orders for the processing of raw materials and fcr the ", 
purchase of their products. The basic channels for the reverse flow 
of cash were; receipts from retail sales by state and cooperative 
trade and from, wholesale sales to private enterprises^ tax payments, 
receipts from the sale of state loan bonds, and receipts from'de- 
posits and sevipsss ,; >.•■-,;••;■' :';- <"'-'/'' 

In Northeast, Chtea the change in payments and receipts"••' of cash 
during the yearä.: .pf the. reconstructicn period, compared with the'de- 
velopment of retail trade, appears as follows (in percent): ;v 

"'■ . - -"', ,' ' ■■ ''■ '   ."■'"''" 
ms.' .'=55i m'k 

Retail trade IOOOO 175.5- 263.0 

Receipts of cash loOob 216.0 2*5-3.6 

Payments with cash 100*0 225.0 2^9.0 

Thus, along with,a''growth ih'the'völdme of retail trade, re- 
flecting an increase in the populations pur chasing power, there ris ' 
a growth of receipts and payments in cash and the rates of.^growth'' 
almost coincide,,     •;./.,;;> ■■■'''■ iy-"':~ ' 

Below are data on the.share'of the individual items in the total 
amount of receipts and payments with--cash in 1952 for several regions 
(in percent): . .  ' ■ '     v- ■'  • .■>"■■•'■*"■" 

Total receipts of .cash     . : 1Ö0;0 

Retail trade (state and cooperative)        ...■■'      *K3»6 
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Wholesale sales to private enterprises 

Taxes (including the agricultural tax) 

Repayment of bank credits 

Other 

Total cash payments 

Purchases of agricultural products (including grain, 
industrial cropss and products of local and sub- 
sidiary industry) 

Wages 

Purchases of industrial products from private enterprises 

Administrative expenditures 

Issue of bank credits (mainly to agriculture) 

18 A 

5.0 

7.0 

26.0 

100,0 

35.5 

33 o 6 

2,2 

5=5 

17.8 

The shares of the above indicated individual types of receipts 
and expenditures are, to a certain degree, typical for all regions. 
But in those regions where the share of socialist trade is relatively 
high, industry is relatively well developed, and there are also rather 
large purchases of agricultural products (ibr example, Sung^-chiang 
Province), the shares of the individual items in the total volume of 
cash receipts and payments differ somewhat. The following data il- 
lustrate this (in percent): 

Receipts of Cash 

State and cooperative trade 6002 

Industry 16» 1 

Cultural and educational 
measures, public healthy 
municipal economy 802 

Financial receipts (taxes 
and state loans) 802 

Bank receipts (deposits) 7»3 

Total 100.0 

Cash Payments, 

Weges kk,3 

Purchases from state and 
cooperative trade        38.0 

Expenditures for cultural 
and educational measures, 
public health, and 
municipal econoay        ^»7 

Financial expenditures     I3.O 

Total 100.0 
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State and cooperative trade is the basic cbannel. for.;;removing-; :■ 
cash from* c'irc'ulatioh; it accounts for over 60 percent. o£ all receipts / 
of cash. Although ini some regions the share of whoiesaite sales to ; :* 
private^enterprises Is greater, in Sung-chiang feoyijiceä? whiere there; t 
is a considerable number of socialist enterprises, retail ^rade.ac- , 
counts:i"for a very high share of cash receipts.   „':'<.y"-v. ':■,'■ •    • ^ 

If we examine cash payments en a ccauatry-w^äe-»calev:-;purchases 
of agricultural^products, stand in first place; as;a r^uitv^re is a 
great.seasonal^ change in them» ,.:.:</ .>>.■:■;-.•- 

In Sung-chiang Province (with a large share..of.,industry;} the 
first »place in cash pajhnents is held by expenditures,;for ;/vragQ3r; which' 
are distributed throughout the year relatively equally.,... As industrial- 
ization develops'the total wage fund gradually increases?...,. '"..: 

In the field of regulating and organizing the circulation of 
money it is of great-importance to relate the amount^,'pa|d..|n the form 
of vages Withvretail trade, and purchases of agricultuKai products with 
agricultural prcductioa end supplies of consumer goods'rtO;the country- 
side.  ..:■■.-v'Vvv^ '.-,■■;.■ -: ■ ■ .-i;.«x t; 

As the -reöult of the development of the organised peculation 
of money, money began gradually to circulate within certain channels• 
It enters^irculation mainly through the channels of .purchases of agn 
riculturäl predüctö and wage payments, and .flow's into Jthe bank through 
socialist trade channelsc 

The Peopled Eank8s caBh plan reflects the structure of workers' 
and peasants» cash income and the structure of their ^expenditures for 
the purchase of industrial materials and consumer goods 0 The cash plan 
and its execution can serve as an instrument of control for state or- ,. 
gans in the:field of financial and economic work, . .:: .. '.' :• 

During the period of reconstructing the national economy the 
state socialist sector of the economy was developed greatly... At:the 
sane time ^ under the'guidance and with the assistance of the ..state -  v 
sector, national--bäpitaiist industry and trade, in the past suppressed 
by Imperialist, feudal and bureaucratic capital) also developed. 

However,- the essence of capitalism is a pursuit after profits 
and chaotic competition, while the essence of a socialist economy is 
concern over the good of the people, and the planned development of 
productive.-forceso That is why'the. struggle between the socialist 
economy 'and *he'capitalist'eHönomy/ represented the chief contradic- 
tion in economic life during the whale period of recpas-tructing the. 
national ecoaOay0 ^ Oar government's policy, directed; Reward the use, * 
limitation' and transfdj*i4ation of capitalist.^ industry and trade, was -.,.,<. 
the path toward thesolution/'of;:-this:'d^^^diction.'.'......, 

During the-period of '1950-1952 'our'country's national economy, 
developed rapidly. The following data illustrated this« 

In the field of industrial production. "Taking the. volume.of. , •; 
industrial output during the record year before the liberation (1936) '• 
as 100, in 1952"pig iron;output was £8.5, steel output was 1^5t  coal . 
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output was 102, electric power output was 121, petroleum output was 
136, cement output was 12*i-, cotton yarn output was l^,1 cotton cloth 
output was 2Ch,  flour output was 123, and paper output was 226„ It 
is apparent from these figures that, with the exception of pig iron, 
output of all other types of industrial products was greater than the 
highest previous level» 

In the field of agricultural production. In 1952, taking the 
record year before the liberation as 100, production of grain was IO9 
and of cotton, 155« 

In the field of domestic trade» The volume of sales on the mar- 
ket in 1952 was 70 percent gerater than in 1950» Taking state trade 
turnover in 1950 as 100. in 1952 the total volume of purchases was 
1*59, and of sales, ^29o' .       ■ 

In the field of finances. During three years (I95O-I952), not 
only was the state budget balanced, but some excess of revenues over 
expenditures was achieved0 In the 1952 budget revenues were kl06o 
percent greater than la 1951? and expenditures were 55.52 percent 
greater. Over 50 percent of total budget expenditures were for eco- 
nomic construction, culture and education« 

The value of industrial output in the aggregate value of in- 
dustrial ana agricultural output increased from 1? percent in 19^9 *o 
approximately 27B3 percent in 1952o During the same period the value 
of producer goods in the total value of industrial output increased 
from 32,5 percent to kO percent« 

The share of output by stefce industry in the aggregate value 
of industrial output was only 26.3 percent in 19^9* and in 1952 it 
had increased to kl percent (in addition^ output of Jotot'enterprises 
amounted to 5 percent, and that of cooperatives amounted to 3 percent). 

The share of the state sector in wholesale trade was & percent, 
and in retail trade of large cities, 32 percent. In foreign trade, 
90 percent of total turnover was accounted for by state organizations. 
(These figures on the development of the national economy have been 
taken from the collection, "Economic Successes of New China During 
3 Years," pp IO5-IO8, 198*) 

The People*s Bank of China opened divisions throughout the 
country and became a large, single state bank of the socialist type, 
turning gradually into the country2s cesh and settlements center and 
into a center for issuing short-term credits. 

In 1952'ths period of■reconstructing our national economy ended. 
The task which Chairman Mao Tse-tung set forth in June 1950, to achieve 
a fundamental breakthrough in the country-s financial and economic 
situation in three years or a somewhat longer time, was completed 
ahead of time« 

The semicoloniaij, semifeudal economy of old China had been left 
in the past. During the transition period from capitalism to socialism 
the foundation was laid for the creation of an independent, new- 
democratic system of economy. 
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The reconstruction of the national economy prepared the con- 
ditions for the implementation of the First Five-Year Plan for the 
development of the economy, end for the transition to planned so- 
cialist construction'.and', socialisttransformation,, 

All this also caused changes in the nature of the circulation 
of money. Inflation was halted, money began to be issued in agree- 
ment with the requirements of commodity turnover, the sphere of the 
circulation of money was expanded, and the velocity of circulation 
of money was normalized0 The functions of money which had been dis- 
rupted by inflation began to develop in every possible wey, and our 
currency's dependence on the currency of the US^, England and the 
other capitalist' government^ was conclusively eliminated» The"' 
people's "yuan acctviredexceptional stability o        '■•"•"■' <••'". 

An independent,/unified and stable monetary system was crested 
in the Peopled Republic, of China and was ■ strengthening*' Go the base 
of the development of the state and cooperative sectors of the econ- 
omy, the conditions fctv the planning of the- circulation of money were 
developing rapidüy8  , 
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•Chapter' '3v ''"  :"; r't'.^ 

■■■■■ The-'ClxculatieQ-of Money- During the Initial" F^iod^        ;;' V 
of the First Five-Year plan for >the^^ 

•y.Vx 

;    The Development of the National \Ecoä^my;;:v" \/;'"'. ',. !". 
,-■. ^During theiInitial Period1 of the First Five*Year}Fjan. 

1953 was the: first year cf the First Five-Year"?ianyför'thef 
development of the -national economy of the People's Repute lie of China ♦ 
Our government, having successfully completed reconstructing the na- " 
tional .economy, was-entering the period of planned economic construc- 
tion. ^The great changes in the national economy naturally Öoüld^not' 
but have a decisive effect on the circulation of money;' ' ; . 

Duriog.the period of the'First Five-Year Plan the; policy Was   \; 
to "concentrate the main efforts on the development of heavy-industry, 
and on the establishment of bases for industrializing the country and 
for modern defense; to appropriately develop transportation, light 
industry, agriculture and trade; to train the appropriate numbers of 
construction workers; to gradually convert agriculture and cottage 
industry to a cooperative basis; to continue the work of transforming 
capitalist industry and trade; to ensure a steady growth in the share 
of the socialist sector in the national economy; to use individual 
agriculture, cottage industry and capitalist industry and trade cor- 
rectly at the same time; and to ensure a gradual increase in the ma- 
terial and cultural standard of living of the people on the basis of 
the development of production."    (Chou En-lai, Report on the work of 
the government at the First Session of the First Convocation of the 
All-China Congress of People's Representatives, Gospolitizdat, 195^, 
P *0 

Following the policy of concentrating the chief efforts on 
heavy industry and creating bases for the industrialization of the 
country and the strengthening of state defense, the People's govern- 
ment invested huge amounts in capital construction, mainly the con- 
struction of heavy industry projects« 

Budget appropriations for economic construction during two 
years (1953-195*0 amounted to 20 billion yuan, exceeding by more than 
56 percent the amount of capital investments during the three years 
of the reconstruction period, which had amounted to 12.8 billion yuan. 
The volume of capital investments utilized in industry in 1953 was 9o 
percent greater than in 1952, Thus, the rate of growth of state in- 
vestments in capital construction waB very high. 

The annual increase in the total value of industrial output 
during the reconstruction period amounted to an average 36»9 percent. 
With the conversion to planned economic construction, the rate of 
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development of industry fell somewhat, but continued at a compara- 
tively high level» The total value of industrial output in 1953 v&s 
33 percent greater than in 1952» 

The natural disasters occurring in our country in 1953 and the 
serious flooding in the Yang-tse and Hwang-ho river basins in 1951*   , 
served as a serious cause for the nonfulfillment of the agricultural 
production plans, nevertheless, the grain harvest increased every 
yeare '.-.■'■■'.*.'". 

During the first two years of extensive economic construction, 
agricultural production as a whole increased but its rate of growth 
fell somewhat in comparison with the reconstructs period» In 1953 
and I95I+ the annual increase in the grain harvest amounted to about 
2 percent in comparison with 1952, and cotton output fell by several 
millions of tan» The natural disasters were objective, causes affect- 
ing plan fulfillment, But, at the same time, another negative factor. 
was fully revealed — the development of productive forces in agri- 
culture was being held back seriously by the presence of the individual 
farms« 

In this connection the task of gradually transforming agricul- 
ture, lagging in comparison with industry, by means;;of the extensive 
development of a campaign in the countryside to increase production 
on the base of mutual assistance in labor and cooperation, appeared 
to its fullest extent«, 

In the winter of 1953 and the spring of 195^ a campaign de- 
veloped throughout the country to implement the party's general line 
during the transition period; centralized purchases and sale of grain 
were being realized, and the movement for mutual assistance and coop- 
eration in agriculture was developing widely» Thanks to these meas- 
ures the peasants' socialist consciousness improved,, and the movement 
for the socialist transformation of agriculture developed rapidly. By 
the end of 195k over 60 percent of all peasant farms in the country 
were consolidated in mutual assistance brigades and cooperatives; by 
that time there were over 400,000 agricultural producers cooperatives. 
There were over I60 million members of supply arid sales cooperatives. 
There were over 100,000 credit cooperatives; more than 80 percent of 
the countryside already had credit cooperatives. The tendency toward 
chaotic capitalist development in the rural economy was limited sharply* 
and a strong blow was delivered against exploitation by money lenders 
and speculative tradeo 

The huge state investments in heavy industry required colossal 
sums and a long assimilation periodo Meanwhile, state revenues were 
increasing relatively slowly« At the same time, since the production 
of producer goods was increasing faster, the greater part of indus- 
trial output could not go directly toward supplying the population 
with consumer goods, ^e number of workers increased, wages increased, 
the total wage fund increased steadily, and state purchases of agricul- 
tural products and products of subsidiary industry expanded. All this 
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led to the fact that the-poputa^ 
than the production^/poriBvuner goodsv •*•'•■       "'"■■.■..   ,■.; a-v-  """;- 

Based cto' the development of agricultural and- indus^3äl-out- • : 
put, commodity twoover: expanded every day," ^he'total yoluafe ;o.-? re- ; 
tail sales in:1953^amounted to 32.5 biliiptt yuan.. 20 percent-higher 
than the 1952level,/;and. in 195^ the level was 10 percent-greater 
than in 1953V Steteland-icooperative trade accounted for over 50 per- 
cent of the total volume of retail sales at the end of 195^ and for 
over 80 percent .of wholesale sales0   This growth became .especially- ■■-•■;• 
noticeable^i4. the winWr. of, 1953 when'the state began to implement'-: _ 
planned purchases of grain,-oil products, cotton cloth and cnttö»>     - 
also supplying'the pcpulation with these - goods in a p^nnedvmanner*'; 
In this conne'ction,^^oint;;state-prit£t6enterprises began t^growy- 
state orders''to.private enterprises for the'.processing/of rä^aiä« ■;■■■_ • • 
terials and semimanufactures and the manufacture of,finished produ.3ts 
began to increase., 'andI agreements for the centralized purchase.aiad    ■'•'■ 
sale of their products be^an to be concluded0 

The value of industrial goods purchased by-the state v-from» pri^ 
vate industry through the,system of orders for the processing-:of:"raw- 
material and1 for'finisiisd products, and also of centralized-purchases 
and guaranteed' 'sale'J,comprised, in: eight-of the country's largest ■ 
cities, over 80 percent.;of:tbe value of output by private industry. 

The large'' private wholesale stores, concerned with the .Sale of 
grain, fat and cotton cloth/ were converted into intermediary or com- 
mission stores .'trading "according- to instructions from:tha state'or- 
cooperative trade organs. oThus,.the guiding role of statr.and';coop- 
erative trade was considerably.strengthenedo ' . „ ■. o-.;::':-■■'"■■ 

With the development of production, the expansion;, of? commodity 
turnover, and" the'increase,.in the share of the socialist sector,'the - 
volume and assortment of products distributed by the state in .a ' • 
planned way'inct^ed. ^The"increase in the share of state and ^coop- 
erative trade, the, fapid.conversion of private industry and trade' 
along the line of state capitalism, the planned; purchase- and: :sale of 
certain bas i'c consumer goods| all this fundamentally, changed the situ- 
ation in state.; trade, and increased its;role as; socialist trade.    Or- 
ganized, planned commodity turnover' iÄ-^&^^^oiF^ntv.iar^uctiön^ 
materials and: consumer goods increased hotabul^V, ■-.'r-v'---'''": 

Commodity .t!u?noyer,between city "aad country coneucted through 
state and cooperative "trade channels held a predominant place * .1 'Pri- 
vate capitalist trade relations 'between port-bities.wer.e. consid'erabriy' 
curtailed.   After'.t'he conversion' of, akny:private .stores .ipto- inter- 
mediary and commission stores,'-their cotrmodlty/turnover, to a great 
degree, began to'be .coutrolled and: regulated by the state planning- '•' 
organs«- ..■>■■,■•.■■■:•■'■ ■   -, ■ ■'■'".'""'"'.::'. 

The expansion 'of the organized market created exceptionally ■•'- 
favorable condit'ibris for the development of planned, organized, eir--' 
cu3.ation of money«, 
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The situation in state finances in 1953 was favorable: not 
only had the budget been balanced, but there was even some excess of 
revenues over expenditures, making it possible to increase credit re- 
sources to a certain degree» i    . 

Market prices were stabilized. During 1953 there was a .0,6 
percent increase in prices. Prices on certain goods (grainand cer- 
tain secondary food products) increased by 9 percent,,but prices on 
yarn, cloth, various manufactured goods, and products of local and 
cottage industry, ;fello The increase in prices on agricultural pro- 
ducts and the reduction in prices on industrial products caused price 
discrepancies to be reduced; this promoted the development of produc- 
tion, the strengthening of the union between workers.and peasants, 
and the normalization of the circulation of money. 

During the period under consideration, along with a steady ex- 
pansion of socialist construction concentrating.on heavy industry, the 
contradiction between the socialist and capitalist, economies and.be- 
tween the socialist, cooperative sector of the economy and the small 
peasant individual farms became continually more evident. 

The economic law of conformity between production" relations 
and the nature of productive forces required the rapid implementation 
of socialist transformation in agriculture, cottage industry and capi- 
talist industry and trades The changes in production relations were 
to definitively influence the circulation of money, which, in its turn, 
was supposed to actively promote the socialist transformation in the 
country. 

The Influence of the Planned Purchase and Sale 
of Basic Agricultural Products on the Circulation 

of Money in the Countryside 

With the completion of the agrarian reform, the small peasant 
farms, having broken the fetters of feudal production relations, 
started to expand agricultural production. The state, guiding the 
upsurge in agriculture, assisted it in various ways» Already by 1952 
the grain harvest was % percent greater than in 19A-9j a^d the cotton 
harvest was 191 percent greater. 

During these: years our country?s population increased by ap- 
proximately 6 percent,;and grain production increased by ^5 percent; 
i.e., there was an average per capita growth of more than one third. 
The amount of commodity grain, concentrated in the hands of the state, 
increased by 20 percent during the agricultural year (from July 1951 
to June 1952) in comparison with the same period of the preceding year; 
moreover, the increase was not only absolute but also relative, since 
its share of the gross grain harvest increased by 1.? percent (from 
18.7 percent to 20.1f percent). Thanks to the growth in grain produc- 
tion, the share of commodity grain increased. The grain situation was 
comparatively favorable. 
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During *he firpt .mopths of 1953 ;.an .unfavorable situation de- ■ 
veloped in respect to'> ^^illment of the; state grain: purchase and > 
sale plans,''Altnoügn there was a bumper harvest -iß; 1952y-ataounting' to 
327 billion chin. ,(9 percent higher, than the, record year ibefore -the'^-'- 
liberation' ana; 2l'^erceqt )#g^ ;195l)> the amount' of Com- - 
modity grain, cbncentrated; in,,the hands Of the state- (including state 
deliveries' and purchaseVir on the market), increased by only 7^%' percent 
during the! "1952-Isp; agricultural year while sales of grain.; W the 
domestic par kei Her eased > by 85 percent«   The share, of gral»'"concen- 
trated in the hands ofthe state fell:from 20.4 to 18,1 pe^c^nt of 
total grain: production, or by ,2„3 percent.   The growth: invsaflss of > 
grain exceeded the ''growl;h in grain purchases by more than 10-times i' 

The lag in the.production of grain behind the-requirements'of 
developing .industry became especially -evident with.:the'beginning'of § 

r 

the implementation of Jfoe Five -Year -Plan.   Grain production in 19$^ -: 

was approximately'3;perqgatgreater than to 1952, while industrial      ; 
output had" increased :.by'513 »7 percent i   - --• —--'.:-:' 

3h connection vWith.the fact, that the output of agricüimtral  : 

products .(mainly foqd crops) lagged, behind the requirements if o^the    ■,: 
developmehi; of industry and,did. not-fully satisfy the population's • 
demand, the.following -difficulties arose in the field of solving the 
grain problem:    tension: in the, grain supply, caused by thö demand for 
commodity grain ^eing greater, than deliveries; difficulties: -in the 
fodder supply, which affected the development of livestock raising;   > 
the impossibility of increasing the area sown to industrial crops0 
This could not but have a negative effect on the supply of raw ma- 
terials for industry, and subsequent^ on the development of light 
industry« .   ,.   ■•■■ -v.r: ■■-.-.- :'"'; 

Under the conditions; of existence'of a private market^ traders 
and kulaks made use of the gap between grain production and demand to 
obtain speculative profits.    The speculative elements bought up grain, 
accumulating reserves«   .Many.of the private entrepreneurs who were 
not formerly engaged/ ip grain transactions,; also began to accumulate 
huge amounts of grain products* 

Grain' prices': rose »r   In;,the-.spring;; of 11953 grain.; priceB in the ■■';■- 
markets of suoh important\-grain regions;as,^an,':Kian'gsi, Shantung, ' 
Hopeh, 'Aii'hwei and' Shensi provinces were 30 or, even 50 percent higher 
than state trade company .prices» ..v "■ -        '■'-'-''■■■ '--"•" ^'•';:;-   : ;'"-i:; 

The peasants,' espec.ia.lly;.prps.pe»ou!:iy -refrainedfrom selling 
the grain e . Until the beginning :.of', centralized purchase and öale, in 
some regions  (for example, qhi-wan:,C.G^ 
of commodity g^ain stored up by the .peasants;comprised 25 percent of 
the harvest,r.aöä^.lp'Hüang-s'.ei village over:jkO-percent of. the peasants 
used their surplus .money to buy up and store grain» -;  V" 

The chief cause for' the lag in the .production of grain behind 
the requirements for. the 'development of industry was the System of ; 

dispersed, backward,, small-scale peasant :farm*u :>      '•■■- ■' ' 
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The basic procedure for solving the grain problem was to 
gradually create cooperatives in agriculture, and,the fundamental 
method for overcoming the chaotic and speculative activity on the pri- 
vate market caused by small-scale commodity output was the.methpd of 
planned purchases and sales of grain by the state. 

Beginning with the winter of 1953 planned purchases and the 
planned supplying of grain and other important agricultural products 
(cotton, oil seeds, etc) struck a crushing blow against the specu- 
lators, the private traders and kulaks„ The capitalist elements in 
city and country were squeezed from the grain market on the whole» 
At the same time, a peasant grain market without private tredsr was 
established in the country under state guidance, with the task of dis- 
tributing grain in the countryside0 The private retail stores in the • 
cities were permitted, under state control, to sell grain at the in- 
structions of the state food company <> The seasonal and regional dif- 
ferences in grain prices were eliminated or reduced, and on the who3,e 
exploitation of the grain producers and consumers was eliminated*   Thus 
a planned, organized grain market grew vps  socialist in character. 
This was a great victory for bur people in the field of solving the 
grain problem. 

The share of commodity grain in total grain production in- 
creased from 18 percent in the 1952-1953 agricultural year to 2^.7 
percent in 1953-l.$$ki  grain purchases during this period increased by 
39 percent, and sales by 33 percent, i.e,, the growth in purchases 
exceeded the growth in sales. There was also some increase, in state 
reserves of grain0 

After the adoption of the policy of centralized purchase and 
sale of agricultural products, trade with tens of millions of peasants 
began to be implemented mainlv through the socialist trade organiza- 
tions * The state began to purchase agricultural products in a planned 
way through the socialist trade network«, Socialist trade was given 
an important task » the implementation of purchases of agricultural 
products and the supplying of peasants with the necessary production 
materials and consumer goods«, -he stated new trade policy and the 
extensive development of credit cooperatives played an important role 
in strengthening the circulation of money in the countryside« The 
most important changes in the sphere of the circulation of money In 
the countryside were the following»" 

First, state and cooperative trade became the main channel 
through which money flowed into circulation in the countryside and 
was withdrawn from circulations This resulted in the rapid growth 
of turnover of supply and sales cooperatives and in a limitation in 
the sphere of activity of private personse The basic channel for 
putting money into circulation was purchases of agricultural products 
by the state, and the basic channels for withdrawing money from circu- 
lation were supplying peasants with production materials'and consumer 
goods through the local supply and sa3.es cooperatives. 
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Below are äatö on the activity of"the supply and jales coop- 
eratives an4-'ofv^4^^'?tr^e'-befw-\'^^!^ep the conversion/tp%/;,: 
planned 'purchases of grain la Chang-chin^ village, one;,cif'.,th$ P^- 
try's large grain regionss   •'       ":.'/?;""" ~;. r'.-vr-'v 

lst,: 2nd and 
3rd Quarters 
of IS ' 1953 

irth Quarter ":':"' v'—v-v:— 
of-1953 -••'" '  -JanWeb 195^ 

Total grain purchases/  ;     16,261   100,0   55,301   100,0 '^23 JläO.Ö 

Supply and sales 
cooperatives     'u-"; 

Private trade   \ 

Total sales of goods / 

Supply and sales 
cooperatives : : 

Private trade  ';7? 

' 13,357    82o3   5^399;,:98^^3.'iöö.^ 

-   2.t90J4-    17.7       '902.   /l06';';;.'.r':;--;.;/r--;l 

19*121  100.0 21^021  iövöoO;;;:a^^ff^: 100.0 

Il4-,8T6;   77o9! 19,^76;r 93.^,Ä^:   ^2»5 

'  ^,2^5    22ol    1,275      doit l,^    ;17.5 

Thus*/with the-cohversioa to a policy of centralized;, planned 
purchases of grain, the socialist trade network began to buy/agricul- 
tural products' directly'from the peasants and to supply the« with every« 
thing they needed„; Äs a result^ the share of socialist 'trade rose con- 
siderably both in purchases of agricultural products and; in the sup- 
plying of goods;   Although there are differences In the^.a;bsÖlü|ie fig- 
ures for different regions, the general tendency -was'/the^sameV   Ac- 
cording to an- investigation of ,38 peasant farms in Bsü village:, Shahsi 
Province (a cotton regionJ, of the peasantsr total cash Revenues 
during the year;, 53 percent was received from supply and sales coop- 
eratives, 18.^ percent was received from the bank,; credit coopera- 
tives and other state establishments,!•• 2ßS percent was received from 
peasants i^'the form of ;;mutuäl settlem^n^sy'ahd. only ^7 P^0^*^was

: 
received from private tradersc 

Second," there were changes ii the nature Of peasants'; revenues   , 
and expenditures,' Small parfchas^ of manufactured goods by peasants      , 
immediately after small sales were replaced by; a greater concentra- 
tion of revenues and a dispersal 'of expenditures.   This meant a fur- 
ther development of'the money economyin' the countryside.   '   .  . 

The following1 figures show the tiroportlon of peasanto1, expendi- 
tures and expenditures which occurred in the different quar^rs of 
1953 in Chang-chicg and Estf villages. .';'       '.',..', ,.!     '.]" . 
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Revenues Expenditures 

100.0 ':.:..-.   rIOO'aO'' 

9.0 19^ 

■5.8- r-23.1   .-■• 

19.0 27 «3 

66,2 ;             30c^ 
......        .-          f-       - 

100.0 100,0 :   : 

5o2 16.2 

8.1 .   3^ »2 

11.8 :     13.5 

7^.9 36.1 

Chang-ching Village -total 

First quarter ,■ 

Second quarter 

Third quarter 

Fourth quarter - 

HBO* Village total 

First quarter 

Second quarter 

Third quarter 

Fourth quarter 

It is clear from these figures that the fourth quarter is the 
quarter of maximum money income for the peasants; this gives riBe to 
a seasonal issuance of money into circulation. The first half of the 
year is the period of least revenues and greatest expenditures, and, 
consequently,, the period of maximum withdrawal of money from rural 
turnover. This is also, indicated by the fact that sales of products 
by the supply and:sales cooperative in Chang-ching village are con- 
siderably greater than its purchases during the first three quarters 
of 1953, and the reverse is true in the fourth quarter. 

Peasants1 money revenues and expenditures began to pass through 
the local supply and sales cooperatives rather than through private 
trade channels. 

Third, the occurrence of a state of affairs under which money 
is withdrawn from the rural turnover during the first half of the year 
and flows into it during the second half0 In this connection season- 
ally in the circulation of money began to appear even more clearly. 

In the winter of 1953> before the introduction of planned pur- 
chases, the amount of grain purchased by the government was relatively 
small, the purchases were scattered in time, and the velocity of cir- 
culation of money was comparatively highc For this reason the demand 
for cash was inconsiderable,, Aftv.r the introduction of the system of 
centralized purchases the situation changed: the amount of grain pur- 
chased increased and the purchases became more concentrated. Thus, 
during the two peak months for purchasing grain (December 1953 and 
January 195*0 the amount of grain purchased was twice the amount for 
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the sane- months öf the preceding year, Moreover, these two months 
accounted for more than kO percent of the the grain, purchased .-.during- .-.:> 
the 1953-195^ agricultural ye&r^ as opposed to 22 percent in the pre- 
vious year. Such concentrated purchases of grain cause a large amount 
of money to flow into circulation with a subsequent reverse flow* 

Fourth, the slowing in the velocity of circulation of/money^..■.■■■■ 
the retention of money by the peasants, and the increase in the role 
of money as a medium of circulation and payments,       s:^'".;.r■•--! 

At the beginntag of the implementation of centralized purchases 
of grain there was already a tendency toward a slowing in the,.circus 
lation of money« Taking the average number of days required for money 
to return to the bank in the fourth quarter of 1952 as 100;,-.toe amount 
was 107.7 in the first quarter of 1953, 93<7 in the second quarter, 
96 in the third quarter, 101*5 in the fourth quarter, 124o5 .ih-.tne - 
first quarter-of 195^, and 107 in the second quarter of 195*« 

In November 1953, when the measures to centralize purchases-::- 
had not yet been developed; the velocity at which cash returned to 
the bank was approximately 3. percent greater than during the,,«ourth: 
ouarter of the preceding year. In December 1953, when centralized 
purchases began, the velocity of money turnover began to decrease and ; 
in the first quarter of 195^ it slowed by mare than 2k percent in 
comparison with the same period of. 1952, and by 19 percent in compari- 
son"^ th the first quarter of 1953* luring, the second, quarter of 
19524., although this indicator was.'higher,than during the first-quar- .-.- 
ter of 195^; in-cömparisoh with the same period of th- preceding year 
it was 15 percent less0'; " ■ ■■'■'■ ■■ *<.l-£••■•; ---^ --.r'-'^'-" 

An analysis;of"data for many regions .shows that the^situation 
in respect to' the velocity of circulation of .money was. ngt the same -. 
in cities and in: the'Country c In the. majority, of the cities-the 
velocity of the circulation of money tended to. increasevgra,dually, . 
but in the country it tended to decrease. But since-agriculture has 
a large place in our -country's national economy, .the velocity of cir--. 
culation of money; for the country as a whole, tended to decrease. 
The peasants temporarily retained the money obtained from the concent 
trated sales before^ using it; for pXL-.phs.ses ,o£ necessary production ma- 
terials'and consumer gooda; and'for other payments., Consequently,. ■■= 
along with-the'function of payment, möney.ibegan to also fulfill the. • 
function of'a'medium for saving",;:        .       .■ - ;'^v< -'n 

Under the hew conditions-arising iy the sphere .of; the circus * 
tion of money in the- countryside, the.;state.,implemented) a ..number: of ■ 
measures directed toward &'more rational,, planned regulation of the 
circulation of money.'.The supplying Iwith goods improved in every way, 
end People's-Bank credit öpe^tions "in. the countryside developed,; The 
system of advance contracts for the purchase,of.agricultural products 
should be especially noted. During the spring and summer field.work, 
the government concluded contracts for. the purchase of grain with in- 
dividual peasants andwitn agricultural producers cooperatives, giving 

them part of the money as an advance, 
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During the grain purchase period,, encouragement of bank deposits 
by peasants from the funds they received from grain'safes'was organized. 
Subsequently these deposits were paid out to the peasants, At the 
height of the spring field work agricultural credits were ifsuel and^ 
like other credits,^ these were -subject to repayment after the harvest» 
All this was intended to weaken the effect of seasonal factors on the 
circulation of money in the countryside to a certain extent and,» at 
the same time, to speed up the circulation of money with the purpose 
of saving cash and concentrating its turnover through the People8s 
Bank even more0 

Thus, during the spring field work period of 195Vthe state" 
considerably increased agricultural credits,, organized the payment of 
advances amounting to.several.hundreds of millions of yuan to mutual 
labor assistance brigades and poor peasants,.and paid out several 
hundreds of millions of yuan deposited by the peasants under advan- 
tageous conditions after the sale of their grain. All these payments, 
amounting to over one billion yuan, greatily promoted the satisfaction 
of agricultural requirements for funds* In the winter of ,195k? when 
state purchases of agricultural products were conducted on a larger 
scale^ the paying off of agricultural credits, the encouragement of 
deposits in the countryside, and the especially extensive development 
of credit cooperation in the countryside were of gr^at importance» 

Members' capital in credit cooperatives in 195!+ amounted to 
100 million yuan throughout the country,'and deposits made amounted 
to 500 million yuan a -The payment of advances and agricultural credits, 
the development of savings deposits in the countryside^ and the expan- 
sion of operations by credit cooperatives'-everywhere struck an im- 
portant blow against money lending and promoted the effective accumu- 
lation of financial resources for ensuring the spring field work of 
the following year,, At the same time, it became possible to organize 
the reverse flow of money cut of circulation during the very period 
when there was a considerable single issuance (the peak season); this 
had a favorable affect on market stabilisatione 

In some regions of the country at certain periods the plans for 
the purchase of agricultural products and the sale of industrial goods 
were not fulfilled; this caused nonfulfillment of the plans for re- 
ceipts and payments of cash0 

One of the moat important causes' for the noa'fulfillment of plans 
for purchases of agricultural products was an insufficient supply of 
industrial' goods for the peasants,.. This caused nonfulfillment Of the 
goals for reverse flow of money out of circulation0 Due to the inter- 
ruption in the supply of certain types'of. goods on the part of state 
trade, individual regions did not fulfill the sales plans and an un- 
favorable situation appeared in the sphere of the circulation of money. 
To overcome this situation, the government implemented measures to" in- 
crease the supply of goods to the rural'market, to expand the state 
and cooperative trade network, to utilize the small-scale traders and 
hawkers in the villages, etc. 
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During the;period under consideration a socialist^träniBf carnation 
in' the^field of trade and credit,:in the countryside was? achieved, by    : 
means of the planned purchase end planned sale of tÖe/iäoat iarp^cant • v 
agricultural products;, the development of Peopled ;länk operations in ,,_ 
the 'countryside, and the .expansion of credit'cooperatives«. V.Hcwever, ,; 
individual peasant-farm -still played a decisive 'role/in agricultural; 
production. ■ Thus* in the .spring of 1955 only about ^percent of, theu 
total number,of peasant farms belonged to agricultural producers cor,. 
op^rat^ves'o- -This slowed-down the growth of agricultural production   , 
and made it difficult to solve the problem of increasing agricultural 
surpluses for marketing, and limited the possibilities of re-let ing    : 

credit in-the countryside* ;    :■ ;    : ..  ,'...'' ■. .. ^.. '■;■. "■■■■■ 
"A fundamental'solution, of these problems\could oniyh,e reached ..,.- 

by increasing the use of cooperatives in agriculture»^-'■'.: r:    :. , 

■ -.'■•'.'/v-   '>'■ ■.=;-.■■ '■'.'■■>'  • ' J11   "■ '  "'""' .'''■'■'.''." v,"'-"..;.vo"o.v ■';;..'.■ ;; 

' The Influence Of the Upsurge in Agriculturäii:^ö^^tt^s.r:;:,_%:. 
" . ' . on the Circulation of Money in the Countrys;id|,.,,,. 

By June 195^ as the result Of the upsurge of;:ercampaign for; 
the formation of agricultural cooperatives, approximately.one million 
agricultural producers cooperatives cf a socialist or semisocialist 
tvpt*. comoristag over 100 million peasant farms, had been established 
in the People'»B ■ Republic of China* The collective farm, rather than ; 
the individual peasant, farm, began to play the basic; role in agricul-,, 
tural product ion, , ,."."..".' „.. '■. .■- ■:■,., ~  „„,. ■" ■ 

This great transformation in production relations, which gave 
a great stimulus to the development Of prod-active forces, coulano^, 
but cause a number of changes- in the field of commodity turnover and 
the circulation of money in the countryside» Be-lww? examine the ., 
effect of the formation of cooperatives on the circulation of money 
in the countryside during the spring field work period;and during . . 
the seasonal market peak period» .   '■''■". 

' /The Influence Of iaae:®ö5^'tä^''Of-''Cö6^raWves :\;';.'';'' ■ 
on the Circulation of Money During the Spring tfield';Work Period ■ 

During the spring field work in the first half Of 1956 V cam- 
paign for the- formation' of agricultural cooperatives was developing .-.. 
everywhere. *feny new problems arose'in;thb circulation of money in 
this period,. Part were caused, by the" change -in production relations 
resulting from the formation of -Cooperatives and were prolonged in 
nature. .Others were due to some-temporary causes arising /during, the 
initial period of the formation of cooperatives a ... . (,..,. 

Below!-are, some generalised data-for many regions of the coun- 
try on money receipts and payments for the socialist sector.in the 
countryside äuring the first half of 1956, compared with the same 
period of 1955. 
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..-;;.;■■                                                                    First Half 
.,.'.•.••        : Pirat ...Half         First Hali^;'"   1956   ' 

;-'-:-    •      -'■-4  : ■--•:-:   .-,•■    1955  ■                 1956        ".■'."■'•'• (First Half 

Receipts of money-in the                                                   •    ..•   \ 
countryside   "■■"'   ■'■■''■:■                                                     "."_.." '..'•           ;; 

Purchases of agricultural                                                 "..; 
products and products of                                                    'V 
subsidiary Industry    .     .     65oO                   ^5^8^^; 

Payment of vases.     :     :.    -"20.7                     l0o5'.'"'.'   'V.'r2?    ■ 

- Credits to agriculture       .     1^„3                    35»7 V?....... ' '' .'3^6   ' 

- Issue of credits                   —                        "" ,                     V-i-8 

Paying:out deposits              —    '                    —"",,  -■ ;,.' •..'■',    10? 

Advances for'the:-pur-                                              .... 
chase of agricul-                                               .  ,       , 
'türäi products                    —                        —   ....        560 

Total                                       '  j.00o0                    1ÖÖ00'\                IkQ 

Payments of money in the 
countryside ■■■•'-'■■'"*'■• ■■'• 

Sales of grain by the 
state        -      ^                        29o7              ,.     23.6''              ; ■ 88 

' 
Supplying consumer 
goods  (except grain)              5708                   6°?5'                   117 

- ■ Supplying-production      ; ■.: 
•materials                                   12*5.;               . 15 «9                    1^3 

Inorganic fertilizers    .     —                     —      .'"',''        ^68 

New agricultural- equip-   .; 
'"   ment   -                   ?■•■■.•:        ■--■    -..,.--.                    &L3 

Total'   -;?                           ■   IQOeO.                  100,0    .                112 

(The-data do not include;.certain relatively säall payments and 
receipts, and also a small part.of the turnover betweii the socialist 
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sector and the peasants through other channels«. Thus, the figures 
giVen do not describe the situation completely; however, they include 
all the important channels through which the state received and paid 
cut money in mutual relations,with the peasants.) 

The.data in the table show that the flow of money out of circu- 
lation during the first half of 1956 resulting fröli sales of .grain by 
the state was 88 percent of that during the same period of 1955; i°e., 
it decreased by 12 percent. This was caused by the policy implemented 
by the state after the rich harvest of 1955M« respect tso production, 
purchases, and sales« Although the production of ?graltf''increased,; the 
amount of grain purchased by the state from the peasants äid üot 
changed Since the balance of grato in the countryside increased, the 
state reduced deliveries of grain to the countryside«< For this reason 
receipts fell, demonstrating the favoir-able economic development* . 

The supplying of the countryside through socialist trade shows 
a great growth (with the exception of supplying with grain). The 
total volume of sales (excluding grain) was 22 percent greater in the 
first half of 1956 than In the first half of 1955; moreover,, pales of 
production materials increased by ^3 percent and sales' of consumer 
goods increased by 17 percent. Among the production materials, sales 
of inorganic fertilizers increased by 68 percent, aüä those of new 
agricultural equipment, by more than six times«,  -'- 

In respect to the flow of money, into circulation in the coun- 
tryside^ during the first half of 1956 purchases of agricultural pro- 
ducts fell by only 2 percent in comparison with the same period of 
1955. Wage payments during the first half of 1956 increased by ap- .,, 
proximately 25 percent, which was caused mainly by an:-increase in' . 
state investments in agriculture, forestry and irrigation, and also 
by an increase in the wage rates. A basic factor in the flow of money 
into circulation was the great increase in credits« ThUSy'the inflow 
of money through credits during the first half of 1956 was approxi- 
mately 3.5 times that during the first half of 1955« This shows the 
great assistance which the state gave to agricultural1 producers coop- 
eratives during the initial stage of their formation* 

Lenin, in the article, "On cooperatives," said: "Each social 
structure arises only with the financial support of a certain class... 
at present the social structure which tre (must support more than Usual 
is the cooperative structure." At another point in this article he 
notes: "It is necessary to treat cooperation politically so that there 
will not only be a certain preference for cooperation in general and 
always, but that this preference will be a purely.property one (level 
of bank interest, etCo)ooo a number of economic, financial and banking 
privileges for cooperation; this must comprise the support by our so^ 
cialist state of the new principle of organization0" (V. I. Lenin, 
Works, Volii33, PP ^29 and %30) . ,.,-•■ 
"-"~   With the establishment of agricultural producer cooperatives in 
our country,to: achieve expanded, reproduction the first task-was to 
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concentrate and effectiyely utilize the basic means of production 
dispersed among the individual members of the cooperatives, and to ,, 
seek out loan funds for", expanding production in every way. 

During the process of concentrating the basic means of produc- 
tion of the cooperative members and transforming them from private 
property into collective property, it would have been impossible to 
take all of the means of production belonging to the former middle 
and poor peasants, without exception3 without regard to amount; and 
without compensation and transform them from private to collective 
property3   This would have been a reason for the comparatively well- 
to-do peasants to think that "confiscation" was occurring» LCt wou.Td 
also have been incorrect to completely buy up these means of produc- 
tion, since the agricultural producers cooperatives would not have 
had enough funds for thisV . If this question had not been solved ap- 
propriately p it would have been difficult to successfully convert 
private ownership of the means cf production in the countryside into 
collective ownership«, This would have unavoidably had a negative 
effect on the unity of the cooperative members — the middle and poor 
peasants — and would have undermined the principle of voluntariness 
and mutual advantages0 

A Just and wise method, approved by the peasant masses (both 
middle and poor peasants )s  was the method of distributing income ac- 
cording to the number of persons working and depending on shares in 
the form of lind sections and certain basic means of production. 
Shares were used by the producers cooperatives during the first stage 
cf organization of the production process0 

The value of the means of production transferred to the coop- 
eratives exceeded (mainly for relatively well-to-do middle peasants) 
the total of the shares which the peasants had to pay in when enter- 
ing the cooperative« This excess was reimbursed by the cooperative 
at one time or in parts» Small peasants, who were not able to pay in 
the share or part of it, received state assistance in the form of 
credit» The interest on such credit was. relatively low — k percent 
a year, and the period for paying it back was rather long — 3 to 5 
years. Moreover, no guarantee or security was required. This type of 
credit was a clear evidence of the concern of the state for the poor 
peasants and of its assistance in every way to the campaign for the 
formation of cooperatives«, 

By the end of July 1956 the volume of credits granted to poor 
peasants for paying shares to cooperatives exceeded 7°0 million yuan. 
The role of such credits was not only to give great assistance in the 
conversion of single farms into cooperatives, but also to increase 
the production funds of the newly formed agricultural cooperatives a 
These credits promoted the development of-social activity by the poor 
peasants, the strengthening of unity between the middle and poor peas- 
ants, the strengthening, of the guiding role of the poor peasants and 
the lower levels of middle peasants, and, the conversion of these peas- 
ants into the basic force in the campaign for the formation of coop- 
eratives « 
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At the same .time, the People's 'Sank -gave the agrlcuittaral-pro-;/ 
ducer cooperatives everykind of assistance to expand the,,pr.©duetion\ 
base. The volume' of'.'.credits isoued by the People's'jfenk^duripg: the 
spring field work period" in 1956 exceeded the total voliiffie/of ag:?!- ';•' 
cultural credits during several preceding years, as shown, by the' fol* 
lowing data.^ ':'■'■'■■'■'■        ::; ,   , ' '. .V"   ,■•■•'---'-:'        "'' 

•The GroWt;hV;of Peopled fek.Agricultural Credits , 
'•'-;;i)i^ing therSpring Field Work Period;   .''-: 

.•-'■■' v. (in million yuan) -'■•'/_.,.,..,.■,.•:;   ■?•:■'■'■ 

'"■'"...;    ...:. .Increase ..in the Balance ■ 

'■;•■■ First Half Tear  (the"-'"; 
;■; Period'' of Spring -Field 

Work) Over the.End of1 

' tb^f Preceding; ffear Years 

1951 

1952 

1953 

195^ 

1955 

1956 

Palan ce;; of: Agricultural 
Credits at the Ebd of 
June1 of' tho M%MLJ£S3^ 

353,,   -- 

;T932"" .:■'. 

1,168 , 

2,^0        ..■<   :■■■ 

395- 

1,832; 

Thus, People's Pank credits to agriculture during the .spring - 
field work period,in the first half of I956 increased over the.end of 
1955 by more than 1*8 billion yuan, and;, in comparison with the growth 
during the corresponding period of the preceding year, ^„5'times« ■ In: 

addition, to assist the peasants: in solving production and living dif- 
ficult ies , the state- gave them advances - amounting to over 800 million • 
yuan during this'period; this comprised .10-20 percent of the value of 
the agricultural product"which the peasants woald sell after'. the- har- • 
vest» .,■-■-■"■.       •'■•■'' ..:   '.,".-':/.""'"' '■'"'. Yf'■'"': '.-....: 

In essence the advances ^ere: a preferential,-., no-intereat, short- 
term credit.    In this same''year the: peasants.obtained their deposits  . 
in the People's Bankand credit cooperatives amountingto 350 million'. 
yuan.    Consequently, dur'iag ;iä:^: t'c;:.&"&vlf/of I956 the funds . flowing. ?••' 
through credit channels into rural'turnover reached. 3 billion yuan,;   

:. 
i.e», three times* more 'thaEf during the same period .'.of--'-195'5'»   '■■':■. '.'' 

Along with-the huge: receipts of money through-credit channels^; • 
sales of products by thesocialist trade network,, mainly through the 
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rural supply and sales cooperatives, grew rapidly» The sale of pro- 
ducer goods expanded especially rapidly* 

Not only did state credit assistance satisfy the requirements 
of the agricultural producers cooperatives for funds to expand produc- 
tion; it also played a great role in supporting the poor peasants 
during the period between the spring plowing and the new harvest» 
This assistance^, stimulating a growth in agricultural production, 
thereby promoted the strengthening and development of the campaign 
for the formation of agricultural cooperatives «, 

It is necessary to note further that, as the result of the . 
formation of agricultural'cooperatives the sale of producer goods'be- 
gan to be made mainly by the supply and sales cooperatives to the agri- 
cultural producer cooperativese   The economic organization of both of 
these is of a socialist type; their sphere of activity is steadily ex- 
panding and the volume of turnover is rising* Their operations are 
of a relatively concentrated nature0 All this was conducive to the 
situation that settlements in this trade (mainly for producer goods) 
began to be handled without cashP by clearing transfers through the 
People's Bank«, This had a favorable effect on savings of labor and 
financial resources,, and also of caeh^ and on speeding up commodity 
turnover» Clearing settlements through the People's Bank are expand- 
ing every day« 

. Thanks to the development of the monetary system in the country- 
sidesj requirements 2ormosey as a air&ium of circulation and a payments 
medium grew constantly«, The peasants began more and more to prefer ac- 
cumulating money to accumulating goods. At the same time the peasants8 

money income was unequal in time* The class composition of the holders 
of the money also fluctuated extremely0 

During the first, half of 1956, during the period of intensive 
spring field work^ a great amount of money flowed into circulation 
through the granting of state credits0 But at tbs same time, a.number 
of regions experienced an acute shortage of money,? and there was a 
critical situation in respect to providing the means of agricultural 
production» Many peasants began to experience difficulties'«, This 
was a serious problem^, which it was necessary to solve in the field 
of agricultural production and the circulation of money in the coun- 
tryside 0 

Why was there a shortage of funds under the conditions when 
considerable monetary resources were already concentrated s,mong the 
peasants and the flow of money into circulation was increasing through 
the granting of credits? The basic causes are as follows» 

First, the requirements for a rapid and considerable increase 
in investment of fauds in agricultural production were greater than 
actual possibilities« During the initial period of the formation of 
cooperatives the activity of the peasant masses to increase production 
was huge» But neither the managers nor the peasants had sufficient 
experience in cooperative work«, In many producer cooperatives the 
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plans for expanding production were, too high, and huge new...invest-^   , 
ments were required-: on the basis' of these plans „:' -Many agricultural 
producer cooperatives' compiled the; plans for the increase, in produc- 
tion for the given year on the base of the rich harvest of 1955o   For   : 
this reason investments were to be increased'by 30-to percent or even 
doubled,   The high plans for the growth in output required a consider- 
able expansion in production equipment, huge investments in, .capital 
construction, and high production costsc ;• l    v   i   . 

The difficulties in finding funds were aggravated;by;the fact 
that part of the managers of the cooperatives were alienated from the 
masses/ squandered funds, and conducted irrational and•untimely con- 
struction on an- excessively wide scale, ■-'•■:: ..., 

.  Second;, the peasants» income from subsidiary industry fej.l<^ la 
many regions where agricultural producers cooperatives, were eetab.lishsd 
only recently not enough attention w&3 yet being given-to the rounded 
planning of production, especially to subsidiary industries 0 -As a re- 
sult, subsidiary industries were curtailed and the. peasants». income 
from them was. reduced« -•"■■■■'■ 

'<■■■   'In-a great number of regions the peasants« income,.fi?om subsidi- 
ary industries comprises more than 30 percent of their .;t.ctal income, 
and in some places, over 50 percent,   Frequently this income is the 
basic source of cash receipts for the peasants.    Moreover,- according , 
to data for five villages to Shansi Province, peasants:J- income from 
subsidiary industry before the formation of the producer cooperatives 
amounted each year in the spring to about 9,000-yuan,:but in the spring 
of 1956 it amounted to only 2,895 yuan, iae<>, less than one third of 
1955 income»   Also, the basic part of the income was given to the co-: 
operatives, and the members had very little cash on hand. 

Peasants *. income from subsidiary industry in An-tung County 
during the period from the beginning of the third quarter of 1955 to 

the end of the first quarter' of 1956 comprised 21„6 percent of all 
the peasants1 income as compared with 32°^ percent during the same 
period of the preceding year; Ue,., it fell by approximately one third. 
In some agricultural producer .cooperatives control over the. labor of 
the members of the cocnerative was too. severe and- inflexible, which 
complicated matters for them "in'allotting time for engaging in sub- 
sidiary industryo .... „      , ,      - 

In certain cooperatives the distribution of income for labor - 
days was excessively high; as a result the incentive'for developing. 
subsidiary industry weakened«   The. reduction; of production in sub- 
sidiary industry was- a widespread,phenomenon and was a serious factor 
in reducing peasant Income and causing money difficulties for them0 

This was a serious lesson for us» 
:      -•■- Third,, money was distributed extremely unequally throughout the 

countryside.   Although-the total "amount■ of money ^ the peasants* hands 
was considerable, it was distributed quite unequally0   A small number 
of comparatively well-to-do peasants had money surpluses which they 
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preferred not to spend0 At the same time the majority of poor peas- 
ants were acutely in need of monetary assistance0 

If we trace the distribution of money in the countryside we 
note that the greatest part was concentrated in the hands of the 
relatively well-to-do peasants in such economically rich regions as 
regions producing industrial crops, regions of local industry pro- 
ducing products in great demand, and heavy grain .producing regions«, 
For example, in Te-hsien County^ Shantung Province, in 1955; AS the 
result of state purchases of agricultural products, the inflow of , 
money increased by 7,600,COO yuan of which 6^70,000 yuan or more 
than Qk percent settled in the cotton region and ,on3y 1,190,000 yuan 
or a little more than 3.5 percent settled in the grain region, The 
population in the cotton regions comprises only 10 percent of the 
total population» This means that over 80 percent of the state ex- 
penditures for agricultural purchases in Te-hsien County in 1955 vent 
into circulation in regions in which the population comprised only 
10 percent of the total« 

According to an investigation of Esiao-sheng village, Sun-kuan 
District (a cotton region in Te-hsien County), there were 7 households 
with balances of money of over 200 yuan, 6 households with balances 
from 100 to 200 yuan, 10 households with less than 100'yJan, and only 
3.households with no balance0 This shows that in the comparatively 
rich regions producing industrial crops there are many peasants with 
money balances at their disposal. 

In Ta-he village, JFu-bfliea: County, Liaoning Province, the peas- 
ant families which were investigated at the end of January 1956 can be 
divided into three categories: a«, rich peasant households, which ac- 
counted for 14 percent of the village's population. Eere each house- 
hold has an average 1,026 yuan and 73<A percent of the money resources 
of the village were concentrated here» b0 middle peasants, who com- 
prised 23„7 percent of the population; each household had an average 
158 yuan, and 19.9 percent of the village's money was concentrated 
here» c. pool' peasants, who comprised 62 percent of the population; 
here each household had an average of only 23 yuan, i.e., 7»3 percent 
of the village's money D 

All these figures demonstrate the extreme inequality of the 
distribution of money among the different layers of peasants. The 
comparatively rich peasants, having relatively large money balances, 
were convinced of the fact that the peopled-yuan.had already remained 
stable for six years^ and they began to save cash eagerly. At the 
same time they were nob convinced that the newly organized agricul- 
tural producer cooperatives could quickly and steadijy expand produc- 
tion and increase income on this base» They also doubted the possi- 
bility of getting back fands paid into the producer cooperatives. 
The facts, however, dispersed their doubts. But they did not wish 
everyone to know that they had large balances of money„    In this con- 
nection they refrained completely from depositing them in the bank or 
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in a credit cooperative. Many.peasants, after entering a cooperative, 
considered it necessary to have some reserve money in any case, "for 
a black day." As a. result,-the peasants who had quite alotof money 
refrained from' using it* At: tue. same time those'peas ant's whose in- 
come from subsidiary, .industry had decreased and who could only re- 
ceive money for .labor-days in the fall after, the harvest urgently 
needed monetary assistance.•-•.>.. •'v,,; •';■':" 

Because of all this,,-in;.certain; regions, to attract more peas- 
ant funds for investment-in,agricultural production and - to;expand tne . 
operations of.credit cooperatives,.etc., compulsory measures were; / ; 
used illegally to a grsater,or lesser degree. ■ This increased the peas- 
ants8 fear that their money surpluses .would be discovered, and many 
hid the money. Such a situation made it:extreme^ diffimilt to mobi- 
lize the funds of the well-to-do peasants.and aggravated-the monetary 
difficulties,, '", ..■.■■.■.-■■■■.■•-    ^'"-- :: 

It should be especially noted that the formation Of coopera- 
tives caused requirements for an increase: in'Payment funds and; cir-cu- . 
lation funds for, peasant .acquisition.: of ^odacer goode and consumer 
goods. "Formerly the. peasants mainly supplied thesis elves > with such 
necessary goods as grain^ vegetables,1 f-ael,: fertilizer and other pro- 
ducer and consumer goods?;without using money settlements; and trade. 

After the formation of tne.cooperatives, the situation changed,; 
especially during the fir?3t period when experience was still insuffi- 
cient and collectivization took;plac;£ to-an extreme degree .Grain, ; 
fuel and'vegetables began to be distributed: by the .cooperative or  . 
wa3 given in-payment, of some debt» This required settlements and '^ ; 
records in money terms,/ The requirements -of.money.as- a payment medium 
and a medium for circulation .thereby increased.- :'  ■ V-     ; 

In' 195$; various agricultural cooperatives used'a'kind -of substi- 
tute for money rather, extensively .-- coupons/ for ..vegetables^ voöd,: 
etca, worth a if ew fen or!tsao.(a fen,is l/lOO/of ;a yuan; a tsao is 
l/lO of a yuan). or ,everj five or more yuan * i .later on t these coupons 
began to be used by some ■.managers who did not understand'the p'oliti-. 
cal situation properly as a source of additional funds,": ■""> ''," ::\ 

This payments method was soon eliminated as erroneous thanks ; 
to the introduction of cash into circulation.,: Thus.,;'the cooperatives. ; 
gradually undermined., the barter system „in the: countryside.: As money 
relations developed requirements'for money in; its.function -as- a medium 
of circulation, payments.and savings, increasedä ' "  '      ...,": 

Many 'ccnsiuiier goods which formerly theF peasants produced and 
consumed themselves also began.to.be evaluated in money, to be pur-V ; 
chased and sold. This required .a much greater .quantity of a payment 
medium and a circulation medium than was. required before the formation 
of the cooperatives. ...   ■     , .:■:-.:::.,■.        ■• ■,' '■ 

The function of money as- a medium, for.savings developed; con- 
siderably.' ' ,.-.. \v y-::- C'i'i 
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The Central Committee of the Chinese C0nnO)ig-{; party and the 
State Council, with the purpose of further expanding the movement for 
increasing agricultural production through the formation of coopera- 
tives, again issued instructions on the zealous and economical manage- 
ment of the cooperatives« The appropriate party and administrative 
organs at all levels were  given.the duty of working out specific plans 
for a sharp upsurge in agricultural production, of rationally and eco- 
nomically using investments in agriculture, of assisting the peasant 
masses in every way, and of promoting the reconstruction and.develop- 
ment of subsidiary 'industries to increase the peasants' money incomes„ 
At the same time the payment of advances and the granting of credits 
to peasants (especially poor peasants) and cooperatives was increased 
by more than one billion yuauc This state aid made it possible for 
the peasants to overcome the difficulties of the first year of forma- 
tion of the cooperatives0 

During this period the party and government implemented the 
policy of patient waiting and convincing the well-to-do peasants 
rather than hurrying to mobilize their money .surplusesa 

At the same time the work of socialist trade in the field of 
supplying the countryside with goods improved in every way; a steady 
expansion of commodity turnover and the strengthening of the circula- 
tion of money in the countryside was achieved. 

The Influence of the Formation of Cooperatives 
on the Circulation of Money 

Curing the Period of the Seasonal Market Peak 

Because of insufficient data we are now not able to give a de- 
tailed analysis of the market condition in the country during the 1956 
peak season. However, on the basis of the situation in those coopera- 
tives which, in 1956? were already well along the path of cooperation, 
it is possible to describe the important peculiarities of the effect 
of the formation of agricultural cooperatives on the circulation of 
money in the countryside during the period of seasonal market peak«, 

The effect of the formation of producer cooperatives on the 
market condition in respect to agricultural products consisted mainly 
of an increase in the marketable surplus of agricultural products» 
Large amounts of agricultural products began to enter the market, and 
the number of intermediary trading links decreased» This favored an 
expansion in production, a speeding up of commodity turnover, and a 
reduction in handling costs; socialist accumulation increased and the 
peasants' standard of living rose* 

The basic cause for the increase in marketable:surpluses of 
agricultural products was that the formation of agricultural coopera- 
tives promoted the development of production and caused an increase 
in the total volume of agricultural output. 
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The marketable surplus of cotton grown by single private peas- 
ants did not exceed 80 percent on the average for several years wnxle 
the marketable surplus of cotton in agricultural -cooperatives^ for 
example, in I-hsien County, ¥as over.93 percent.    The m^k|table sur- 
plus of grain produced by single private peasants was 13-26 percent :.- 
on the average for several years, while'the marketable surplus of. gra-n 
in the ¥u^chia-mu-ch:iaö Producer Cooperative in Chu-chi County, Che- 
kiang Province, reached kO percent e 

,; "'•■ ^ 
The"tendency to an increase in commodity output on the basis Ox 

a growth in production and an increase in the marketable surplx^ is 
tvpical for all agricultural producer cooperatives., although the rate 
of growth in the. marketable surplus is far from the same in different ■ 
cooperatives and indifferent regions, ,    .   / 

In regions where cooperatives were formed, agriculture pro-^ 
ducts entered the market in considerable' amounts.and in a\conoÄäfe^ta& ; 
manner»   At the same time the sale of agricultural products by single 
private peasants was inconsiderable and they entered the market-ta 
small, scattered lots.    The peasants, as a- rule, sold tneir products 
only when they needed fund3 for purchases ö   . :        . -.   ■■ 

The share of state purchases of cotton and grain"in the fourth 
quarter of the given year in total purchases during the whole year is 
shown below (in percent): 

tear Grain Cotton 

1952 kuo 61,2 

1953 'MA ■59 A 

195^ . WA '■   6"2C0 

■'....' 1955' "" '51*° .  -■'■■■': .T8'il ' ■>'     "\':\ 

Not only did .the agricultural producer cooperatives have a' /■ 
greater volume of prod-jctioh and a higher marketable surplus than. the. 
single private peasants; also their sale of most of the commodity 
grain, cotton and other,agricultural.products took place within a com- 
paratively short space of time3 "     . '  -'" 

All these market peculiarities : .which arose äS a result of tne^ 
formation of agricultural cooperatives had a certain effect on the cir- 

culation of money. . .   ■''•!.." ■'i- -:-, iÄ*4-« 
Of course, certain new features in the sphere of the circular„on 

of money (for example, the development of clearing settlements) were 
not yet playing a paramount role, in the countryside at that period» 
Other phenomena, in particular, changes in the channels of the circu- 
lation of money, were only beginning to appear. Below we describe 
these new features. 
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Development of clearing settlements« Clearing settlements in 
the countryside were established first of all between the state trade 
system and part of the agricultural producer cooperatives,» As a re- 
sult of the movement for the formation of cooperatives, small private 
farms were transformed into large collective farms. The production 
cf each farm expanded a hundred or even a thousand times, and the 
total number of production units decreased by over 90 percent; one 
million agricultural producer cooperatives were established in the 
place of 100 million single private peasant farms. 

On the basis of the formation of the cooperatives, the sale of 
basic agricultural products increased in volume and began, as we saw, 
to be accomplished in short perioda 0 The agricultural producer coop- 
eratives did not need to spend immediately the whole amount obtained - 
from the sale of grain; they had to reserve funds for capital con- 
struction and for production expenditures during the coming year, and 
also for distributing for labor-days o Since the agricultural products 
are purchased by the socialist trade apparatus (state companies or 
supply and sales cooperatives), and the suppliers of the agricultural 
products are producer cooperatives, with the increase in the number 
of People's Bank establishments and the development of credit coop- 
eratives everywhere, the possibilities of expanding clearing settle- 
ments in the countryside are growing all the more«, 

The system of clearing settlements is advantageous for the 
agricultural, producer cooperatives „■ It speeds up and simplifies the 
receipt of funds from the sale of agricultural products, and elimi- 
nates the need for work in checking and counting cash* Losses, errors, 
squandering and other losses are thereby reduced. 

Cooperatives are able to invest the sums received from the sale 
of products in the bank or credit cooperative immediately« The in- 
terest paid on deposits increases their income» In addition, all con- 
cerns related to keeping cash directly in the cooperative are elimi- 
nated, Clearing settlements are alao advantageous for the bank and 
for the credit cooperatives, since they promote the growth of deposits, 
which enables the state to fill part of the requirements for funds 
needed to purchase agricultural products. 

Clearing settlements between socialist trade and agricultural 
producer cooperatives are still far from being universal. The further 
development of the .system of clearing settlements in .the countryside 
must be achieved with strict observance of the principle of voluntari- 
nesti. 

A change in the channels of the circulation of money in the 
countryside. As the movement for tho formation of agricultural coop- 
eratives acquired ever greater proportions, purchases of producer , 
goods and the sale of agricultural products began to be conducted 
mainly by the cooperatives rather than by individual peasants. As a 
result, the system of clearing settlements began to be used more and 
more. All this promoted a change in the channels of the circulation 
of money. 
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"During tie period: before the -formation of cooperatives- the state, 
in purchasing agricultural products from the private peasants;, vgova 
th«a cash for the'-whole rvalue of "the'pürchaae-ilffiüediately. "Sue peasants 
used the money for -accjiiring heeded product ion'materials and cossume- 
goods«,   Therefore, the main channels-for the flo^'of ca£h into circu-    - 
lation in the countryside' were pur chases-'of agricultural products, and 
the channel1 for its flow-out of circulation was' the^saie of production 
materials and consumer "goods 'through Döcialist-trMe.—'•      '   :   / 

At present the following now features-have begun-to appear»:■ 
Part, or even the greater' party:of the paymeats for products jntrchased 
fron; the agricultural cooperatives aad-for basic producer-goads sold- 
to them arc handled-by clearing settlements»   M a; result., the basic . 
channel for the fl» of cash into'the countryside has become the pay-    " 
ment of money for labor -days j and the .min ctesäellfür withdratving 
money from circulation'is the supplying of • consumer go^ls to the eoun-'-' 
tryside»   'Payment by:'cooperatives for production materials^cg^irea     ' 
in socialist- trade is handled partially- by clearing settlements ?   Etwe/• 
cash turnover is gradually being limited to relationsr-between- the so- 
cialist enterprlsea and cooperatives'oa'the one-handy and tIK members 
of the'cooperatives and the:private peasants on the'other hand. 

'- The periods-of receipt of cash'income by -the" members : of the pro- - 
ducer cooperatives and the private peaaants-differ»    For the private 
peaaantsV'income mainly depends on their5sale of agricultural productse 
But cince they sell and purchase;gooda -in"small''lots^ tbeir.money re-   ' 
ceipts and purchases/as we saw:, are 'inconsiderable and dispersed In-'-"-"'-' 
time»     ":  ■'"''■' : •. J.-,.-■■■ •.;-....   .:..•....■:.- ^   ■■■•■- 

The money income of the members: of the agricultural proaucer ■••■•:■ 
cooperatives- is"mainily income for; labbr^eaysu 

: Bot only is it in a 
grsater -amount than the income -of the private peasarrts, but it is more . 
concentrated-in tlme> since it'is pa id; twice a year (a preliminary   _ 
distribution in the middle of -the; year and a final one 'after tne fall 
harvest). :''-:: -' •"" ■ '■"    ■," . 

The concentration in time of-the: money, income of the coopera- 
tive members causes- a relative concentration of their expenditures for -. 
the purchase of consumer goods, >'■'-• . ;  - 

But in order- to diettribute income' for labor-days, the agricul- 
tural cooperatives must sell the greater part or all of the products 
intended for sale* ' It is- otherwise tlth the private peasanto, who, 
during the fall harvest period, can 'harvest' part of the products, 
seP them immediately in small lots, and make small purchases«,    In 
the cooperatives a certain period of-time elapses between the harvest 
and the distribution Of income among the memberse   During this interval.: 
(sometimes incon3ldery'le);the. private peasants can make small sales 
and purchases,' but- the cooperatives' can only sell.    Thus the huge pur-. 
chasing power of the cooperative members is only a potential purchasing 
power during a certain period1, before' the: receipt of income for labor- -. 
days. '■"•'"  •';--.-:-'-^--;'   •■'-:   -;-    -:--'•■ 
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In this connection, in the interests of the cooperatives it is 
necessary, after the fall harvest? to extend the time for the sale of 
consumer goods to the peasants ia large amounts.   Also, this period 
can be reduced by more effective organization of state purchases °£ 
agricultural products, of the sale of products by producer coopera- 
tives, and of accounting works 

An increase in the supply of commodities"by the local supply 
and sales cooperatives on the local markets.    This reflects the striv- 
ing of the rural population to select a more advantageous form of 
trade.    In the sphere of the circulation of money this form of trade 
causes a tendency for money to flow into circulation end to be with- 
drawn from circulation directly on the local level«,   Thus, in the 
Sixth Region of I-hsien County,. Liacning Province, there were a total 
of four local supply and sales cooperatives of which one was in the 
village of Ta-yvi-shu-pao, the central market point and the economic 
and administrative center of the region.    In the past over 50 percent 
of all sales by supply and sales cooperatives in this region were 
handled by the cooperative in Ta-yu>shu-paOo 

Beginning with 1954 when cooperatives were formed on a wide 
scale the situation in this region changed,   Curing the first half 
of 1955 the total amount of sales by supply and sales cooperatives 
increased by approximately 11 percent in the region as a whole over 
the first half ctf 19530    However, the growth in sales was unequal^ 
among the different cooperativesa    The share of sales by the Ta-yü- 
shu-pao supply and sales cooperative in total sales in the region 
fell from 55 61 percent to 2? .4 percent,,, and the volume of sales fell 
from 280,000 yuan to 180,000 yuan«    The volume of sales increased 
considerably in the other three cooperatives, and their share in- 
creased from 45 percent to 73 percent«   The share of sales made by 
the cooperative in Ch*e~chfang rose especially sharply:    in the first 
quarter of 1953 they comprised only 4„2 percent and in the second 
quarter of 1955 they rose to 2405 percento 

After the formation of agricultural cooperatives the rural in- 
habitants tried more to make purchases locally, closer to home«   This 
caused an increase in sales by the local supply and sales cooperatives 
located in direct proximity to the masses, and to a reduction in sales 
at trade centers0 

The basic causes was that when producer cooperatives developed 
both men and women began to participate ic production0   The peasants, 
valuing their labor-dayss stopped going several tens of li (one li ia 
576 meters) to market0    Formerly there was a market in Ta-yä-shu-pao 
about every three days« and each time over 6,000 peasants visited it«, 
Kow only 3,000 persons" cone to the markete   Formerly the private 
peasants, selling and buying in small lots, were compelled to go to 
the market since only there could they conduct the small-scale trade» 
After they joined the agricultural producer cooperatives the situation 
changed.   Sales of basic products in large amounts and purchases of 
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the most important production materials began, to be conducted by the 
cooperatives in a,-completely centralized'mannero As a-result, peas- 
ants' tripf to market fell,shsrply.b' 

Thus, the tendency,for-nosey to leave circulation in' the same 
places where . it. entered appears, even, more clearly«, ■ The establishment 
of retail sale divisions at supply and sales •cooperatives'. everywhere 
in the countryside and the extensive;-organization of -the activity of 
email traders and. hawkers : in the -villages fill, the requirements of 
the new situation in the. sphere ,of the circulation* of commodities and 
money.in the countrysides-;.;;:  :.c :-n'.::<    -      .:.:- 

. ..-Thus, .the effect of .the formation., of. agricultural cooperatives ■ 
on the circulation of money-in. the: countryside consists mainly of the 
following«       ,... t  ..:.;■,..■•'•■• ;•;.■:■■..,.•.■■ ■ •-(-      ;' s "■ 

Payments between, agricultural producer cooperatives and so - 
cialist trade have gradually began to be handled in the form of clear- 
ing settlements, , The channels rf or.. the „inflow and return ■■ of money 'in 
rural turnover have, changed* •Money now.-.flows- into circulation .mainly 
during the period when income,is. distributed for• labor-days>.and money 
leaves circulation through. the;supplying of .consumer >-goods, to the 
peasants» .Money revenues and expenditures -of cooperative: members are 
of a more■ concentrated /nature-, -The. requirement on. the part of the .... 
peasants, to'..make purchases -near -home .has- increased,; so that the ten- 
dency for money to be removed in. the same place where it entered cJx- • 
cul&tion has grown stronger^ At - the-same" time, the share of money :- 
withdrawn'.from circulation through credit channels: has increased» 

All these changes were caused by the -great transformation.of 
production .relations':,.!^ the .countryside^ by the' conversion of single, 
private peasant farms, into collective...fa-rmso- -..' ... 

.,■'■•.  ".' -..- ".' '■•■;■'.■ ' . V,;..' • : IV •,:■ ■''.'-' : . ..  ■•■-.  ,.-. ■■: '■■■".  ■       \ 

The Increase in Possibilities for Kegulating,Seasonal!ty 
, in.the Circulation: of Monej^;Through.>Credit Channels .. ■ 

The peculiarity ofthe rural market:isi its seasonal nature,' 
due to the seasonal nature ofagricultural productiono- The rural • 
market situation in the first half of 1953 (the spring field work 
period).was characterised by an excess-of sales over purchases on 
the part of, socialist trade and by an e^c.e^S of purchases oversales 
on the part.of. the peasants*• As a resu.lt>; the, amount., of money in the 
peasants' hands decreased., and money was withdrawn from circulation, 

".Taking the'.amount of purchases-of-agricultural products during 
the first half .of each year aß IC%,;ths volume of sales ■ [pS goods/'is 
expressed as follows;    . ..-..• v ,.." . ■-.-v,.-.- 

"'■1553';!■ ;i6^.h,,',;.  ^T^Ar,^'z 1-^^39% ■ '   -200 v:: ■ 
I951+    '   132   ■■"'"'■"'■'■'       " "" 1956       22V 



During the second half of the year the situation changes 
radically: for socialist trade,, purchases exceed sales, and for 
the peasants, sales exceed purchases„ Moreover, the amount of money 
in the peasants» hands increa&OE. which means an increase in the 
amount of money in circulation. 'Taking the amount of purchases /of 
agricultural products/ as 100^ the value of sales /of goods/ during 
the second half of the year was: 

1953   67.3 

1951:-   83,7 

1955   82*0 

Approximately two thirds of the money expenditures for the pur- 
chase of agricultural products occur during the second half of each of 
these years, and one third during the first half year« During the 
first half of 3.956, according to preliminary data, these expenditures 
comprised a little over 27 percent of total expenditures for the year, 
while expenditures during the second half j'ear comprised about 73 per- 
cent,, This is because purchases of agricultural products have become 
concentrated as the result of the formation of agricultural coopera- 
tives o - * 

The shares cf money receipts by state and cooperative trade 
during the first and second ha3.ves of 1956 were approximately the same 
as in the preceding years; according to preliminary data- Vj^-oercent 
occurred in the first half year and 53 percent in the second** The 
huge volume of agricultural cooperation has promoted not only an in- 
crease in the sale cf production materials, but its concentration, in 
good time, in the first half year, 

The growth in agricultural credits by the People's Bank and the 
ever greater payment of advances to the peasants increased their pur- 
chasing power, which has been reflected in purchases by the peasants 
in good time. This made it possible to reduce the issuance of money 
in the second half of 1956, when purchases of agricultural products in- 
creased and a growth in production was expected. The development, in 
every way, of credit work in the countryside also stimulated a ten- 
dency toward leveling of peasants8 purchasing power. 

However, seasonality in commodity circulation, caused by sea- 
sonally of agricultural production and manifesteres an excess of 
sales of goods in the countryside over.purchases /of agricultural pro- 
ducts/ during the first half year, and in an excess of purchases over 
sales in the second half year, continues to exist. It is necessary 
to study the peculiarities of the influence of this seasonality with 
the aim of regulating it accordingly in -ehe interests of promoting 
satisfaction of cooperatives' and private peasants5 needs"for money, 
of fulfilling the state commodity turnover plans and of strengthening 
market stability, 
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During the past .several years the- state has supported the peas- 
ants with credits "•during the spring field work.   *his aid vas espe- 
cially considerable during the spring plowing period ..in the .first 
half of 1956 as the following data shew*    ..v:.;- ■■- •-     c' j_'      * 

'    Credit Aid to Agriculture-- 
(in million yuan) 

Advances for 
First Payments        . Porchaaes; of 
Half of Savings       Agricultural f:™t\ 10o1 
Year Credits       deposits ••&SSSS£E-1 To"jax       L'^LJLiSSiL 

1953. :   390 lfrQ. , -.    ■.-,,■,, ;  ~-    :■:■-:-       '    ^^    '   ' -   IOO' 

19&" '. 250..,'.' - ..   siSÖ..:".:'v: ,,180 •■■>•■. ;. .'-.    49c Ilk- ■ 

1955 .;,'■' ÄicC! r-j-SgO-V-.- .J-:"r"'ji60     -■■: :  .S90 — 206 

1956 ;, 1^0/ '..■■v>50/,.-. -,.; ,  .'-'r , 980   •; -. •'.    3/170 v 736- 

Ihetctai value of state purchases of agricultural products in 
the countryside during..the. first ..half- of 1F;6 hardly changed in com- 
parison vith the,saae. period Of the. preceding year, . At the^same t^ 
the total value: of :gooda, which were ,supplied,to the agricultural co- - •• 
operatives increased by several billion yuan -during trie same ha~f      _ 
vear.   An especially large■growth Otf^percent) occurred in de^vc^-feB 
of Production materials 3. moreover, deliveries of new types of agri- 
cultural implements increased more than six times,     ■-.•■■■_■  ,     ..'"." 

AH the above demonstrates that the increase- m aidrco .tne 
countryside through credits and' advances for purchases of ^Jicul-ural . 
Products is. a basic method of regulating the. seasonally, of the rural  ■ 
market and of the circulation of money in the countrysias.-^ addi-^-> 
tion, the continual improvement in supplying.the peasant vita produc- 
tion materials and: consumer gO;OdE during the first half year not <m-y 
promotes the: flow cut of. circulation of7 the money whicn flowed ,*n •. 
during the turnover in the.prcGeäi^market peak, but also-playpen 
extremely important role- in.the- natter c? satisfyiag «ic retirements 
of ruraPpreduction ax&. of giving,&i&, to ,tha peasant«, and in reducing 
the tension inherent in; the market .peak/season... ■■.•-•■   _ „** "■■'•■ 

BUring the second half year,; when purchases by the socialist —- 
trade network exceed its sales, credit regulation has extremely grea« 

GiSnifiS?ow?are';data on the-flow; of money out of. circulation through ; 
credit channels , (in million yuan;)t::■.-;>..-■ -::-.-■- 
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Second 
Haie 
Year 

Receipt of 
Deposits 
in the 
Countryside 

Repayment 
of Credits 

160 

Re imbur s ems nt 
of Advances 
for Purchases 
of Agricul- 
tural Products Total 

320 

Grovfch 
(1953, - 

100 

100) 

1953 160 

195)+ 330 150 180 710 221 

1955 .490 . -.170 ll+O 800 250 

Thus, durir.gthe. market peak season in 1955 the flow of money 
out of circulation through credit measures was 14 percent greater 
than in 195->4, anä 150 percent greater than in 19530 However-, since 
the formation of agricultural cooperatives was then still in the de- 
velopmental -process, the regulating role of the creditmeasures was 
especially apparent in the regions with the greatest degree of coop- 
eration» ■■■■.,■ 

We have only.touched on some of the most important problems in 
the sphere of the circulation of money which took place during the for- 
mation of cooperatives in the countryside for aperiorl of a little over 
one year« 

V 

The Influence of the Socialist Transformation of Capitalist Industry, 
Trade, and Cottage Industry on the Circulation of Money in the City 

In 1956 the socialist transformation of capitalist' industry, 
trade, and cottage industry had been successfully completed on the 
whole« The successes in socialist construction and socialist trans- 
formation during the First Five-Year Plan period had a corresponding, 
effect on the circulation of money in the city0 However,we do not 
yet have sufficient materials at our disposal to present an exhaustive 
ana3.ysis of this problem.;. 

On the basis of some. materials (for I95I*) for the Port Arthur 
and Dal'nyy region and Sine cities of Anshan and Shon-yang, it is possi- 
ble to trace the general tendency in the development of the circula- 
tion of money since these regions, during that period, had a large 
share of industry with an absolute predominance of the socialist sec- 
tor of the economyo 

The data for these-region*give a general picture of the fol-, 
lowing main features in the circulation of money in trade and indus- 
trial centers with a predominating share of the socialist sector of 
the economy» 
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a.    Changes in the distribution of money among the different 
classes and layers of society*   As the result of the development of   ■ 
production^ the expansion of trade,,-the increase..in. the population's 
purchasing power, and the,growth in the share of the socialist (.sector 
of the economy, the am-ount of money in circulation in the cities in- 
creased as a wholes but its distribution among, the different social 
layers of the population was unequal» 

The amount of money in the;hands of the working population 
(mainly workers, employees and peasants from the suburban regions) 
increased considerably.   Ehe amount of money held by state, enterprises 
did not change appreciably although thsir activity developed tre- 
mendously t   The, amount vOi^money held by ..•private;enterpr is ea„also   ■ 
changed little, but its share in the. total amount of ,2nney.in circu- .,   ; 

lation tended to.fall, as:apparent,-;^ the exaaple: of the Port Arthur r ,-. 
DalJnyy -region*;  3n„ this- region the ^total .amount, cf money in. cfefcu-ia^  , 
tion increased by 5^*- percent; between Apr ill 1950 and April ^540; gsjow-   ,. 
ever, the changers'not identical for,the^different, layers, of.. pcpula-:,; 

tion and economic sectors» 
..:First, despite the fact that the-jtctiyity of the .socialist, en- 

terprises and state,establishments..developed, the^ amount of:.money-a/o..-;,- 
their-disposal decreased by lO^percent ^absolute terms, during this, _ 
period, and proportionally, from 60 percent to 3^ percent of the tosal . 
mon-y»    This was caused by the development of clearing settlements be- 
tween socialise- enterpriseso . 

Second, the amount of moaay in the hand3 of the population i~n- 
cluding:peasants' from..ths; suburban-rogio^s): more..vt3^^'tripled .in^abBO^^ 
lute terms;.) corresponding on the .■vholev.'Viti\:the;'grq^a,:...in.;vage-e and ;

:,..; 
the increase in purchases of agricultural products, and its share in- 
creased, from,25 percent;,to;;50..percesb'c,;.-This part, of-t^-aioraey in*.; 
creased steadily, and began .to. play:the predominating role in.; total   t 

cash turnover,.. :,:        ' -:.. ■:...;:.■.:;; ,..-^..;:-■ -/;.:;..; ■-.■ :■:■-.        ;•:.. "■■-■■■■ ;-'•.■;'.    ■ "'-^ 
Third, the money held by-private enterprises-, ;althougn it in-   , 

creased in absolute terms? did ;p exchange-,in -respect; to its- share -, .     • 
(about 15 percent of .total money ija-circulation.) a   ,  ..: ■.'.,■'■,..-.; 

Below we give data en the changes in the distribution of money . 
in the-cities- of Bhsn-yang arrlAnohan (in-per cent of .total,money in 
Circulation.):.-    .-..-,,.■.:;   ..■.-:;■   r- ':' ;   -..-.■■■.   ':•:       :"   ':; -  .'■-.-:.-■',    -'r  ■:)■■■-   '' 
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■■' ■ ' Workers 9 
,\\. Employees, 

Other Fopula- 
State Eater- tion, and 
prises and Private             Suburban 
Organizations %terpr:Uee     Peasants        Total 
Shea-"''"    ™" Shen^-                 Shea-                 Shea- ' 

Period,        2SSS«-  Anshan yang     Anahaa   yjing^   Anshan   yang_  Anaban 

Kov 1951*   15 cl      Hf04    6o02      i^9o5    2ifaT      36<>l    ioo0o   iooeo 

Apr 195*1-     18*1      25 „h     3^=0       11.6     ^7 «9       63 »0     100oQ. 100*0, 

* For Anshan, October 1951« 

. The share of ..money in the hands, of., the .-population increased, 
sharplyj the share'held by private enterprises'fell greatly, and the 
share held by state enterprises increased aIthough.this increase was 
small in comparison with the development of "their" economic activity* 

The indicated changes were the result of the development,of the 
socialist economy,-the growth in the share of the socialist sector of 
industry and trade, and the socialist transformation of private capi- 
talist industry and trade with the appropriate development of social- 
ist credit«, 

In.connection with the development of methods of socialist 
crediting and settlements, with the introduction of control over cash 
tiirpover, and with the. .expansion, in. clearing, settlements, requirements 
of socialist and semisoc'iälist'.enterprises for cash fell sharply. On. 
the other hand, the income of the workers, "employees and' suburban , 
peasants increased pa the base of,,the.,development of production, in- 
crease in wages, rich'.harvest, and.'regulaticn.of purchase .prices« 

b. Changes in the structure of cast turnover!in,the "cities». 
Wages became the basic channel for the flow.of money into circulation 
in the cities, [ and the s§ile of goods' and' services "to the population .. „. 
became the. basic channelfor its rwithdraws.lo "      . ':-,.'.- 

Data on the cash '"titrnOTer.Vpf the Peöple.ls ^nk. In the Port.! . , 
Arthur-Däl'nyy region follows (in percent): " 

Fourth "■' 
Quarter 
195*' 

.  First 
Quarter 

P.eceipt3 of cash"'".,.,.'.'.".   ;; 

Retail and wholesale trade. '   .; 

Transportation' and municipal,.services. 

,67.,o; 

- 6.5';" 

:Tö,3' 
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Fourth    First 
Quarter   Quarter 

3-953 ..   m 
\. 

Financial receipts 5»5 ^«3 

Bank deposits 10A 10c6 

Other 10*6 Ik „8 

Total lOOeO 3.00,0 

Cash payments 

Wages 58c2 TOoO 

Purchases of agriou.ltu.val products 15 o2 ^7 

Administrative expenditures 3.0. 

Payment of deposits by the bank, issue 
of credits 12«1*      Ho3 

Other i:L*2      ^»° 

Total 100*0     lOOoO 

Consequently^ wages account for 70 percent of all cash payments» 
At the same time, over two thirds of all receipts of cash flow through 
trade into the banke 

This is also characteristic of the money turnover, of Shen-yang, 
Harbin, Anshan and other cities in which the socialist sector comprises 
a large share of industry« 

The data presented reflects the improvement in supplying goods 
through socialist and cooperative trade, the increase in the sale of 
goods by the retail trade" network, and the strengthening of bank con- 
trol over the observance of the plans for issuance of cash into cir- 
culation o 

It is apparent from the above that in industrial cities where 
the socialist economy comprises a large share the decisive link in 
control over the circulation of money is the correct regulation of 
the relationships between the amount of wages paid and the volume of 
retail commodity turnover and their careful coordinationo 

During the years under examination, based on the development 
of production, the supplying of food, cloth and other consumer goods 
to the population improved every day, and prices remained stable. 

At present an important problem is to increase the supply of 
secondary food goods to the population.; these goods comprise approxi- 
mately 20 percent of workers' and employees' budgets« 
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The steady growth in the wags fund has posed, a number of new 
problems in the field of trade and the circulation of moneya' She : 
central .problem is an.; increase in the production" and; supplying of 
goods $  an increase,in paid seryices 9i the . development of savings, etc« 

Eromthe beginning''of the planned'economic .construction,, along • 
with a rapid development of capital constractioti and industrial pro- '•". 
duction, the issuance of money intei circulation through wage funds 
has increased rat>ldiye Thus, taking payments of cash-in the-form-of - 
wages in 195*t as"100, in 1955 they were 118, and in 2956 (according: ' 
to a preliminary estimate), 1^9; i0e0<, they increased by almost 50 
percenta This is the result of the growth in the number of porkers 
and employees and of the increase-in the. wage rateo0 . In 1956 alone 
wage rates were increased by more than 10 percent throughout the coun- 
try» , . ...... 

The great amount of cash which flews into circulation through 
the payment of vagea must flow back into the bank in an organized way 
through the-sale '.of ..goods 9  the: supplying;: of; services^ and other -meas- 
ures.,       . ..' ... '..":.'.">■;"..'.'*".    '.'"'■'    '."'..'. 

After the socialist transformation of capitalist industry-and •■■ 
trade and the establishmsnt of. ...the Joint, state -private.. enterprises^ ■ 
all of the. country V industry' and. 'tradybegaÄ tube controlled' afc£zL?.y 
by fche- state 0,.'- -■ In respect to the, circulation of; money' the following 
changes, occurred in tbia connectioho"■"'.'... .'_,"-' 

a „ ^ormesly the. is8uänce\.sf money into circulation' for; the 
capitalist- sector of the .economy:"wa'e. extremely difficult to control., 
New this, problem hardly .existsin the.cities«. Oash issued into cir- 
culation for joint and otate. enterprises .is completely the; same in 
nature» This, money can be regulated' in, conformity with socialist 
principles, (of course^ 'the 'irinciplei-i äind methods 'in respect'to small 
state-private enterprises and small cooperatives differ). With the 
assistance of credit and settlement work' and, of control over the- -move- 
ment of cash,, it is pocsible to reduce requirements for cash and in1- . 
crease the planned character of the circulation' of moneyo 

: b« . Money is. isöued in cities mainly through the channels of • '-' 
capital con3tructioa? wages.,, and interest .payments; The expenditures 
for capital.^construction and■■.£■ or ■wages, are'^especially large„ .;-■ 

Satisfying .the requlrdments .of capital construction for build- 
ing materials and .thereby achieving the planned balance of capital 
construction .is a task of igreät: importance,,';1 Observance- of the balance 
between wages and. consumer, goods put on the market for supplying the 
population,is also a problem, which is difficult toi solves  since the 
consumer goods depend on production by the peasants and other -small 
producerso in • addition,» it ,is necessary to; consider; a number of ■  • 
peculiarities peculiar to *-he expenditure of wages; concentration 
in time, immediate.demand fcr.consumer goods}  execution of purchases - 
on the local.'.level-, and'the need for'awide assortment of goods. 
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In order to resolve the difficulties it is necessary, ir. addi- 
tion to implementing measures in the sphere of production and sales, 
to turn attention on methods for regulating the payment of mossy far 
wages. These methods include control over the expenditure of the 
growing wage funds, regulation of the payment of wages in the sense of 
greater disoersal in time, and strengthening the work of attracting 
deposits. All this must lesoen- tension in the supplying of goods to 

t?ae market o 

VI 

The Monetary Reform in Hew'China 

The Nature of Monetary Refarms 

When studying the nature of the monetary reform implemented by 
a state it is first necessary to consider in whose interfists the reform 
is implemented: in the interests of the exploiter class or of the 
wide masses-of■workerso . 

The nature of a state"a  monetary reform is determined oy toe 
nature of the state's social and economic structure« Monetary reforms 
in capitalist states can only be an instrument for exploitation of the 
workers by the bourgeoisie, In capitalist countries the workers lose 
huge sums'as the result Of monetary reforms„ These reforms are a 
form for robbery of the -wide masses of workers by the monopolists«, 

The monetary reforms in old China wera also important methods 
for exploitation of the people by bureaucratic capital, 

Cn 3 November 1935 the reactionary Kuomintang government *aple- 
me^t?l a monetary reform.,, The paper money, "fa pi/' iccued in p-ace 
of the silver yuan were actually tied to the English pouad and ehe 
Am-rican dollar0 This was a monetary system of semicolonial nature. 
The "fa pi" depreciated very quickly» A long period of inflation 

EXarkA'JQAfter a little over 11 years (from 1937 to 19^8) the issuance 
of "fa pi" had increased V70,000 times, and prices had increased more 
than k.920,000 times» In August 1^3 the Chiang Kai-shek clique,, try- 
ing in eve-rv way to remove gold, silver, foreign currency and o*ner 
valuables from the population, implemented a second monetary refers 
and "-fa ni" were replaced by so-called "gold yuan." In less than a 
yesv the"amount of paper "gold yuan" issued into circulation increased 
21+0,000 times; and'the value of the money fell to one ten millionth 
of the value which it had a year before» 

Between June 3-937 e^d May 19^9 the issuance of money increased 
17608 billion timesj during the same period wholesale prices in Shang- 
hai rose 13^88U billion times0 '£he losses borne by the people as a 
direct result of the depreciation of the money exceeded 15 billion 

prewar silver yuan0 
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The predatory monetary reforms conducted by the Chiang Kai-shek 
clique -were deeply odious to the -people» 

The monetary reforms ofasocialist state,, regard."les,si of whether 
their purpose is to halt, inflation-and stabilize the currency or to re- 
distribute • the people"s woalth; during the, transition, period. fcÄ-: striking 
a blow against ,the capitalist .elements..and/regarAitess^'P^thV.specific 
methods' used- in conducting, the,.reform,'-have' the over-all goal, of de;;-'.' 
veloping the.planned socialist: economy and i^provixig the workera' 'life. 
Thus their nature is fundamentally-diff erent from .the, nature of "the';'"'.;' 
monetary reforms - of .capitalist #tat$s ?, .    ,..7- \     ■." ...;, 

The .monetary .reform.conducted.in. the Peopled Republic of;.China   . 
in March 1955 was, in nature, similar.to the monetary, reforms. Of other, 
socialist countries„    Ita form wasdetermined by the political.ahd . 
economic situation of..our■country at that,period«, .. Th&B ~i^.amZml its 
clear peculiarities, conforming to the specific.situation in China, 

.. The Economic .-.Situation, of People's China ' '. 
■During.the Period .of Issuance' of the^ftew^oney; ■"        - 

The 1955 monetary reform was conducted on the base'of' a steadily 
developing production and expandiEg, commodity turnover and,of a.balanced 
state budget and balance of ..payments .with''a '.longper/icä. of. price sta- 
bility (beginning with March 1950)*.] The reform was'.realized; during the 
period of considerable victories irthe field of •socialist. transforms- ,' 
tion. 

In 195^ the. total.value of industrial.and agricultural .output 
increased to 2S2 times that of 19^9, and output of modern industry in- 
creased to k»3 time3^ that of .19^9;. .i*oductic)n of grain, increased by 50 
percent and production, of cotton by IßO^percent *...•■'     , ;   :. . 

The rapid upsurge-.in production was, the base for the expansion 
of commodity turnover«,   The volume of retail trade sales' in 195^ was 
130 percent greater than in, 195.0.»   -. 

.On the basis of the development of'industry, the expansion in 
trade, and' the increase- in the population's .standard of livings the 
country«s financial situation improved and strengthened.   Budget  !'..      ; 
revenues' in 195V amounted tp .27 billion; yuan, V»2 times.; the 1950 ;.;;  ; 
revenues^ .end, expenditures, amounted to 2hü9 billionyuan, 3«6 times 
the 1950 expenditures<y.- The exceso.in.revenues over expenditures en-; 
ab led ah increase 3n the People*s.Bank's., credit resources^ which pro- 
moted favorable conditions for the .further strengthening.of. the circu- 
lation of moneyi   •.  •-■.-. .;..■■■ ;-.;.,-::•.;.'•-    -.-..v ..•'•'•••  :-   

:-'.'^; .■..■•'■'■" 
China's balance,of -payments<, based on rsuccesses in ';the recon.- 

struction of the nationftl economy,?...on the expansion of foreign trade 
and on the development of international.economic relationships, de- 
veloped normally and stably<>.-...-Total receipts..and payments1 of the 195^' : 
balance of payments amounted - to more than 2>2 times the I950' level«, 
During I950-I952 payments amounted,tp SO percent of receipts,.and" during. 
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1953-195^, 98 percent. Thus, the balance of payments wasbalanced, 
and afterwards an excesa of receipts over payments appeared• At tue 
same time the country's gold reserves increased sharply. 

In 195^ output of state industry comprised 59 percent of China s 
total industrial ^reduction; output of cooperative industry comprised 
k percent,'that of Joint state-private industry, 12 percent,^and tfiat 
of private industry, 25 percent. Consequently, the socials sector 
occupied a predominating position in Industrial production *   _ 

mhe share of socialist trade in wholesale sales reached 09 per- 
cent in 195**, and in retail sales, 59 percent. The position of so- 
cialist trade had strengthened considerably.        . 

By the end of 1954 th?re were already almost 50(1,000 agricul- 
tural producer cooperatives throughout the country, and 11 percent of 
all peasant farms had joined the cooperatives, ... 

Although the socialist sector had a firm position in industry 
and trade, private capitalist industry and trade still, held a large 
shareo In the countryside there was a considerable number of private 
farms, but conditions were already ripe for complete agricultural co- 

operation. . ...   ...■ ■ n*>- an 
All this demonstrated the great euccessea in tue master or .o- 

cialisb construction and socialist transformation. She situation re- 
quired a further improvement in our monetary system and toe *mp.i.e- 
mentation of a monetary reform. 

The Form and Peculiarities of the Monetary Heform 

On 21 February 1955 the State Council of the Peopled Republic 
of China published an order on the issuance of new notes and with- 
drawal of the old notes which were then in circulation. The orcer 

"For the purpose Of satisfying the requirements of state planned 
economic construction and the wishes of the wide masses of people, on 
the basis of the balancing of state financial revenues and expendi- 
tures and of the stabilization of the circulation of money and com- 
modity prices, and also for the further normalization and strengthen- 
ing of the state's monetary system and the establishment of favorable 
conditions for commodity turnover and settlements, it is ordered: 

1. That the Peopled Bank of China be instructed to issue new 
not.es into circulation beginning 1 March 1955 (called below "new 
notos") and to remove the notes already in circulation (called below 
"old notes"). The new money is issued in the following face values: 
basic notes — 1 yuan, 2 yuan, 3 yvan and 5 yuan; change - 1 fen, 
2 «-«a, 5 fen, 1 chiao, 2 chiao, and 5 chiao. The reverse of each 
note has inscriptions in Chinese, Tibetan, Mongolian and Uigur. 

2. The rate of exchange between the new and old notes is set 
at: 1 yuan in new notes is equal to 10,000 yuan in old notes. Prom 
the day that the new notes are issued, all receipts and payments in 
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money, price computations, contracts and agreements,..receipts,, 
licenses, entries in account books of all establishments, organi- 
zations, enterprises and individuals,..'and ;aiso' international- set-/ 
tlements are to use the new notes.as a'.computational unite 

Settlements: and payments of all- claims.; and., debts, relating to 
the period-before the issuance of the new^hbt'es,' including state loans, 
are to be handled' according, to *>he established; raie^^ 
that date,-' ■•■- -       ■"■•-•;■;:■ • .-:•.•■■'.■.:- . .-.: ,'•.".'. ''>!.'..'.!   '."'.'.'.■■■''" 

-3V-" All old notes- are ij?: be,, withdrawn from circulation; by the • 
People's Bank of China at- the: established, rate of 'exchengeo ;^A11 per-- • 
sonsi in possession of old nob$s: can .exchange tyiemfrom the day of ; lj?'w'' ■'' 
sua.nce of the new notes .into ..new notes, at the People^s Bank „of China 
or establishments'repreaenting .it'in ^tW exchange Of'money af-the • 
established rate» During the period when the exchange is being-con - 
ducted, old notea will-circulate along with,new notes at the eatab«- '• 
lished rate Of ^exchange 6" ■] ("Constitution, and .Basicliegiölative Acts 
of the People's EepubJ-ic of China,"'translated from the Chinese, . ;■• 
Izdatel'stvo incstrannoy literatury, 19551  ?P 3^6-3^7) ' 

Certain peculiarities are inherent in the 1955 monetary reform. 
First, it was only some improvement on the former monetary sys- 

tem of 3en min pi and did not have the purpose of completely replacing 
the old system. She monetary reform was conducted on the ba3is of 
the stable circulation of money and stable commodity prices. Al- 
though the old monetary unit represented a very small value, during 
the course of five years it was stable» .... 

The form of the monetary reform was mainly a change in the 
scale of prices in the country so that the new price scale would con- 
form more fully with the country's economic condition» The: reform 
only improved, normalised and further strengthened the independent, 
uniform and solid monetär:/ system of new China. 

Second, since prices had, been stable and the amount of money 
in circulation haa filled-requirements .Qf,;c.oni^odity turnover since 
March' 195 0> the 1955 monetary reform only changed the face value of 
the money and the price scale.- (10,000. yaan. in; old notes were converted 
into 1 yuan in new notes)».. .In a. practical sense, the amount■ of money 
in circulation was not reduced«• .. . .,::,• .■■...... 

This: characteristicipeculiarity .of the monetary reform in China 
distinguishes it from the reforms .implemented in the brother socialist 
countries after World War. II» ■ The implementation of the monetary re- 
forms-in the people ?s .democracies... ^resulted in a; considerable reduction 
in the amount of money in -circulation*'. ihus,;in Poland • 1/1.5 of the 
total amount of money in circulation before the reform was in circu- 
lation after the ref ormj in Rumania,. l/l2, "and. in. Czechoslovakia, 1/6. 

During the period,of implementing the reform in People's China 
the amount' Of money in circulation corresponded on the whole to- the 
requirements of commodity...turnover, proving the.stability of the mar- 
ket. That is why .it was necessary,-in the monetary reform, that1 the 
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amount of new notes would continue to correspond to the. value which 
the old notes represented0 Otherwise fluctuations in prices could 
occur, reflecting unfavorably on the country's national economy«, 

Third,, the exchange of old notes for new was conducted at a 
single rate (10,000tl), without any differentiation for class or for 
the amount of money being exchanged. The rejection of a differenti- 
ated approach in exchanging the money was not only due to our govern- 
ments policy in respect to the democratic classes? but also to "one 
relations between the country's.classes formed in the past. The need 
for such an approach was also due to economic considerations, 

China is a country where agriculture occupies a predominating 
share; the rural population is the most numerous« The money was con- 
centrated mainly in the hands of the peasants who numbered about 500 
million. ,'.,■' -i^r-, nori. 

According to investigations of several regions during 19?3-9^f 
the money was distributed among the different layers of population as 
follows (in percent): 

2352.   i§2i 

Peasants 58«0 ®'k 

Workers and employees 1°el ■ *? 

Private industry and trade 13 °2 4c2 

State establishments and enterprises 12«7.. 33 «9 

Total '   .  100-°   -100'0 

This data from selective investigations of several regions is- 
indicative of the over-all tendency in the distribution of money. The 
amount of money held by private industry and trade was small., and there 
was a tendency for it to decrease further» The share of private in- 
dustry and trade in bank deposits was also small. 

It is important that our state3s economic structure at the 
time under consideration was characterised by the presence of a large 
number of private peasant farms and cottage industry workers, and also 
of capitalist enterprises, the production of which was regulated to 
a considerable degree by the action of the law of valuec The develop- 
ment of private enterprises« activity, with restriction of tneir nega- 
tive role, was extremely important for strengthening the market. 

With such an economic structure and the peculiarities in the 
distribution of money related to it, the policy of exchanging old 
notes for new ones at a ingle rate without any limitation regardless 
of the class composition of the population and regardless of whether 
it was cash or bank deposits, was most correct. Any other approach 
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to the exchange of mosey could have caused another redistribution of 
the social wealth, ..and dissatisfaction among the national bourgeoisie. 
In addition, the peasants, who,held the greatest'"amount of money, 
vould have incurred looses; this might have affected, the strengthen- 
ing cf the union between workers.and peasants;'Unfavorably. The work- 
ers and-employees.weald also have: incurred losses, affecting their 
standard of livingo There: would also have been, difficulties for the 
small producers. All' this could have negatively; affected the ccün* 
try's national econoay as alwhole.. ...'. '.'.'"".'■  ',",".',.",'        •'.. 

■ Effect"'-of the 1S55 Monetary Reform on the Country's Economy - 

. The 1955 monetary reform' was/ warmly supported'by all classes and 
all nationalities in the country«. The: universally recognized advantages 
of the new money are as follows0 

1. The new money jsakes computation"easier. The old notes were 
issued into circulation on 1 December Ig'iG when the liberation war was ; 

still going on in a large part of the.country, and when the national 
economy was greatly disrupted and currency and prices were not' sta- 
bilised due to the many years, of inflation«.'"As a re3iüt, the face 
value of the old .notes was large but the' "value represented by each 
unit of money was very amail0 . la^making computations -it was always 
necessary to take 10,000 as a unite This wass inconvenient,'not only 
for economic work, but also for:thä vast layers of;the population, 
especially for the peassnts. In maiay of our enterprises,/.where bil- 
lions of computations and bookkeeping entries were made every day, ' 
it was necessary to,have a .large number of workers to handle the com- 
putational and accounting work; this /necessitated.great expenditures'; 

The issuance of the new notes and the creation of anew scale / 
of prices changed the situation p". Before the, reform there-were no goods 
on the market worth i yuan in old money; the basic monetary unit was ; 
the 10,000 yuan note. .After the issuance, of'the new money computation; 
became more convenient, a great amount of time was saved, bookkeeping 
operations were simplified, and,-, consequently,, considerable labor and 
financial resources were "saved. 

2.; The new notes. were; easy to tell apart, and convenient in cir- 
culation.  :-        . ■/,'. ■ ;;-••■:; .'.-.,."' 

The old .money'.bad many forms, the .sizes were not the same, and 
the coloring differed for notes' .of the [very same, value.' The illiterate 
population (especially the peasants)' found it very difficult to deter- 
mine the value of the different types, of notes 0 

In respect to the new money, the notes of different values have 
different designs, colors and sizeso A picture .of T!iea-an-men Square 
on the note means that the note represents 1 yuan; a picture of Baogta- 
shant:/transliterated from Kussian/ Mountain means 2 yuan, and a pic-' 
ture of Ching-kan-shan, Mountain means 3 yuan« / There is a drawing sym- 
bolizing ,the unity of'the various .natiöäai.itieS'ön the 5; yuan note, 
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The improvement la the notes is In the direct interests of the 
vast masses of peasants» The new money is printed on good quality 
paper and is convenient to keep and use. The quality of the new money 
makes counterfeiting difficult.' ,. 

3. The new money is suitable for use in the national minority 
regions, which has a favorable effect on the development of economic 
ties between the inner regions of the country and remote autonomous 
territories„ During several years of the construction of our govern- 
ment commodity, turnover with the national minority regions grew 
sharply. However, the variety of the old money, the complexity of 
the drawings on it, and the absence of uniform standees ana inscrip- 
tions in the national minority languages (except for part of the 
money in circulate.on in Sinkiaag Province and Inner Mongolia] made iv 
difficult for the brother peoples of China to use the eld money«, In 
addition, silver yuan were in circulation in many national minority 
regions during the first period after liberation„ As a result of the 
development of economic ties over a number of years the population in 
these regions began to U3e the old notes, issued in lS«-8, eagerly. 

The issuance of new money with inscriptions in Chineee, Uigar, 
Mongolian and Tibetan makes it very convenient for the country's dif- 
ferent nationalities, and promotes the father development of economic 
ties among these nationalities and an even greater unity among all 
the peoples of our state« 

The wide masoea of the people interpreted the issuance of the 
new money"as evidence of the further strengthening and normalisation 
of our monetary system,, Ibe population began to deposit their savings 
in the bank with even greater enthusiasmB During h  days (21-24 Febru- 
ary) after the publication of the order on the issuance of new money, 
the'volume of deposits in seven large cities increased by lO^miliion 
yuan; moreover, a large amount of the deposits was for a period of 
over a year. All this demonstrated that the monetary reform being 
implemented was fully in the interests of the people. 

Peculiarities of the Country's Monetary System 

A peculiarity of the 1955 monetary reform is the change in 
the scale of prices\    The reform did not establish the gold content 
of the yuan exactly, but at the same time all the advantages of the 
jen min pi system^ confirmed by v\se during the past years, were re- 

*The main features of the'monetary system of People's China are 

as follows« .. ^ ,,. . .,, 
The people's yuan is a symbol Of value;  in fact it has a go^a 

content. .    ..      .,,-,.- ^ - 
Since the yuan does not have a gold content determined by .taw, 

it is not clear to many what the basis for its value is and in what 
way the yuan can successfully fulfill all the functions of money, 
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It is .necessary to make some explanations in this connection. 
Our money, the people !,s jnian,. as all other money, is a special 

type of commcxäity^ Mving a .yalue.    The question is:   what material 
substance serves in our.state as a measure of value,; what is. the meas- 
ure of prices, i.e., what is the si2e of the value.incorporated'in 
each yuan? ••■;■.,■•,■- ■'.•*.•.■. ./,■■-:.,     ■     <■ 

Up.to March I95O.the value representeä by each people»s yuan 
was not 'stable; the amount: of gold contained in the yuan steadily de- 
clined; i»e*,. the measure of- prices changed continually^ ;    \. : 

After March 1950;, as the result of sbhieving centralized man- 
agement of financial'and economic work and halting inflation, the 
amount of gold rspresentaa by each ;/u.an was stabilized»    . 

The name, "yuan," -;s an inheritance from the past«,   Soever,» 
the yuan in «jen min pi has quite other properties than the silver yuan 
circulating in old-China ana otheryuan existing -in the past0  ; 

The government of the People%-Republic :pf China forbid the 
circulation of gold and "silver and also the free, exchangeof yuan for 
goldo    Gold and silver can be sold to the.People's Bank of China or 
bought from it with a special "order.   Pree trade in-gold .and silver 
is forbidden»    ■ 

The yuan fylfill the following functions of money:,   . 
• a.    The function cf a medium of- exchange.   At present, with the 

exception of Tibet where, for historical reasons, silver yuan and 
Tibetan bank notes are still temporarily in circulation, only the 
people's yuan are in clrcula^on'throughout the country; 

'bo   The function of a medium of payments.   The yuan is a medium 
of payment in the issuance of credits to trade, the payment of taxes, 
the purchase of state'bond3, and in credit .operations between the 
People's Bankj the' JoSijt Bank and the enterprises..... The .only legal 
medium of payments in the sphere of domestic payments is the yuan<, 
Any other media of payments are illegal. ...     ■     '..  '. 

c. . The, function of a medium for accur^iulation and.saving.   All - 
accumulation by enterprises, establishments and organisations are com- 
puted and utilized in yuan. : State enterprises, and organisations and 
cooperatives retain their accumulations'in accounts at:the People's 
Bank of China and all operations through these.accounts.are conducted 
in yuan, "The population's savings in the banks are.also computed in 
yuan; they deposit yuan in the bank and' obtain yuan from it.   With 
the development of cooperation in the countryside, money operations  • 
developed considerably .v   The amount of- money in the hands of'the peas- 
ants grew substantially, and it became usual for ;the peasants to save 
masses of yuan«   .■ ;: .   .'. 

• 3Eh-respect to-:the function cf money as a measure of value, the 
yuan, representing a definite amount of gold>/successfully fulfills 
this function.also« 

The/yuan circulate on the basis of a. socialist planned economy. 
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The idsue of yuan is under the sole control of the state. The 
Pecole's Bank of China is-the., only center of issue in the countryo 
The'state organizes« in a central manner, production, commodity turn- 
over, and also the circulation of money, which is called upon to serve 
the country's whole economic lifee 

At the beginning of every year the government works out plans 
for production, commodity turnover, and the state budget, a credit 
plan and a plan for the issue of money» Thus, correspondence between 
the amount of money in circulation and the requirements of commodity 
turnover is achieved« 

Only on the basis of a socialist planned economy, and under 
the conditions of the centralized organisation of production, commodity 
turnover and the circulation of money is it possible to insure the 
stability of the value represented by the monetary unit» 

The creation of a planned system of the .circulation of money is 
not an isolated phenomenon it is closely connected with the whole 
planning of the national economy«. 

The historical peculiarities inherent in our planned system of 
the circulation of money are as followse 

a. After halting inflation {Jferch 1950) the issuance of money 
to ccver the budget deficit was discontinued» From this time money 
began to be issued in conformity with the requirements of commodity 
production and turnover0 Each year the amount of money in circula- 
tion increased during the market peak season, and during the slack 
season it decreasedo 

The normalisation of the financial system and the establish- 
ment of principles for issuing and withdrawing money from circulation 
in conformity with the requirements Of the production and circulation 
of goods are obligatory prerequisites in the planned regulation of the 
circulation of money. 

b. During 7 years (19^9-1956) the socialist sector of the 
economy was transformed into a definite force in the economic develop- 
ment of China» The basic economic law of socialism and the law of 
planned proportional development began to.play a leading role in the 
country's national economy» 

As the result of the conversion of private industry and trade 
along the lines of state capitalism and the implementation of planned 
state purchases and planned sales of products, state,, joint and coop- 
erative economic organizations took over the preponderant part of the 
basic commodity resources» The state establishes prices in a cen- 
tralized planned manner, and goods enter the market in accordance with 
the state price policy. All this serves as the material base for a 
planned system of circulation of money and as a factor of exceptional 
importance. 

c. The People's Bank of China became a -powerful, single state 
bank. All private banks and banking houses (with the exception of 
three private banks connected with capital of Chinese emigrants) were 



consolidated in the single joint state-private bank, which, under the 
guidance of the People's Bank,-serves production and commodity turn- 
over.     .;.'.. . ."'. 

The granting of long-term and short-term'credits ^gradually 
being concentrated in the People's Bank. The People's Bank is the 
center for granting short-term credits« In the state and cooperative 
sectors of the economy and in a number of state-private enterprise!" 
control over cash has already been realised and clearing settlements 
are being used, The commercial granting of credits is gradually 
being eliminated among socialist enterprises0 The concentration of 
all credit activity in the People's Bank played en important role in 
all these changes, Such a reform of the banking system and the credit 
system serves as the organisational basis for the planned regulation 
of the circulation of money-» 

d0 The planning of the circulation of money by the People's 
Bank is not isolated, but is an organic part of the whole system of 
single state planning0 At the same time, it serves as a guarantee 
of the planning of production and commodity turnover. 

The planned organization of the circulation of money is one of 
the permanent and important economic functions of the statee In 
planning the issue of money into circulation the state proceeds on 
the basis of budget expenditures,, state and cooperative trade pur- 
chases, the granting of credits by the People's Bank, etc. In plan- 
ning the withdrawal of money from circulation, it proceeds on the 
basis of budget revenues, the volume of commodity sales by the state 
and cooperative trade network, the reimbursement of bank credits, 
etc. The state takes prompt measures to balance the population^ 
revenues and expenditures. All this work is implemented centrally, 
under conditions of single planning with participation by various de- 
partments under the guidance of the party and administrative organs. 

People's China's new monetary system developed during the suc- 
cessful struggle by the socialist econoay to overcome the semifeudal 
and semicolonial economy inherited from old China. It strengthened 
during the successful Etruggle against, the capitalist sector and the 
small producers, with their speculative character, chaos and lack of 
planning. 

The yuan is an instrument in the hands of the People's Govern- 
ment to implement socialist construction and socialist transformations, 
an instrument for planned settlementsc The creation of car govern- 
ment's new monetary system expresses the important victory of the so- 
cialist economy^ 

The people's yuan is an independent currency which does not 
depend on the currency of any other country. The new monetary system 
has destroyed those phenomena which were inherent in the semicolonial 
China, such as the dependence on the English pound and the American 
dollar, 
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The peopled yuan, new money issued by. the People's Bank of 
China, is cur country's sole legal moneye This dsmona'trates the 
unity of the monetary systemj, never before achieved in China, 
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Chapter k;:-j 

The Struggle for the Planned Circulation of?Koney 

'  ■ ".' .;.'.■  '■'•-'•■•■• ' ": '■''"''. ;''."---l"'   :•  ^"'■'"""''7'/ •'.■!■.:."'•••■■ "■-    :'   "'"" 

Conditions forP^ning-Ä Circulation /of Money;,../- 

It is apparent from the preceding chapters that 'as.', accesses 
in socialist construction and 'socialist trass formations,;. in the .people 's 
Republic of .'China expanded,' a nev monetary system ^as'created ard 
strengthened.    The country has entered,the path of the planncd.;circu- 
lation of money«   This is the result.-..-of--the able use. by the Chinese' 
people of experience in-the organisation of thei circtil^tipn of money. 
on revolutionary bases and'in the .organisation "of the nonetary-systems 
of the Soviet Union and the people's..democracies, and the.-.correct- use 
of the objective .-..laws of: the circulation-of money in agreement with 
the Marxist teaching'on moheye .>.----.:;:'-:v:- 

It is lincwn that the osculation of money is connected with com- 
modity turnover and serves 'ito   In this.; connection, only through the 
planned organization,a£. commodity 'production,and'commodity turnover on •- 
a country-wide' scale i3 it possible, to .avoid chaos'and; fully.ensure 
stability in the circulation of mohoy, which/ in its turn, creates 
favorable conditions for the-further .development of commodity produc- 
tion and circulations/ ■','.'.   -■•;' ■•;■..'■- . "-'■ ..->-.■•■•. 

To plan the circulation of money, there must be.the appropriate 
objective conditions, the'chief of .which are >the^'following*   - 

The planned reflation■ of pricey on. goods.   Since, the araotuit   • 
of money in circulation .is determined'by the total of prices on. goods, 
and the latter, if the amount :of commodities is fixea, is determined 
by the level of prices on goods, the,planned regulation of ;prices is 
one of the most important factors in the regulation of\.the.circulation-' 
of money.   Capitalist' countries also have ^separate, more or. less.. .■-- 
lengthy, periods of relatively stable price3.    However, under capi-/- 
talism, under the, conditions:of the,; action of the law of competition, 
and production anarchy and of the chaotic, action of the law of value, 
price stability can be.only a temporary-phenomenon,   The. temporary   ■ 
stability of price? is iachj.eved'through,many collisions jand violations • 
which the conscious,, planned fixing of' price levels eliminates e, 

The effective regulation:of the amount of-commodities entering 
the circulation process.    Providing a normal supply of goods for the 
market is a quite complicated problem« 

Agricultural goevls are seasonal in nature; therefore, during'   - 
the harvest period they enter themarket in;:large quantities, and 
during the rest of,the time their sale is considerably smaller. -In ". 
capitalist countries, the accumulation of goodsbyioElaSp,. capitalr 
ists and trader -middlemen for sale at speculative-pr;tc'es" iircensifies 
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even further the variations in supplying the market with goods. Capi- 
tal* as is known, always moves toward the most profitable branches of 
production. Consequently, under capitalism the supplying of the mar- 
ket with different goods: is regulated by the law of value and cannot 
be managed by the state centrally, in a planned manner. If the produc- 
tion and supply of goods is not based on the needs of society, as is 
thf case under capitalism, a single organ cannot control production. 
Under these conditions the effective, planned (considering seasonal 
and regional peculiarities) satisfaction of market needs for goods is 
impossible; and then the planned regulation of the amount of commodi- 

ties in circulation is impossible, .,'.," 
Effective control'over the circulation of money. If it xs im- 

possible to regulate the iseue of money in a planned way it is im- 
possible to speak of any kind of planning cf the circulation of money. 

Capitalist governments constantly issue .excessive amounts cf 
paper money as a'source of funds for covering the budget deficit, 
Shis was especially characteristic during the postwar period when -ehe 
capitalist countries, under US pressure, followed the policy of the 
armaments race and preparation for war. Under these conditions the 
prerequisites for the planned regulation of the amount of money in 
circulation are completely lacking» ; 

Unified organisational work.in the field of commodity circu- 
lation, the circulation of money, and credit. A capitalist society, 
where enterprises and banks are private, in its very nature contra- 
dicts the requirements for unified planning and regulation of the na- 
tional economy« The activity of each individual private enterprise 
and bank can be planned and organized; but the activity of society as 
a whole is chaotic and unplanned. Only when there is organized com- 
modity circulation, socialist in nature, and dominated by state and 
cooperative trade, and when there is a single-,-powerful socialist 
state bank, is unified organizational work in the field of credit and 
the circulation of commodities and money possible» Such unity,is the 
organizational basis for planning the circulation of money. 

The conditions for the organized, planned circulation of money 
can be achieved only under a socialist social and state structure. 
Only after the elimination of class exploitation, when the labor of : 
all society is used to satisfy the constantly growing material and 
cultural needs of the workers, is it possible to achieve the country- 
wide, single planned organization of production and commodity turnover, 
iBe3p the planning of the national economy«. 

II 

The Creation of a Base for the Planned Circulation of Money 

The rapid development of the socialist economy, the huge growth 
in the turnover of state and cooperative trade, and the expansion of 
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the planned production-and circulation of goods'created the ba3ic ■ 
prerequisites for planning the circulation of money in the People's 
Republic of China v     :; ' ■ ; ;r;'';  -\y':: /•■">■„.•.   - =..:-. 

It should he especially earphasized that the- stability of our. 
money is mainly'ensured by the-'■huge commodity resources concentrated 
in the hands of the statte'"''and- put' into circulation in a- planned way at 
stable prices'» ' Therefore'. If the' government does" not have sufficient    . 
commod i ty res ources with; which' to supply the market 'at; s table-., .prices: 
in a centralized and'planned'manner, the' amount'of"money .counter- ... 
balancing the goods naturally cannbt be stable either0-^-";' 

Planned socialist production and commodity 'turnover requires     '.. 
the planned circulation of;'money., for which they are the mteriäl   ■„■: 
base.   'However,' this alone1 is 'still insufficient«   Tu plan the .circu- 
lation of money a.whole series of measures in the field--:of the mone-  ; 
tary and credit system :and -a'huge amount -of organisational work are. 
necessary.   The transformations in the field'of'money and credit i«;.; 
our country wen? implementöä simultaneously with' and in accordance 
with the progressive development of socialist construction'and so-, . 
cialist transr.ormVfciöns in the country's economy«   These measures 
implemented by the People's Government"are, in general, the follow- 
log. ■•=■'- -;■'■■•■■-■  '■  ■■■*2 ;;   :";''' ■;■' : ■■•'     ■'-■•■■■.-■; ■  ■■.:::-■■   ;-• .. ■ .. 

Centralization.of issue«   The issue'of money in our cam-cry is 
centralized;'   The state has granted the right to iss\ie yuan to the 
Peoplees Bank:of;China which isthe^ole center Of':issue in the   ,-   .•■■■ 
country; this serves as'an. important condition in the control over the 
issuance of moneya   Jf there are;several:issuing organs, to one country, 
each issuing different;,money,-W if-money^is issued -or» the; local level 
as well as at the center, control over the issuance of money, is'ex.--: 
tremely difficult and there is a constant -danger that excessive amounts 
of money will.he issued«   ^addition,; when there is a-single market    .; 
tbe relationship between'the total of prices on commodities.in circu- 
lation, and the. necessary amount of; money is a strictly fixed amount« 
Dispersal of issue and the absence öf ceüträl^atioh in; this ■ matter 
could limit, the possibilities; of planning; the circulationI of money> .: 
could disrupt'the,planning»    ' •:■- 

The state1 baa tried tb!strengthen control over the issuance-of   . 
money, not only by centralizing lt>" but also by suppressing every 
possibility Of;'-using: illegal media'of circulation« -With this purpose,' 
the following measures, were implemented: -■■'■'■ 

a,'' strict^prbhibitioh of the Circulation: of ail substitutes 
for money; "' ': '■■'■■■<■■-.-:■ -.,.• ■•:.,,- .-■...,-.:- ,.--..■ •-.'.,■.-•• 

-ba   a law prohibiting, the import and export of the national 
currency across the bordter»    This measure, oh the one hand, stopped 
all attempts'by: enemy elements to import'counterfeit national-notes 
and, on the other hand, protected bu^'national currency and circula- 
tion of money from;the influence of'the:chaOtiG changes in-the situa- 
tion in capitalist'countries,- ''The;'free-import:and export of money 
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across the border would doubtless have strengthened the elements 
of chaos in the circulation of money; 

Co the publication in large cities, immediately after their 
liberation, of orders from the financial divisions of the military 
control committees prohibiting the circulation of all types of promis- 
sory notes, and the establishment of restrictions on the use of checks» 
The circulation of checks and drafts, and of bank and. commercial 
promissory notes was prohibited„ An expansion in the circulation of 
promissory notes would have unavoidably led to an increase in settle- 
ments by other methods than planned settlements which would have in- 
tensified chaos in the circulation of money; 

do the immediate prohibition of the circulation of foreign 
currency in all regions -as they were liberated« Permitting the circu- 
lation of foreign currency would hare violated the principle of a 
single center of issue« . In addition^ the circulation of foreign cur- 
rency is a sign of economic aggression on.the part of the imperialist 
state, a sign of the countryäs colonial or semicoloniai status0 

The gradual creation of a socialist credit system«, During the 
course of 7 years, our country, after studying the Soviet Union's pro- 
gressive experience, implemented measures intended to gradually trans- 
form the capitalist credit system and create a socialist credit sys- 
tems These measures consisted of the following: 

a„ beginning with 1950, as we saw, a system of control over 
caafc was Implemented; all money of enterprises and organixations^ 
with the exception of fixed amtul caah balances, mast be kept com- 
pletely in the People!s Bank, This made it possible to concentrate 
in the hands of the state ail cash likely to be accumulated; 

b0 beginning with 1951 the granting of credits to etate enter- 
prises and sunply and sales cooperatives began to be gradually con- 
centrated in the People's Baak, making it possible to convert the bank 
into a short-term credit center and it:to one of the organs for con- 
trolling the movement, of money. Thanks to this, close interrelations 
were achieved between the credit plan and the state budget and it was 
thereby made possible to achieve the mobilization and distribution of 
money on a country-wide scale, The granting of commercial credits 
among socialist enterprises leads to non»planned distribution of money 
and causes chaos in the circulation of money» The granting of com- 
mercial credits to state enterprises and cooperatives is gradually 
being eliminated; 

c. in 1950 clearing settlements began to be introduced ex- 
tensively and the People's Eank gradually was converted into the coun- 
try's settlement center; 

do the creation of a powerful and single socialist state bank. 
In our country the People's Bank is such a bank; it has a branching 
apparatus in rural areas,, its own divisions in each regional center 
(in regions it is also connected with the syßtem of credit coopera- 
tives), and numerous divisions in cities. Through its connections 
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vith all enterprises end organizations, it consistently controls, 
jointly with other state organs, fulfillment. of the production and 
circulation plans« As the issuing, cash, credit, and settlements 
center of: the country,. the.Beo^ls's.Bank realizes the planned regu- 
lation of the .circulati on..of ..money». 

Creation of a healthy monetary system -r, the jen min pi sys- 
tern, The;7 years of existence of our country's monetary sintern' witr , 
nesses to the complete 'conformity ,of its nature .to our government's' 
socialist economy.,. The people's 'yuan is a-powerful instrument of 
the state in; realizing; socialist, construction andsbcialist ijrans-., 
formations',, .- .v.-"  •, ., •- 

Organizational work in : creating a unified ßbn&täry .sysfceäo; ■.-, 
The circulation of money is-closely, connected with all links, of the 
national economy; the.circulation of money affects the development 
of the national economy and the development of. the national economy 
affects the condition cf the-circtilatiou of money.   This'; requires .., ., 
the implementation of a hage. amount'of organisational workVso as to 
be able, more .orless'accurately, to determine, the necesaary volume 
of■ circulation of money,: to'effectively eontrol the:amount of money 
in circulation, to consider changea.in. conditions promptly, arid to 
issue, money or withdraw it from circulation accordingly« ','.'.' 

.'.'  The government, rso continuously' satisfy .the constantly growing 
material, and cultural needs of the workers, is.improving; production 
and developing productive: forces* .All the most important good3 are 
In the hands of the stateo • Giving consideration to seasonal factors 
and peculiarities of demand.;:in. different, regions, the state supplies 
city and country with, goods'in a planned way, calculates ..the cost of 
articles, and establishes prices,  "This makes it possible to deter-    . 
mine ahead of time and to control the yolume.of goods in circulation 
and the prices on the.goods, andr in agreement withthe requirements 
of organized commodity turnover,;to compute the necessary .amount of 
money for this turnover and to pl'in its issue ■»,, . 

'   ...Organisational work in controlling the .circulation of, money.; 
In discussing the question of organizational wOTkvin controlling the 
circulation of money we will-be -concerned;only with measures already 
implemented.   But this does'not mean that these measures are final 
and fflob subject to revision»   The procedurefor. controlling -the circu- 
lation of money will be steadily improved as socialist construction 
develops and the planning of the- national economy Improves».      . .   - 

t   The planning of the,circulation cf money, as-.a component part 
of planning; our ccantry.Js, whole ^ati:0^^:QC0^?Wt^3 based on-the 
planning of production and;commodity turnover« . 

Control over the circulation of "money consists of the follow- 
ing types of activity« ..;>:: ■-../... 
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Compilation of the' Plan for Issuing Money 

The plan for issuing money is established annually by central 
organs. Before the beginning of the plan year the annual plens_ for 
production, commodity turnover and capital construction are wontea 
out first. At the same time the draft state budget and a credit 
p^an are drawn up. When, working out these plans possibilities for 
•increasing state revenues and expenditures on the basis of a .develop- 
ment of production and commodity turnover are considered; this is re- 
flected in the appropriate items of the budget and the credit plan. 
In addition to budget revenues,  resource« which can be mob-j-sseu 
through credit channels are also considered, and possibilities *oc 
maximum economy in the use of state funds are studied0 

After establishing the production ana commodity turnover p,,an^ 
the second step is to determine, on- the basis of a study of the loai- 
cators in the budget and the credit plan, possibilities for increasing 
the mobilization of funds for fulfilling the production and coamau,ty 
turnover plans „ In doing this the most expedient methods for ^eating 
funds while enabling maximum economy with satisfaction of all P-^n re- 
quirements must be found. : At the same «.me the balance of^the popula- 
tion^ revenues arid expenditures is. drawn up. Using this balance, it 
is easy to see whether the volume of the population's revenues and 
ewnaitures balances with the amount of commodities in circulation 
and the amount of services given to the population, if they do not 
correspond various measures are taken;, greater supp:y of gooas to 
the market, improvement of work to attract savings, issue of state 

loans, etc« 
TTrom the above it follows that: 
a, th- nlan -for the issue of money fixes the amount of money 

to be issued or"vithdraws from circulation during the new plan year. 
After this the issuing organ, the People's *exfo of China, on the basis 
of directives on issuing money and in agreement with specie seasonal 
or local conditions, issues-or withdraws the money, attentively watch- 
ing the condition of the circulation of money and promptly regulating 
it • 

b. the plan for the issue of money cannot be compiled in iso- 
lation and arbitrarily. It is the result of a large amount of work 
to interconnect the different parts of the single plan and must be 
established only by the state. Planning the circulation of money is 
a component part of national economic planning; the issuing organ, 
the state bank, organizes the implementation of this plan« 

Compiling the Cash Plan 

The confirmed plan for the issue of money is a directive on 
th- amount of money to be issued or withdrawn from circulation during 
the plan year; it also establishes the average annual amount of money 

in circulation» 
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In the second stage of the work it is necessary to determine 
the specific channels, periods and regions of the movement of money 
during its issuance or withdrawal; moreover, it is especially im- 
portant to establish the channels for the circulation of money« After 
this the periods for issuing and withdrawing money are determined. 
Great- attention must be given to the problem of the movement of money 
between city and country» The circulation of money in the country- 
side and the methods for issuing and withdrawing money have some 
peculiarities requiring special study, 

The cash plan, on the one hand, shows the sources for receipts 
of cash by the People's Bank, and on the other hand, the direction of 
the cash obtained from the bank by the enterprises, establishments, 
and organisationsa The cash plan covers only each turnover and does 
not include clearing settlements and transfers through accounts0  ^lt 
consists of the cash plans of the enterprises and over-all cash plaaa. 

a9 Cash plans of the enterprises and organisations are compiled 
by state enterprises, cooperatives, establishments, military and other 
organizations. 

The production units, base their cash plan on the indicators 
of the plans for production, purchase and sales of products and on 
their own financial plans. Organizations financed by the budget base 
their planning on their estimates -, Peopled Bank establishments base 
theirs on their operational plans'; and the Feople's ^onatruction Bank 
of Cbina bases its on the pUsanias materials relating to cash turnover 
connected with capital construction submitted by the economic organs, 
and the plans of its own financial and credit activity0 

b, Over-all cash plans are compiled by all Peop.leJs Bank es- 
tablishments, beginning with county establishments and on up. The 
bank establishments, after receiving the plan materials on revenues 
and expenditures of cash from the appropriate enterprises or  organiza- 
tions and after checking and confirming them, compile the over-all 
cash plans for counties, cities and provinces» These plans, in clear- 
ing the higher levels of authority, are subject to revision and summa- 
tion . 

The main office of the People's Bank of China, on the basis of 
planning data from the central financial and economic organs and the 
provincial and city over-all cash plans, and in consideration of the 
country's financial and economic situation and data on cash turnover 
during past years 9  compiles a quarterly,? over-all cash plan for the 
whole country (broken down by provinces and cities). After approval 
of the over-all cash plan by the State Council, banking establishments 
at all levels use to approve the cash plans of the divisions subordi- 
nate to them. All organisations connected with the fulfillment of the 
cash plan are directed to ensure its fulfillment. 

The importance of the over-all cash plan on the scale of the 
whole country is that it shows the basic channels for the circulation 
of money» 
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... Thecash plan is compiled acdpräiag(to^e.j^Ucw±iig,omtllDe::: 

.', ./ ;;';.<"<■- ^ '•••*' < ■•"Revenue :'2tefe;''_:'"[;. ,;;—• ,:--^-;^ 

Receipts from retail trade '/;"(f'l 'i '■' "■ '.'■•' . '.;.-.. "■-•■: ■■";"-'''' :':/"/: 

Receipts' from wholesale trade ■;-""' ';';;'";" "..,':['....-. r.: • .;i. .,•■■-.:' .' '' "'' 

Receipts from passenger transportation' .; -u 

Receipts from freight transportatioa '','  ' ' .    .,;:/.:''; 

Receipts";' from-cultural cad eaucätional measuresy public. health rneas -.: 
ures, and communal services • '     .V .'"''.....: :. / ;■.■ 

Receipts from postal:, and: telegraph operations;       ..;y:.? -;W -- ^; ■ : 

Receipts from the agricultural tax  ......;      . -r-.-^o-v::: ^ 

Receipts from all other taxes 

Receipts from.-.thetissue of. 'State-loans'  ";"' i.' .'      \;.;-ev- 

Receipts from savings,deposits■■;•;'    .;'...'■...../       .hv- 

Receipts from bank deposits of' joint and private enterprises;, 

Receipts from the repayment;of bankloans by joint and. private enter-; 
prises""       ■..■...■;.: :>■■'■"■■ ■'"-■'-'■■ ' .'.'.''.'. •  - • •, v.. -t-A.vrf''■'.■■:■■■ "'  ' 

Receipts, from money transfers-' • "     .;;";" .:'....•• 

Receipts from the repayment Of agricultural cfedit^ 

Other receipts ''7.7';.'!-   ''   v';v ••■;. •.      ■ ■■'>"■'  li ■'. 

,.:-."_- •:/ ;.,;..v.:- -:-1 -'Balancing IternVv ;    .,';...'■•. ■.;,;..■;-•. ..*'-'"■ ""-■■■• 

Cash transferred from the. reserve fund tothe; pper^iojns .cash off ice 
of the. People's..'Bank -\['^ \,'''V. .J';;•-.,.-       ■"'-'■':'■''■■' ' 

Balances carried over of--tSe"''Opil^tioM;-i^ii;;o^ce.! of the People's 
Bank '_   ••     .;; .••■:■ :...'''-■'•  •■■"   /i::'-"" . ';;'\; 77;:',   •..:.   i ■••.:,'' 7--; ■■"''' 7;'7 : 

s ... ••-:■• Expenditure-Items , ,,;:■•.;.--■■• 

Expenditures for wages,  bonuses, stipends and pensions 
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Expenditures for purchases of food products , . 

Expenditures for purchases of-industrial crops and products of local 
industry ; 

Expenditures for the purchase of products of industry and raining 

Expenditures for processing costs (Payment in cash by state and coop- 
erative organisations of the value of their orders for the produc- . 
tion of goods mainly by private enterprises — note by the Russian 
translator) 

Expenditures for postal operations 

Expenditures for paying face value and interest on state loans 

Expenditures for the administrative and management apparatus (sx- 
eluding wages, bonuses., stipends and pensions) . 

Expenditures for paying out deposits cf joint and private enteri>rises 

Expenditures for granting loans to joint and state-private enterprises 

Payment of money transfers 

Expenditures for granting credits to agriculbare 

Other expenditures 

Balancing "S.term 

Cash transferred from the operations cash office of the People's Bank 
to the reserve fand 

Balances of the Peopled Bank operations cash office 

Formerly the main office of the Peopled Bank also drew up sup- 
plements to the over-all cash plan by basic system (domestic trade,, 
cooperatives, food products;, foreign trad*, and finance}, These sup- 
plements promoted control over cash turnover passing through the basic 
systems. In additiont, it eased the work of the heads of the organs of 
these departments in ensuring conformity between cash revenues and 
expenditures and the piano Subsequently^, in connection with the 
gradual conversion from a procedure under which funds were allocated 
to groups of enterprises to one under which funds are allocated to 
individual enterprises as independent economically accountable units,. ■■.- 
control over cash turnover by systems became unnecessary and impossible. 
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The supplements to the over-all cash plan ""were "die continued and It 
their place the appropriate organs began to present plan data as ma- 
terial for the control over the revenue and expenditure of cash>        '   . 

After approval of the cash plans, the People's Bank establish- 
ments must promptly ?and. carefully, oontrpl their ..fulfillment, and pro-, 
mote this fulfillment„'   At the end of each month the-enterprises and   ; 

organisations compile reports on the progress.of cash.plan fulfillment; 
upon receiving these %he People's Bank estabiishinexits'sutoariae them' 
in the over-all data and ".send it to the higher authorities.-  . 

The heads of the financial and economic organs at the "'local;-';, 
level have the task of mobilising all efforts for fulfilling the'cask    • 
plan*   Since the cash plan is closely connected with the production, 
commodity turnover?, and financial plans, its' fulfillment requires the- ■■« 
mobilisation of the efforts of all the organizations having anything. 
to do with its fulfillment«   Along with this the cash plan'has an 
effect on the progress of fulfillment of the.other plans, promptly 
indicating the appearance of disproportior/s..; , " ,;, / \"      ;.    ' 

The cash plan and the plan for the issue of money are not identi- 
cal concepts. ^The plan for tbe circulation of money is a directive for 
issuing money, but the cash plan is an instrument for managing' the 
issue and withdrawal of money -from.circulation within the limits of 
directive on issuing money and on the basis of the balanced national 
economic plan,    The plan for the issue of money, compiled for a.period 
of ayear»"in worked out and controlled by central organs« ^ The cash 
plan'is compiled quarterly with :a hrak&cwn for months;. it is worked 
out by the individual enterprises and organisations with subsequent 
summation as it proceeds through the higher authorities.   The over-all 
cash plan by county, city, province, and the whole country is an im-    -• 
portant instrument in the hands of,;tb^.financial and economic organs 
of the local governments at the corresponding levels in the matter of 
managing the circulation of money at the,.local level., and . in the mat- 
ter of the planned state regulation of the amount of money in circu- 
lation on a country-side scale. 

The cash plan reflects the contents, of the balance of the . 
people's revenues and expenditures.    But these"two documents are es- - 
sentially different,.-.; The balance- of the, population's expenditures 
and revenues is material compiled by the; state on' the basis; of ap- 
propriate data for orientational,and reference. purposes«   .It iö; a 
component, part of ■ the^auionaleconomic .glance,' .one" of the ;elernenis 
in the work of balancing the national economic plan«    Cpmpilat'iori of 
the cash plan, however, is; primarily vthe^^^ "• 
prises and. organisations themselves;,after,.approval the cash plan .must 
be executed and, moreover« the^^. directive on the issue of money is ob- 
ligatory.   The balance of"the population!s revenues^andexpenditures 
include, all of the population's money receipts and.payments, while the; 
cash'plan includes only cash turnover occurring through the; PeoplefS 
Banko    Since we also have non-socialist sectors of the economy, the 
difference between these two documents is even clearer* 
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Establishment of the Issue Reserve Fund 

The compilation of the plan for the issue of money and of the- 
cash plan is only the beginning0 After this the issue reserve fund, 
must be established«, Its function is to store, transfer in a planned 
way, pay out and receive notes on the basis of appropriate orders» 
She basic task of the reserve fund is to ensure the unity of the right 
a!  issue, so that1without an order from the People's Bank main office . 
no one can dispose of the money in this fund» 

Formerly the reserve fund had an independent "Systeme The main 
issue fund was at the center; there were provincial and city funds"; in 
the provinces and cities directly subordinate to the center, county 
cash offices in the counties, and,, at lower levels, reserve points ia 
the economically developed regions rohere trade was concentrated)^ 

The reserve funds at all levels were established in addition to 
the People's Bank divisions at the same levels, and they were managed 
by the bank establishment manager, who he*id both jobs simultaneously, 
The lower funds transferred money in accordance with directives from 
the higher funds; money was issued from the fund on the basis of an 
order from the higher fund which in turn was directed by an order : 

from the main- fund prescribing the issue of money within the limit 
established for the fand of the given level*. . Reserve points, which 
were not independent units, were under the county funds and acted ac- 
cording to instructions from thera0 They were not permitted to trans- 
fer funds but were responsible only'for storing them*, 

In Iferch 1955 the independent system of reserve funds was elim- 
inated in order to provide more rational organisation of issue workc 
It was replaced'by a system of reserve funds attached to the People's 
Bank establishments; these funds issue money at the direction of the 
managers of the bank establishmentso In essence this reorganisation 
amounted to elimination of the independent system of reserve funds and 
elimination of the subordination of funds* The contents and principles 
of the work remained unchanged0 

Although the specific functions of the reserve funds are to 
store, transfer, pay and receive money',, they should not be examined 
only in this respect0 The creation of the funds is based on the fol- 
lowing important prerequisites* 

Money is a symbol of value0 But unless it enters the sphere 
of circulation it does not represent any value© However, from the 
point of view of external appearance,.it is in no way distinguished 
from circulating paper money and at any time can enter the sphere of 
circulation, can become money„■• , People can manufacture any amount of 
printed paper notes, but the possibility of converting any number of 
them into stable money depends on the existence of an objective law 
of the circulation of money„ The violation of this law, the chaotic 
issue of "printed notes" into circulation has a destructive effect 
on the monetary system, on production and on commodity turnover. 
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Circulatingpaper.money is gradually vorn out and may -be 
damaged and the. People »s'.BäKk must constantly have the necessary re- 
serve of paner notes to replace vorn (dilapidated) notes ;ahd:t& satisfy 
the increasing requirements of the cöamodity turnover.   The .presence,. •• 
of su^h a i^serve- in no vay means increased.:issuej it is necessary 
for supporting the relationship between the amount, of money in cir.-    , 
culation and the reauirements of expanding commodity turnover o^-: 

Oth«r factors which must be considered are:   the.huge ea^ent .■.:-,. 
of our country, the unity'of the monetary system, the considerable^    ; 
seasonal variations in market capacity, and the .peculiarzt.es c.u dif- 
fe-^t regions,   The absence cf reserve funds, of Qor(es .at ap;?rop:,-i- 
ate'points'would--iatsrferovfih the panned regulation, of the c-rcu-;.  • 

"~°n In SSsion, it is necessary to touch on/the\c^nectio^be-^, 
tween the reserve fund, and the Peopled Bank oper^icns^cash f ^ 
The daily cash tirrnover taking place through the People -a -Bank is *e>y 
larse«   The-People's Bank is the countryfs only.center of issue, ■< ,. 
Payment of ■: cash by,the bank means an increase ^ t!Ä mJtocjta:   : 
t«on and receipts of cash by. the bank means a reduction in .the^money 
in circulation.   But this receipt and expenditure of.c^h_first of 
all reflects an increase or decrease ia the funds in the bank's op- 
erstes cash office.:' Cash ifa the bank's cash office, by its nature^ 
<e BOW in circulation«,: Thus, there is a contradiction^■ money which 
boS already'left the^pher^ of circulation is found in the-operations 
cash office where cash.is retained for turnover opera-sxons.    xnere-  . 
fore, only that amount: of money which, is necessary for current-opera- 
tions remains .in,the operations cash office, and.all'remainingcasn,   , . 
is transferred into :the reserve fund from which., in case of need,- iy ..- 
again enters the operations cash office in accordance wi^h a payaenv 

This, on the'one-hand, ensures that only the möintern amount of 
monev necessary for s.erving commodity turnover.remains in the sphere  : 

of circulation, and on the other hand^ requires.;better plann^g of ^ 
People's Bank work,    If, for example, .during the,, season when planned 
purchases of grain and cotton are -abdey the. volume ana time^or sales     ; 
of grain and :cotton by the peasants were not exactly ae^rm^ed jointly 
with the interested'organizations^ this could causea shortage^ the  ; 

cash required for turnover or even lead to a situation where, due to 
non-receipt of a •payment order, cash was not,^issued*.   Thav is the rea-, 
son for the great importance of the discrimination between the reserve, 
issue fund and the Pecnievs Bank turnover ;cash office.   The reserve   ^ 
<ssu£ fund.is.the reservoir of the circulation of money, the s .mice or 
vhich opens and closes according toners from ttie only issuing organ 
in the country, the main office of the People's Bank-orChisav^ 

-Thus it is clearly evident that the .creation of reserve funds ■... 
is an integral part of our country's system for. ^e c^c^loü

ni°fyi+ 
money.    Only by having a reserve fund and retaining a'certain amount,. 
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of notes in it is it possible, at any given moment, in consideration 
of the situation,, to issue the required amount of money into circula- 
tion in agreement with the requirements of commodity turnover, to 
withdraw cash surpluses-, and to constantly support the correct rela- 
tionship between the volumes of circulation of money;and goods„ 

To ensure that the reserve fund is provided with a sufficient 
amount of notes and to prevent the arbitrary increase in the amount 
of money in circulation, the right to dispose of the issue funds, 
especially to issue money from them, must be concentrated in the 
center* 

Compiling the revenues and expenditures schedule for cash turn- 
over« The cash plan^ ea we saw^ is compiled quarterly with a monthly 
breakdowno In doiag this, to issue' the amount of planned excess of 
expenditures of cash over revenues of cash once durfeg the month >rould 
be irrational, all the more since the amount of this excess can in- 
crease or decrease during the month or the quarter under the influence 
of various factorse In'addition, during the month revenues and ex- 
penditures of cash fluctuate considerably and real requirements for 
cash vary greatly. For these reasons, a method under which the amount 
of the excess is issued once a month to be used gradually during the 
month is not economic«. If the amount is issued on the basis of the 
average monthly requirement it can turn out to be insufficient for 
those few days of the month when the maximum requirement for cash oc- 
curs „ If funds' are issued on the basis of the maximum requirement for 
these few days, it will be too large for the remaining day3 of the 
month« 

That is why it became necessary to shorten somewhat the plan 
period and to compute requirements for cash on a smaller basea But 
this does not mean that the plan period can be reduced to one or a few 
days, since the cash plan must undergo the complicated procedure of 
compilation, checking and approval, during which process orders from 
the local level can change« Under these conditions it is more ex- 
pedient for the Peopless Bank establishments themselves, within the 
limits of the cash plan confirmed by thi center, to compile a plan 
for the revenue and expenditure of cash for a relatively short periodo 
Such plan figures can bz  confirmod on time, rapidly and flexibly by 
the main office, which will promote (within limits of the established 
cash plan) speeding up the turnover of money and a ssving in its use 
along with ensuring normal requirements for it„ The revenue-expendi- 
ture schedule for cash turnover compiled at the present time by 
People's Bank establishments is such a plan, 

The revenue -expenditure schedu3.e for cash turnover is an in- 
ternal planning doctimert of the'PeopleJs Bunk establishments compiled 
without participation by enterprises and organizations s It is used as 
a schedule for revenue and expenditure of cash during a determined 
periods Its role is to serve as a base for regulating money (trans- 
fers of money from the reserve fund to the bank's operations cash of- 
fice) so as to make easier the execution of the cash plan by periods,, 
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'-/■'-''0^6^e^iue^sxperdltuye-.B^hedrs^e.pf..cash turnover Is compiled 
by all'People's Bank establishments /once every lö^days<(this period    ,: 
can be lengthenedror reduced «©mewha'b'..In .^greem^t with a:-6harige in,   :. 
the situation'or for c&her.^easj>ns)«.',/3^ 
differs depending on-the conditions., of operation 'of the1'different banjs 
establishments';, - Sö'me-bangesta^lis^^ •thev,., 
over-all data Oh- csßh; receipt Sp-payaents and the balance": for the 1° 
days, and äleö'a 'cotatnunicatlon ,;cf Pols' införmatich to' the higher ,es" . .. 
tablishßint wl th' ;aa ^ -indication ;.of theJ amount which heeds to .be Issued ;t 
cr withdrawn fröre circulation,   '(^hW'baäk''"(eB^blis&'^&s-'rias:t Lincl^de 
receipts, parents aad thevbalance for the 10-day- period or for an-,;... 
other such period:with or- without .:.a' breakdoWby days^-andi.also by 
most"' important', itemJv which are. eo^nicated' to; the higher > establish--, 
ment with an' indication-of:-the amount:of ?i;äsh wr.:ich'needs. to be issued 
or withdrawn;fros circulation-, -,- A ;numb"cr of bank'estabXishffientsvHiu^t 
include, the amdtrits of receipts^, payments, and balance -for all :iiiipprtant 
items with a breakdown- by .days) these'.data are also communicated ,to.-. ■ 
the: higher establishment 'with an .indication./.of ^e 'amount'needed to be 
issued or withdrawn from- circulation0 .... - "•■'-'."•-' :;r- ;-"--..v-: ■•,-•■-.: 

.   a?he:rewnue-expe^idifcure schedule.of cash turnc^er'is checked 
and' summarised by-the"higher bank- .establishments-' and approved' by the 
main, office^ affer* which it descends, to the lower levels,  .All this ,: 
work'is; done operationally by.telegraph and is completed before the ,, 
start of the plan-periody- -Since .the,amounts included1 in the revenue- 
expenditure" scbedu&s ».st- not exceed the cash .plan indicators con-, , 
firmed by the central organs., the PeopleYa 3ank must' examine^hsm: in- 
dependently without any delay„ • -On: the basis of the approved data the 
bank estabiishmints- give the lower .levels orders- to issue'notes from 
the reserve: fund'-(issue money into- circulation )«•-'"'   /:    ■     '■■■■■■■ ■-:■'... 

1'he revenue-expenditure schedules, as noted;,-are usually com- 
piled for a 10-day'period with a breakdown by-days j-moreover5 after. 
the expiration of the 10 days: the unused part cf the amount confirmed 
by the' order on issuing money is recorded on the '.last day of the ,10- 
day period and this is"communicated to the higher authorities 0   .Ja the 
last-10-day period Of the month.the plan is compiled in a special way 
.and a special'order on the. isyue of. funds ..is .given'0

;   ■ " 
'.';;'. All the work of the banking Establishments ön the regulation 

of issue operations■ is conducted- on the basis1;of the data: of the  , 
revenue -expenditure schedules and orders on the isaue of funds.   .. 

The bank' establishments;- must .report; regularly to the higher 
authorities on the dai3y\ amounts of .Receipts and issuance of money 
from the reserve funds-end on.the' situation in respect to the ,execu- 
tion of the orders tc issue npney into, circulations   Ehe provincial 
and city bank divisions must inform the. E»ia office daily, by tele- 
graphs, of the following?...-• /" .'. ','.,.;' ',       " •'•■-■'-; 
'..'/'    a^  the balance of, the, amount permitted by the order on the is- 
sue of money into circulation; (withdrawal''.from';the reserve fund) for 
the'current period;"-'-   /    /'.•.;.:..-.-::•;  .-,.:--■-,.'""?..'. '"'   :       - 



b. the amount cf the cancellation of the order on the issue 
of money into circulation at the direction of the higher bank estab- 
lishment; '....■ 

c, the amount of the cancellation of the order on the. issue 
of money into circulation.at the bankestablishments own initiative« 

in this way-the bank8a main office is informed promptly about 
the issuing of money orwithdrawal of money from circulation on a 
country-wide scale.    In the bank's mala office this work is done by 
the issue administration, arid in the provincial and city divisions, 
by the cash planning departments, 

In I95O the Peopled B5.uk of Cbina implemented? in respect to 
the distribution of cash, a "system of covering or transferring dif- 
ferences by transfers*" 'under this system the issuance of funds on 
any of the bank establishment's acc^ie is handled through the mecha- 
nism of transfer operations0   Each bank establishment daily balances 
the transfer operations ,> and in case the amount of transfers to ofe.her 
establishments exceeds the. amount cf transfers received, cash far the 
amount of the difference is automatically transferred to the issue 
reserve fund; if the opposite is true, the bank establishment can in- 
dependently transfer cash from the issue reserve fund into the opera- 
tions cash" office in.the amount of the difference between the amount 
of transfers received and sent off« 

At that time this system was necessary; it promoted the concen- 
tration of funds in the bankes main office, the support of state trade, 
and the expansion of transfer operations between bank establishments,, 
and promoted the fulfillment of the historical tasks in setting up com- 
modity turnover between city and country0 

Afterwards the situation changed»   As the result of strength- 
ened planning and the strengthening of the system of economic accounta- 
bility in state enterprises, and of the improvement in the methods for 
granting credits to the state sector cf the economy by the State Bank 
(formerly credits were granted entirely by the bank's main office to 
the central organs, and now they are granted mainly by bank estab- 
lishments at all levels directly to the enterprises )<, and also with the 
purpose of satisfying the growing requirements of the state for cash 
and of stabilizing prices, it became necessary to improve planning in 
respect to issuing money and withdrawing money from circulation»    In 
this connection,, on 1 Jaly 10}4 the People's Bank of China abolished 
the old system of regulating issue and introduced a. ^system of planned 
distribution of cash" under which funds are transferred in accordance 
with the cash piano    This system depends on the revenue-expenditure 
schedules for cash turnover compiled on the base of the cash plan, and 
has the following advantages over the old system; 

a.    it makes it possible to avoid accumulating and immobilising 
issue funds en route during the process of distributing them.    For 
example, data on the operation of the Liao-hsi Provincial Division of 
the People's Bank of China show that during a 5-month period alone 
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(August-December 1953)., as the result of the experlmeEtal convers-iba 
to the new system, the amount of isaue funds en route was reduced hy 
3,800 billion,yuan.j(pre-ref orm)o- Requirements for' funds f6r':turrent 
operations also decreased, hy k6<,5 billion yuan;     ; ■ ; ': ;"" '. 

.''b*? -it; ensures a.closeconnection1 between the regulation;.of 
issue and the: execution-of rthe. cash .J>iaaa 

,Unaer the pld system-the. bank establishments could place cash 
in the issue reserve, fund or cover a difference from this- fund;ihde-   • 
pendent ly^' in accordance with the differences which formedi ; 

-.; Under these conditions the cash plan data on the issuance of 
money, or withdrawal of money from circulation dar-iag ■ e: certain period  ; 
did not reflect:the actual situation; this interfered with ^oirpt and 
operational control...from:the center ever~the issuance of money &rtp" 
circulation in-.the various,: regions, of. the country I ...£he; new;syste%; ;3; 
consolidating the, cash plan and the'rever/ae-expenditure 'schedales,*;; 
ensures complete coordination of the planned and actual'distribution;; 
of cash.,' This •is. one:.of the moot .important conditions "in; the; field 
of planning the .circulation of money»    .' ••-.*:;.;.. *'■■'"■.■;'■■■ 

With, the development of p.lannihg of the country{s• national     ■ 
economy, ever more favorable.conditions'are being created for -regu- 
lating the circulation of moneyo    During the period when socialist 
ownership is being converted .into the sole economic basis of-oiar coun- 
try's national economy,and commodity turnover is being organized com- 
pletely .by state and -cooperative: trade, when the commodity-prices are  ; 
being established in a pained, way and commodities enter the sarfcai   .  ; 
in agreement with requirements at „fixed,,- planned-prices., and when' all- 
enterprises;, organisations and cooperatives have credit relations only 
with the PeopleJs Ban%, the latter' is fully realising the; role of the 
country*s:- sole isoue-caKh and settlements center, and the Center of 
granting short-term -credits-.»-.-- •' 

All turnover funds, •• without exception^ -are moving through the 
People's Bank»   At. the same time the planning is being greatly im- 
proved in all enterprises., organizations., cooperatives and bank estab- 
lishments.   This leads to an improvement in'the:planning: and regula- 
tion of the circulation of money, in the Peopled fiepublicof China   ; 

As already:noted, stability of-the people's yuan is- mainly en- 
sured. .by the huge commodity resources concentrated in;the hands of ; 
our government, which;ca%visr a. planned:: way, "determine commodity- ;; 
prices and thereby ensure that the.masseB of people will'obtain the. 
needed goods at. stable prices« :-But-.the. commodities in'the hands of" 
the government are not the on3y-basis,for the value of the people's 
yuan, since., in the world Qi.:eommoditios,: there is no' substance of- 
value better than gold to. replace gold as a-materiäl expressing the 
value of goodso   That is why,gold, fulfills the fanction- of • a measivre 
of value: at presents -: 
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Another determining factor in the stability of the people's 
yuan is having the appropriate number in circulation. Only by main- 
taining the correct ratio between the amount of yuan in circulation 
and the amount of goods in turnover can stability of the value of the 
yuan be ensured,, Regulation of the circulation of money so that the 
volume of money always agrees with the objective requirements, is only 
possible under the conditions of a socialist economy. Our government 
is actively converting this possibility into a reality, observing the 
laws of the circulation of moneys 

The planned management of the circulation of money by the gov- 
ernment is a guarantee that notes which have left the circulation 
process and are entering egain will not disrupt the circulation of 
money and cause inflation and depreciation of the money» The history 
of the circulation of the jen min pi shows that the Chinese Comuraniet 
Party ana the People's Government, correctly using the objective IHWS 
of the circulation of commodities and money (in consideration of the 
specific economic and historical conditions), have placed these laws 
at the service of the construction of socialism, and at the service 
cf increasing the people's standard of living. 
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